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ABSTRACT
POETRY WRITING AND SOCIAL IDENTITY IN AN AMERICAN COMMUNITY
OF HIGH SCHOOL POETS:
A STORY OF TENSIONS
May 1995
VIRGINIA FRANKLIN MORRISSETTE, B. A. HIRAM COLLEGE
M.ED., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Dr. Judith Solsken
This ethnographic study of an American community of high
school poets frames poetry 'ideologically,'

focusing on the

tensions faced by students who were members of a particular
community of poets as they constructed social identities in
relation to poetry writing.

The study begins in the public

high school poetry writing classroom at the center of their
school poetry writing community and moves outward to include
community contexts for poetry writing beyond the classroom —
a poetry club and poetry conferences — and the contexts of
the students' homes.
Seven students who were members of the poetry writing
community were followed in depth, and their experiences with
poetry writing from family stories of literacy and personhood
to circumstances for the writing of particular poems are
analyzed in relation to 'ideological'
writing and social identity.

vii

tensions around poetry

Portraits were constructed of each of the seven students to
show the connection between poetry writing and social
identity.

In each portrait, the data analyzed includes:

1) a

description of the particular stories linking personhood and
literacy in the student's family; 2) what social tensions
these represented for the student as a poet writing to
fulfill classroom assignments; 3) how in their choices about
writing particular poems, students sought to resolve these
social tensions; and 4) how students seemed to have
positioned themselves as poets of greater or lesser status by
the standards of poetry as art in resisting or embodying
particular topics or conventions of language.
Five types of tensions are identified:

1) those

involving the low status of poetry as art in the school
2) those involving the definition of poetry in detached terms
which differed from the students' experiences with poetry in
contexts outside of school; 3) those stemming from a
perception of poetry as an 'effeminate'

social practice of

literacy; and 4) those involving the use of male-authored
texts as models in the classroom, despite primarily female
membership in the poetry community.

Implications of the

study for developing an ’ideological' model of poetry
instruction are discussed.
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A DEFINITION OF TERMS
(1) Context, with respect to this study, is not
restricted to a discussion of print texts as bounded entities
containing single true meanings; it builds on Hymes' (1984)
emphasis which includes not only the material location of
speaker and audience as part of context — but also the
knowledge the participants have accrued regarding the norms
of communication in particular places at particular times.
More recently. Street (1993) has argued that the bounds of
"context" must be pushed outwards further to include the
broader cultural conceptions of reading and writing which
people have as part of "contexts" for literacy.
The
dissertation study builds on this last definition of
"context."
(2) Culture, with reference to this study, is not
restricted to the realm of art (or to a series of artistic
products).
In this study, culture refers to particular
social systems of meaning affecting art as a mode of social
activity with particular meanings in particular 'local'
contexts (Geertz, 1983).
In this study, these include the
national context, as in American culture or Anglo-American
culture; the institutional context, as in schooling (Street,
1984; Street and Street, 1993); the context of families and
communities (Heath, 1983; Taylor and Dorsey-Gaines, 1988;
Solsken, 1993) and 'popular' culture.
Thus, culture is
regarded as multiple.
Culture includes ideological
representations of gender identity (in fairy tales, pulp
books, television, movies or popular music [Gilbert, 1991].
Thus culture is historical, social and ideological.
(3) By historical, I mean existing in material and
social conditions over time.
(4) By social, 1 refer to the material experiences of
group membership that position people in relations of power.
Social relations are historical, existing over time.
(5) By ideological, I mean embedded in belief systems
that include social processes and material conditions of
contest; even 'neutrality' and 'objectivity' are regarded as
'ideological' (Street, 1984).
(6) By practices, I mean the customary historical and
social uses of reading and writing poetry by members of a
culture which position members of social groups in relation
to each other and in relation to members outside of their

xvii

group.
These include social conventions of reading, writing
and speaking in particular contexts for particular purposes.
(7) By poetry, I mean the cultural and social practices
of reading and writing poetry.
In describing poetry as a
"practice," I mean to focus attention on the social uses and
meanings of poetry as well as its textual features.
This
description of poetry is concerned with social conventions
for what 'counts’ as poetry, who uses poetry, how, when, in
what contexts and for what purposes poetry is used.
In this
description, a poet is a person who engages in the cultural
and social practices of reading, writing or performing poetry
in relation to the conventions of a particular context.
(8) By use, I mean engaging in communicative practices
for individual and group purposes which are always social but
may or may not be recognized by societal institutions.
For
example, although American schools teach reading and writing
as cognitive skills, people use reading and writing for
social purposes in their everyday lives in ways which are not
always recognized or accorded significance by schools.
Thus,
the reading and writing of poems may be used to initiate or
prevent conversation, to preserve or alter a relationship, to
identify as a member of a group or as an outsider.
(9) By personhood, I mean cultural representations of
the person that people learn at home from family practices
and in school. These representations of personhood are also
conveyed by the media, and in discourses (e.g., of
nationalism, popular culture or schooling.)
(10) By social identity, I refer to how individuals
define themselves by choices they make about how to construct
themselves in relation to others.
These choices are seen as
influenced by conceptions of personhood and literacy derived
from individuals' experiences with social relations in
various groups.
Social identity is 'ideological' —
connected to conditions of power and status in the social
relations of various contexts and groups.
Too, social
identity is part of how people are defined by others (as
'masculine' or 'feminine,' or 'clever' or 'dull,' for
example.
(11) By reading I mean the social practices which are
part of the construction of meaning for members of a
particular social group.
These may include interpretation,
evaluation and performance of an oral or written nature.
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(12) By writing, I mean the production of written texts
and also the conceptions of writing that are part of social
practices and processes connecting writers to their texts.
(13) By communicative competence (Hymes, 1974), I mean
the ways in which people act which show that they know the
social rules for communication in particular contexts with
particular people.
These rules include what counts as
poetry, how to read, write or perform poetry, who can read,
write or perform poetry when and for what purpose.
(14) The social practices of reading, writing and
speaking are part of a communicative repertoire of members of
a speech community (Hymes, 1974; Fish, 1980) used in the
construction of meaning across social groups.
For poets, the
communicative repertoire includes "a storehouse of knowledge
of formulae and themes."(Finnegan, 1988, p. 169).
These are
adapted to conditions of audience and context in the
performing of poetry.
(15) By community, I mean a group of people bounded by
particular social practices of reading and writing.
In this
study, the term "community" is used not only to describe the
geography and socioeconomic conditions of the social group,
but also to refer to a smaller subset, those students whose
conceptions and practices of poetry in the contexts of the
poetry conferences, poetry club and their homes were shaped
in large part by shared meanings derived from instruction in
the poetry writing class which was the center of the
community.
(16) By text, I mean the material written product of
socially constructed meanings including sequences of images
and events and definitions of the person.
(17) By privileging, 1 mean the favoring
practice or set of practices over an array of
When more time, space or status is accorded a
literacy practice in a culture, that practice
(Street, 1984).
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of a particular
practices.
particular
is "privileged"
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
A. Overview
This is an ethnographic case study of the relationship
between poetry writing and social identity in a community of
American high school poets.

A set of seven poets who were

members of the poetry community became the focus of the study
and were followed in depth.

Using data collected from their

poetry class, poetry club and poetry conferences, as well as
interviews and written samples of their work, I studied
poetry writing from the students' perspective to identify and
analyze tensions they faced with respect to poetry writing
and social identity in school and home contexts.
B. Background
Research on poetry in relation to schooled instruction
has suggested that poetry reading and writing are problematic
activities for many American secondary school teachers and
students.

Surveys of middle schools have shown that little

time is spent on poetry lessons as part of classroom activity
(Terry,

1974; Hecht, 1978).

Some of these studies have

suggested that secondary school teachers dislike poetry and
feel unprepared to teach it (Craven, 1980).

Ravitch and Finn

(1987) found that American high school students' National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) test scores
averaged lower on the poetry section of the test than on the
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literature portion as a whole.

They wrote that "as a result

of this assessment, we still do not know which poems and
poets are actually studied in the nation's high schools"
(p.

112), and they concluded that "poetry is not in high

favor among 17 year olds.

Forty-five percent say that they

read no poems on their own in the last half-year"

(p.

159).

Although they did learn that poetry was most often read by
students who were female. Black or Hispanic, Ravitch and Finn
were unable to find evidence of a correlation between the
reading habits and test scores of the high school students in
their study, whom they measured using Hirsch's (1987)
standard of "cultural literacy."
Research on the use of poetry in American middle schools
has primarily been directed toward finding methodologies for
teaching poetry.

Reader response studies have concentrated

on identifying categories of poetry which appeal to students,
analyzing the relationship between classroom environment and
student appreciation of poetry texts, and describing the
relationship between the reading and writing of poetry in
classroom peer groups (McClure, 1985).

In emphasizing the

social experiences of readers as part of the transaction of
textual meaning, the reader response model has described
poetry as accessible to readers working with texts
individually or in groups.

Prescriptions for the writing of

2

poetry are offered by the process model, which describes
"Poetry as No Big Deal"

(Elbow,

1981, p.

119),

in an attempt

to demystify what for many seems to be a problematic
activity.

The need to present "poetry as no big deal" and

offer strategies to make it so suggests that poetry writing
is not a commonplace activity engaged in by ordinary people
and that poetic texts are somehow difficult to produce.

The

need for language arts educators to make poetry writing
accessible to ordinary people indicates that it is viewed as
an activity usually restricted to an elite group of people.
In emphasizing the process of collaboration in reading
and writing texts, and in offering other strategies to
demystify poetry writing, process models have provided a
substantial contribution toward making poetry more accessible
and less problematic for students.

However,

process models

operate on the assumption that language is transparent and
neutral, thus they don't address the cultural, historical and
social relations in American secondary schooling which affect
the status of poetry reading and writing among other literate
practices — and how the particular status of poetry among
other social practices of literacy in American families and
schools sets up tensions for students constructing social
identities as poets.

To make these relationships visible,

this dissertation study challenges traditional Western
conceptions of language in general and poetry in particular.

3

C.

Theoretical Assumptions

Three related theoretical assumptions are fundamental
the orientation of this

study:

first,

ideological rather than neutral;
multiple and often contradictory;

that

second,

language

to

is

that meaning is

and third,

that

literacy,

frequently conceptualized as a universal cognitive process,
is used by people
paradigms.

in many ways not accounted for

These assumptions

in cognitive

rest on recent work in social

anthropology consolidating the results and implications of
literacy research across cultures and disciplines
1984;

Barton and Ivanic,

1990;

provides data which supports

Street,

1993).

(Street,

This work

the reconceptualizing of

literacy as sets of social practices which differ across and
within historical,
1977;

cultural and social contexts

Scribner and Cole,

1993).

1981;

1983;

Street,

Consistent with this reconceptualizing of

a view of the meanings of
(Street,

1993)

'privileging'
1991)

Heath,

(Finnegan,
1984,

literacy is

literacy as unstable and contested

and of schooling as caught up in a process of
and even

'pedagogizing'

particular social practices of

which Street and Street
do with serving the

(1991)

(Street and Street,
literacy,

a process

suggest may have something to

interests of

'nationalism.'

Theorizing literacy in the manner described presumes
existence of

tensions of a social nature whenever people

4

the

engage in reading and writing,

suggesting tensions as an

appropriate unit of study in situated research on literacy.
Feminist theory, which also identifies reading and writing as
'ideological,'

has defined tensions as rooted in social

relations which deny women power.

Feminist research in a

poststructural vein has provided a focus on tensions as part
of status relations which is of use in studies of social
identity and writing,

particularly in relation to schooling.

Tensions with respect to the social identity of girls and
women as readers, writers and students
Brodkey,

1987;

Gilbert,

1988,

1989,

of this work across the disciplines.
defined as conflicts,

(Walkerdine,

1987;

1991) has been the focus
Here tensions have been

and much of the work is focused on how

female students resolve the conflicts they face in how to
position themselves as readers and writers in academic
settings.

Using poststructural perspectives on identity as

constructed within the discourses of various social
institutions,

this work defines

identity as multiple and

contradictory — identity as imbued with tensions — rather
than as a unified and unique psychological given.
The valuing of particular texts and forms of writing
and the absence or invisibility of others has been a focus of
American feminist scholars'
of schooling.

critique of the power relations

Much of the criticism is directed toward the

privileging of the experiences of white males that is viewed
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as creating problems for female students seeking to represent
their experiences in writing and work out identities as
writers

(Rich,

1973,

1976,

1979,

1983;

Culley,

1985).

Though

it conceptualizes identity differently from feminist
poststructural theory,

as unitary rather than multiple,

this

earlier work takes up issues relevant to the dissertation
study,

particularly with respect to what is invisible in the

accounts and practices of reading and writing common in the
social relations of schooling.
However,

individual schools are by no means monolithic

cultural entities,

but are themselves situated in historical

contexts and power relations in which they are constructed by
cultural ideologies
be said of families.

(Street and Street,

1990).

The same can

The complex warp and woof of family and

school dynamics involving literacy,

gender and work (Solsken,

1993) attests to the difficulty of predicting the outcomes of
literacy instruction in either individualist or determinist
models of literacy.

Acknowledging the ideological nature of

literacy practices,

including how they play a part in complex

social processes often invisible to educators, underscores
the need to study reading and writing in their specific
contexts of use (Scribner and Cole,
Szwed,
Too,

1981;

Street,

1984),

1981;

Scribner,

1984;

including contexts beyond school.

it suggests that more research is needed to discover how
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people use literacy to define themselves both as unique
individuals and as members of particular groups

(Solsken,

1993) as part of this picture.
The theoretical perspectives on literacy outlined above,
and the framing of poetry as a cultural practice,

raised

different kinds of questions than those which would have been
raised in,

for example,

a linguistic study of poetry, with a

focus on textual features.

This dissertation study of poetry

as a situated social practice,
meaning systems,

located in multiple social

avoids essentialist generalizations about

poetry which focus on form and thus ignore the multiple
definitions and uses of poetry across and within cultures.
It is these conditions which need to be elucidated in order
to discover why and how the reading and writing of poetry are
problematic for many American high school students.
D.

Framing Poetry as a Cultural and Social Practice

Of theoretical interest in this dissertation study is
the nature of the relationship between culture and the
practice of poetry.

In the schooling of western cultures,

poetry has traditionally been defined as a form of art,
art has been treated as the object of aesthetics,
the social conditions of everyday life (Willis,
1990).

However,

and

remote from

1989;

Caton,

this dissertation study frames poetry as a

cultural practice rather than as an art form.

By grounding

the study of poetry and social institutions in "a theory of
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sociopolitical reality"

(Caton,

1990,

p.

20),

this study

seeks to understand and address the problem which poetry
reading and writing seem to present for some American
secondary school students by focusing on the connections
between poetry writing and social identity.
The theoretical shift from a study of poetry as grounded
in aesthetics or linguistics to a study of poetry as grounded
in cultural practices involving social relations of power and
status requires the use of a new set of terms.

(See page

vii, A Definition of Terms).
E.

Description of the Study

The site of the study was a "mainstream" public
secondary school located in in a predominantly white,
middle class,
States.

lower

rural community in the Northeastern United

The school, which I shall refer to as Foothills

Regional High School, was the site of a classroom pilot study
I conducted in the Fall of 1989.

The findings of the pilot

study suggested that there were tensions around issues of
social identity for students in the class.

These had to do

with contradictions in the norms of behavior articulated by
the teacher, who described poets as resisters of social
conventions,

and the norms of behavior for students in his

classroom, which required that student poets sit quietly and
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a

listen to him lecture.

A further tension was suggested by

the lopsided gender pattern of enrollment in the class.
In building on the pilot study,

the dissertation study

was designed to explore the tensions in the material
conditions of being a poet of a particular gender and social
class in this culture and this poetry community of which the
classroom was the center.

Thus, while the classroom was the

nucleus of the poetry community,

the site in which particular

uses and meanings of poetry were constructed,

the

dissertation study began in the classroom but moved outward
to other school contexts for poetry,

such as the poetry club

and school sponsored writers conferences for student poets,
and finally,

to the students'

home contexts for poetry.

The dissertation study employed qualitative and
ethnographic methods.

The purpose of the study was to

identify tensions the students faced in relation to poetry
writing and social identity which would be invisible in
descriptions of poetry as art or poetry as a schooled form of
writing.

Multiple,

systematic procedures were used to

collect data on the relationship between poetry and social
identity in the classroom and in other school contexts of the
poetry community.

The students were interviewed about poetry

writing in these contexts and at home.

The data was compared

within and across contexts to see what patterns emerged which
might explain the relationship of gender and social class to
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tensions which the students faced in establishing social
identities through poetry writing at home and in the school
contexts of their poetry community.
F.

Focus of the Study

The framing of poetry writing as culture-specific and
'ideological'

raised a different set of questions than those

which would have arisen from looking at poetry as an artistic
genre or poetry reading and writing as contributing to a
particular kind of cognitive skill.

The

'ideological'

framing of poetry informing the study suggested an inquiry
directed toward identifying sets of social relations around
various social practices of poetry.
that arose from this

'ideological'

The theoretical question
frame concerned the nature

of the connections between poetry writing,
identity.

social status and

The research questions concerning patterns which

arose from within this area were:
(1) What 'counts'
classroom?

as poetry in the context of this

(2) How is what 'counts' as poetry in the context of this
classroom connected to Western ideologies about
literacy and personhood?
The identification of poetry writing as a problematic
social practice of literacy suggested tensions as a unit of
study.

A description of poetry as

'ideological'

is concerned

with tensions as deriving from social relations of status and
power in which people position themselves and are positioned
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as they engage in various social practices of literacy in
various contexts

(Gilbert,

1988;

1991;

Street,

1993).

The

research questions suggested by this perspective were:
(3) What are the tensions of practicing poetry across
contexts for these middle class high school students?
(4) How are these tensions different or the same for male
and female students?
(5) How do students’ choices about poetry writing and
social identity function to meet their agendas?
G.

Significance of the Study

The significance of this study is to contribute to what
is known about the relationship between poetry writing and
social identity.

In particular,

it is meant to illuminate

some of the social conditions which make poetry writing
problematic for American high school students as writers by
contextualizing tensions in cultural rather than cognitive
terms.

The resulting focus shifts discussion of the

problematizing of poetry away from a focus on cognitive
deficiencies,

and it provides a way to shed light on

relationships with implications for the questions Ravitch and
Finn (1987)

raised but could not answer.

Educational research on poetry in secondary schools has
not yet examined how culture-specific ideologies may create
conditions of tension for students establishing social
identities through poetry writing.

In exploring this issue,

the study seeks to identify the social practices of poetry
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and social definitions of poets that students encounter in
school contexts,

compare them with those that students'

bring

with them from their experiences with literacy in home
contexts,

and finally to relate these to patterns in the

larger cultural context.
From a theoretical standpoint,

the significance of the

study is to show the connections between the social practices
of reading and writing poetry and culture-specific ideologies
about literacy.

While Ravitch and Finn (1987) noted a

connection between poetry reading and the race,
gender of the students in their study,

ethnicity and

they were puzzled by

the apparent lack of connection between the students'
of poetry and their test results.

reading

The researchers'

puzzlement suggests that there is a discontinuity between how
schools teach poetry and how students use poetry.

Researchers

and teachers in the language arts need to address this
discontinuity in order to better understand the cultural
traditions and social relations that assign to particular
practices of literacy certain kinds of status in particular
contexts.

An understanding of these relationships is basic

to connecting instruction to students'

lives.

A cultural theory of poetry encourages the exploration
of such relationships and thus can help to explain why poetry
seems to be a problematic social practice of literacy for
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many American high school students.

The inclusiveness of

such a framing of literacy can be a help to all of us
involved in literacy education by making visible
relationships which deserve more attention because they are
at the core of people's choices about when, where, what, how
and why to read and write.
H.

Limitations of the Study

This study was concerned with identifying tensions
around poetry writing and social identity among a particular
set of students in a particular culture.

Because of the

theoretical framing of poetry in cultural terms,

the

relationship between social identity and social practices of
poetry writing are foregrounded.
centers on that enterprise,

What is undertaken here

not on textual form.

form is part of the discussion,

Although

the intent here was not to

center analysis on the textual features of poetry.
approach might have analyzed the students'

Such an

poems in terms of

some aesthetic standard abstracted from the students'
lives,

or sought to identify what

'affective'

masteries the

texts demonstrated such as those suggested by Bloom's
p.

305)

Domain"

social

(1981,

"Taxonomy of Educational Objectives for the Affective
in his cognitive model of instruction, or sought to

evaluate the effectiveness of the teacher's pedagogy in
relation to the students' written products.
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Rather,

the dissertation study is concerned with how

schooled social practices of poetry as art are defined

in

relation to other social practices of writing — to
'technical'

practices of writing — and to other social

practices of poetry writing such as rap,
greeting card verses.

Here,

too,

song lyrics or

the focus

is not on textual

evaluation in relation to some external aesthetic standard,
but on how these social practices of poetry writing are
related to

ideologies of personhood.

texts of poems appears
within an

in the dissertation,

'ideological'

literacy in America.

When discussion of the

analysis of

it

is

framed

social practices of

This analysis assumes

that particular

practices of poetry writing occupy differing positions of
status

and serve different purposes

our culture
these

in various contexts of

in ways which affect social

identity.

It

is

issues which are the focus of the dissertation study.
My interest

in identifying the links between tensions

deriving from the differentiated status of poetry writing in
various contexts of the culture and the ways

in which the

young men and women in the study defined themselves

through

poetry writing in those contexts

"telling

case"

design

(Mitchell,

case"

(discussed further

test hypotheses

1984)

led me to choose a

for the study.

in Chapter III,

The

Method)

"telling
is used to

through the application of new theoretical
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frames.

The

identification of poetry as problematic both

suggested looking more closely at
writing,

the

social status and identity as

links between poetry
sites of

tensions and

begged for a new theoretical frame to study poetry writing.
My decisions about what the shape that the study was

to take

were grounded in concerns related to the theoretical frame
and the research questions.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
A.
In this chapter,
to three areas:
of

1)

I

Overview

review research and theory relating

literacy as

"ideological,"

a description

literacy as sets of cultural and social practices embedded

in historical processes

including power relations;

2)

a body

of crosscultural cases of poetry as a cultural and social
practice;

and 3)

the social construction of

identities

through literacy in relation to cultural discourses about
gender.
Section B.

provides both the broad conceptual framework

and the specific historical background of the study,
accounting for many of
literacy as

the divides

in the description of

"autonomous" which has dominated Twentieth

Century Western educational discourse.

It connects

language¬

meaning-text-speaker relationships to questions of power and
privilege,

looking at how schools have institutionalized

cultural practices.
Section C.

provides a series of cases of the social uses

of poetry as part of cultural signification systems providing
models of

language,

power and personhood that shape what

poetry is and "means",
is used.

These cases

of poetic texts

who uses poetry,

when and how poetry

are presented to show the connectedness

to particular social relations
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in order to

shift

the focus

from text-centered meanings

to uses as

meanings.
Section D.

provides discussion of

feminist postructural

theory and research which conceptualizes reader-writerspeaker positions as gendered constructions
social discourses.

This work looks at

constructed differently in various

influenced by

identities as

social discourses and

takes up the notion of tensions as deriving from the
contradicting representations
All of this work takes

in some of these constructions.

language to be

it looks at how students'

ideological and some of

written texts reproduce or resist

stereotypical gender roles.
Section E.

provides a summary of the theoretical

perspectives on literacy and social

identity in the chapter

and closes with an explanation of the concepts used in the
dissertation study which includes a rationale for their use
in this study of social

identity and poetry writing framed

ideologically.
B.
1.

Bridging the Divides:

Literacy as

Ideological

Literacy as a Cultural and Social Practice
The dominant model of

which has cast
"neutral"

in the West

literacy among Western educators,

literacy as developmental,

"natural"

and

and linked literacy acquisition to cognitive and

economic gains

for

individuals and nations
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(Goody and Watt,

1968;

Olson,

1979;

Havelock,

"autonomous" model by Street

1980),

has been labelled the

(1984).

Approaching the

theorizing of

literacy from the perspective of social

anthropology,

he has

identified "autonomous" models of

literacy as ethnocentric —primarily a description of upper
class Anglo cultural patterns

legitimated through schooling.

Street cites situated research on literacy across disciplines
and cultures

(Scribner and Cole;

1982;

de Castell and Luke,

1984;

Kaestle,

1985)

application of the

1983;

1981;

Heath,

Scribner,

1982;

1984;

Graff,

Street,

to challenge the broad and unquestioned

"autonomous" model of

literacy without

regard for cultural context.
Street's

(1984;

descriptions of

critique of

"autonomous"

literacy is based on its abstracting of

readers and writers
environments,

1993)

from all but their

most often seen as

immediate learning

schools.

writing as a neutral code and "autonomous"
which provide their own contexts
require oral explication — have,

Descriptions of
texts — those

for meaning and thus do not
he says

(1984),

obscured

much of what goes on with reading and writing with regard to
power relations,

particularly the

"privileging"

of

rationality and technology and their association with written
texts and practices of writing thought to support rationality
and technological advancement
Street,

(Street,

1991).
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1984;

Street and

The labelling of
this view of

the theoretical perspective supporting

literacy as

"autonomous,"

fundamental assumptions and the
"ideological"

(Street,

1984),

the explication of

identification of

"autonomous"

it as

has shifted questions of

meaning outward from individual texts and readers
institutions,

its

practices and processes.

to social

By subsuming

literacy under the rubric of

"ideological,"

the

processes and outcomes widely taken for granted by Western
educators for some time can be seen as culturally
constructed,

and many issues that heretofore have been

invisible can be seen in relation to social and historical
conditions of contest.
2.

Making the Invisible Visible
Given this description of

literacy

(or multiple

literacies and social practices of literacy).

Street

(1984)

has argued the necessity for grounded theory on literacy,
that

is,

theory based upon the findings of research in

concrete contexts
cultures.

In this

for reading and writing in a variety of
"ideological" view of literacy,

it

is only

by grounding literacy research in concrete contexts of use
that sound literacy theory can be generated
When this

is done,

as

it was

(Street,

1984).

in the research on which Street

has based his

"ideological" model,

found for the

"consequences"

of
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little support can be

literacy acquisition

described in the
have,

"autonomous" model.

for example,

Historical studies

revealed a lack of evidence to show that

groups of people bettered their lives through literacy
acquisition;

to the contrary,

these studies

suggested that

power relations often have been sustained rather than altered
by the acquisition of
Luke,

1983;

Kaestle,

literacy

(Graff,

1982;

de Castell and

1985).

Crosscultural studies have

indicated that there

guarantee that once a people acquired literacy,
use it

is no

they would

in the ways Western educational discourse on literacy

has hypothesized
Bloch,

(Heath,

1981;

Scribner and Cole,

1981;

1993).

Further,

multiple uses of

literacy across and within

cultures have been neglected by educational researchers
whom they are neither

"consequential"

for

nor sometimes even

visible when viewed through an "autonomous"

lens.

It

is to

these uses that researchers need to attend in order to
develop a full understanding of the purposes

literacy serves

in the everyday lives of all kinds of people

in all kinds of

contexts
1981,

(Szwed,

1983).

1981;

Scribner,

When the multitude of

literacy not accorded status or
brought

1981)

into focus,

and events

"ordinary"

importance

(Heath,

uses of

in schools

is

many assumptions undergirding western

literacy theory can be seen as culture-specific and embedded
in power relations of various kinds
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(Street,

1984;

Street and

Street,

1990;

Street,

1993).

language as transparent,
tabula rasa,

For example,

descriptions of

the reader or writer as cultural

reading and writing as neutral,

cognitive processes,

"natural"

and ideal texts as capable of "standing

alone" may be seen as theories governing whose knowledge and
what kinds of knowledge

'counts.'

A description of literacy as ideological — not simply
different across cultures, but embedded in historical power
relations that privilege certain texts and speakers —
provides the basis for an understanding of the recasting of
the theme of divides,

from a debate about literacy and

orality in the "autonomous" model to a broader historical and
social discussion.

Some of the research on which

"ideological" theory was built is reviewed below in relation
to the theme of divides, of central importance to an
understanding of the the discussion of tensions in the
dissertation study.
3.

The Theme of Divides in the "Autonomous" Model of
Literacy
The divides characteristic of the description of

literacy in the West have been shown to be cultural
categories,
contest.

frequently located in historical conditions of

For example,

the idea of meaning as located in

print texts and individual readers drawing out meanings
through hard work or inspiration has been connected to the
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historical conditions of the Protestant Reformation, when
there was a contest over who had the power to interpret texts
— whether it lay in the authority of the elite of the Church
or in the capacity of ordinary humans to receive the meanings
of the Scriptures directly from the print text,

itself

defined as the authority in this case

1985).

(Kaestle,

In emphasizing the connections between readers and texts
without need for an outside interpreter in determining
textual meaning,

the Protestant Reformation seems to have led

to a valuing of texts regarded as "autonomous" — providing
their own contexts for meaning,
accounts of literacy,

it was

though in later "autonomous"

'scientific'

texts that

furnished their own contexts for meaning (Street,
According to Kaestle (1985),

1984).

the co-occurence of the

interests of the Reformation and the invention of the
printing press, which made Scriptural texts directly
available to large numbers of people,

played a major

historical role in shaping our notions of meaning as located
in print texts and accessible to people who are diligent
enough to pursue it.

The description of the relationship

between readers and texts which came out of the Reformation
lent importance to the wording of texts and to the notion
that the language in them must be clear so that their
meanings would be transparent.

Through various shifts in
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history which saw the decline
of

the

in religious belief and advance

industrial age along with a discourse of

technological progress,

the analytical essay used to display

proofs became privileged in western schooling
Notions of

science and

language as a transparent medium,

centered and readers relating to texts as

(Street,

1984).

meaning as text-

individuals

that

derived from earlier religious contests over power and
interpretive authority persisted and were developed further
in the model of
science.

literacy in the service of reason and

As much of

the research below suggests,

admixture of the historical and cultural

this

is still caught up

with social conditions and discourse about power and
particular uses of
a.

literacy in which schools play a part,

Dividing Text from Context
The original divide in the description of

literacy,

"autonomous"

which entailed the separation of writing from

other social practices of using language,
texts — not just any written texts,
serve the interests of modernization.

privileged written

but those recognized to
The cognitive

qualities of objectivity and reason which supposedly could be
exercised to their fullest only in writing,
necessary to the growth of the modern nation
Through the preservation of

were viewed as
(Street,

1984).

information in written texts,

people could travel backwards

through time,

plan for the

future and figure out how to solve the problems of the
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present.

However,

it was not writing per se,

but essay

writing which became privileged in elite schooling
1984)

because

logical

it was believed to be neutral,

to engender

thought processes and to make meaning transparent

through the presentation of

logical proofs.

thought to furnish their own contexts
b.

(Street,

Dividing "Literate"

from "Oral"

Behind much theorizing about

Such texts were

for meaning,

Peoples and Genres
the

"autonomous"

conveyed through Western style literacy was

qualities

the assumption

that Western uses of language and writing were more civilized
and that people

in non-Western,

primitive,

they needed to be colonized by our literacy

that

in order to become modern.
the present tense

"Oral"

cultures were more

peoples were locked into

in a world where meanings

because their cultures
texts over time,

"oral"

fluctuated

lacked the technology to preserve

whereas

"literate"

peoples were dwellers

in

a world where meanings were stable because they could be
preserved in logical texts,
(1982).

according to theorists

In these descriptions,

the

like Ong

"literacy-orality divide"

assumed the proportions of a metaphor.

Supporting this

metaphor were descriptions of a historic turning point when a
separation between the
the

"literate"

through the

"oral"

genres of myth and poetry and

genres of history and science was effected

instrumentality of Greek alphabetic
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literacy

through the
(Havelock,

instrumentality of Greek alphabetic
1980;

Ong,

Descriptions of

literacy

1982).
"oral"

peoples

and the

"oral"

genre of

poetry as primitive have been disproven by Finnegan
whose research among the Limba of Sierra Leone
the

logic and detachment

"autonomous"

(1988),

indicated that

identified with writing in

literacy theory are found in the oral poetry of

the Limba and seem to be attributable to the Limbas'
and frequent
different

interaction with nearby tribes

languages.

travel

that speak

She also effectively challenged the

notion of a divide between "orality"
instead for the notion of a

and "literacy",

"mixing of modes"

arguing

and citing as

illustration a practice common in Elizabethan England,
writing down the words
singing the lyrics

of

to folksongs and hawking the folios by

in the streets.

be found to disprove the argument

Other examples also can
that poetry is

somehow

associated with illogic or dissociated from logic,

among them

the famous poetic disquisitions by Eighteenth Century English
poet Alexander Pope,

the

"Essay on Man"

and the

"Essay on

Reason."
Yet the fact remains
problematic

that poetry has been theorized as

in Western descriptions of

literacy,

with a dark past of superstition and social
unstable meanings
as rabble rousers,

associated

strife,

of

reminiscent of Plato's description of poets
a group of persons who posed a threat to
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the equanimity of the republic.
(Ong,

1982),

Poetry is "context-bound"

a murky ground of uncertain and thus contestable

meanings for people of a culture who have learned to
privilege explicitness in the belief that clarity of language
is enough to attach a single meaning to a text.
the neutrality and transparency of language,

Notions of

the capacity of

individual texts to contain single "true" meanings
discernible without need of explication from outside sources,
and the valuing of explicit language as a means to produce
such texts challenged the usefulness of poetry, with its
apparent multiple meanings.

Looking at poetry as a form of

art presents further problems,

because Western descriptions

of art locate meaning in individual artistic works
1983).

(Geertz,

The particular problem that this presents for written

works of art and for the discourse about them is taken up in
the following section,
c.

Dividing Art from Life
A prominent theorizing of art in Western cultures is

based on the assumption that meaning is located in the text,
that indeed to qualify as "art" a poem must be able to stand
alone.

This approach to texts espoused in the "New

Criticism" taught in mid-Twentieth Century American college
English departments can be seen as arising from the same
cultural belief systems and historical circumstances which
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supported a theorizing about

literacy that

within "autonomous"

texts.

potential problem.

If

and,

poetic texts

by definition,

Here,

located meanings

however,

there

individual texts had to

they were subject to multiple

lay a

"stand alone"

couldn't do that because

interpretations and dependent

upon knowledge which lay outside their boundaries,
they be understood?

how could

Constructions of reading as patiently

decoding and extracting meaning from sacred texts were again
relevant,

for artists were a special,

individuals,

extraordinary in their perceptions,

closely attending to their texts,
glimpse of

their

In this

gifted group of
and by

readers could catch a

insightful meanings.

theorizing of art as applied to poetic works,

assumptions of

text-centered meanings,

of

inspired texts and

devoted readers seeking to extract meanings
authoritative texts,

lie many problems.

from

The contradiction

between what poems as works of art are supposed to accomplish
and how poetry is

theorized in Western discourse about

literacy that devalues poetry for

its presumed lack of

explictness can be seen as a site for tensions
writing and talking about poetry for people

in reading,

in Western

cultures.
Geertz
was

(1983)

observed that the assumption that meaning

located in individual works of art reduced discussions of

poetry to analyses of prosody,

and he denied that such
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analyses could get at questions of meaning.
identified as problematic

(1986)

"the falsely mystical view of art

that assumes a kind of supernatural
of universal

Rich

inspiration,

a possession

forces unrelated to questions of power and

privilege or the artist's relation to bread and blood"
178).

And even earlier,

elite poets of
beautiful

(1923)

tried to persuade

the academy to abandon their

illusion"

features of

Williams

(p.

322),

sources of poetry.

"search for the

to rid their poetry of the

"the dead classics"

turn their efforts

(Williams,

1954,

p.

290)

and

to using American language and life as
Each of

these descriptions raises the

issue of the problematic theorizing of poetry as art
America,

(p.

in

a theorizing of the text as a context for its own

meaning which is consistent with earlier,

historically based

beliefs about sacred texts that can "stand alone."
described in Western literacy theory,

as

poetry texts are sites

for mysterious rather than transparent meanings,
use to readers and writers of modern nations.
location of art

Yet,

of

little

Further,

the

in the realm of aesthetics rather than in the

social conditions of everyday life has had negative results
for students by suggesting to them that art
institutional,
themselves,

is

something

so grand they could not hope to produce

so removed from their lives

incomprehensible

(Willis,

1989).
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that

it

it

is

Lurking in the background

of this description are
school and community,
cultural groups

and among various

social classes and

that are sustained through the privileging of

elite definitions of
4.

issues of elitism —divides between

literacy and art.

Schooling and Divides
The theme of divides

linking "autonomous"

literacy

theory and Western theorizing of art also permeates
description of

the relationship between readers,

the

writers and

texts commonly accepted in American educational discourse
over the last fifty years.

In this discourse,

readers were rewarded for their efforts
from texts.

"The reader"

abstractions

in this model—genderless,

"universal he."

a.

Picturing Writing and Writers
Brodkey

(1987)

in retrieving meaning

and "the writer"

of

individual

existed as near

cultureless—a kind

described the cherished Western trope of

the writer laboring in solitude as

the embodiment of divides,

illustrative of distance between writer and community on the
one hand,

and between the

initiation and completion of a

finished text on the other.

The

image leaves out both the

social purpose for writing the text and the audience for whom
it

is

intended,

to say nothing of

the sharing of the text in

various community contexts.
The

image of writing as a solitary activity,

sustained for years

a divide

in educational discourse and schooled
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literacy practices, has been replaced in elementary and
middle schools and even in some high schools by the community
model of "process" writing that emphasizes collaboration
through every phase of composition from brainstorming to peer
editing.

Yet the process model was built on a theorizing of

writing as a developmental,
1989).

"natural" process

(Gilbert,

Notions of the authenticity of personal experience

and the transparency of language in this model support
earlier cultural and social practices of reading and writing
associated with sacred,
West.

That is,

(Gilbert,

artistic and scientific texts in the

texts produced by students are privileged

1989) as the repositories of meanings put there by

authors for readers to extract rather than analyze.

Thus,

questions of power and privilege continue to remain invisible
in process descriptions of literacy.
b.

Dividing Self from Text as a Cultural and Social
Practice
In recent educational research,

the ways of interacting

with texts favored by schooling have been identified as
cultural rather than cognitive.
"separating

For example, ways of

'things of the imagination'

about texts were found by Heath (1983,

from life"
1986)

in talk

to be part of

the conversational interaction patterns among "mainstream"
parents and children.

She also noted that these patterns are

associated with success in school.
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Scollon and Scollon

(1981) described the process by which writers separate
themselves from their texts in essayist literacy as "the
fictionalizing of self," associated with a "modern mindset"
which they characterized as Anglo.
Street

(1990)

More recently.

Street and

suggested that literacy practices thought to

support the modern nation are "pedagogized" through the use
of educational toys and that middle class schools reinforce
the uses of literacy for science that middle class children
enter with.

They described scientific report writing as a

weekend family activity and suggested that there might be a
connection between literacy in the service of science and the
interests of nationalism.

What emerges from these research

studies is a description of groups of students whose ways of
relating to texts are continuous with those privileged by
schools.

The extent of overlap among categories of Anglo,

mainstream and middle class is difficult to pinpoint and not
always consistent within families,
researchers.

creating problems for

Bernstein identified a child's social class

with the level of educational attainment of the mother
(Atkinson,

1979,

p.

46),

assuming that mothers guide their

children in the acquisition of language,
may not always be appropriate.

an assumption that

His search for a formula only

underscores difficulties in the application of categories of
social class.

However,

there does seem to be more continuity
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between the ways of using language and relating to texts
privileged by schools and those of students variously
described as Anglo, middle class or mainstream.
A significant body of research reinterpreting the theme
of divides as "mismatches" between the middle class Anglo
ways of using language privileged by schools and the
consequent labelling of minority students as "oral" and thus
deficient will not be addressed here because it is not
relevant to the dissertation study, which looks at tensions
in the practice of poetry among students whose ways of using
language and relating to texts seemed to be fairly continuous
with schooled practices.

It may be that educational research

has neglected looking closely at the latter group, whom they
may have tended to paint with too broad a brush, assuming
more consistency between home and school uses of literacy
among White, middle class students than actually exists and
ignoring the subtle differences characterizing the divisions
within social classes.
5.

Tensions,

Personhood and the Uses of Writing

Recent literacy research has come to focus on questions
of what writing practices are invisible to educators because
they fall outside the parameters of "schooled writing"—that
is,

they are not defined by schools as consequential and they

do not take place in the context of school
Sheridan and Street,

1993).

(Barton, Bloome,

This work has addressed the lack
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of research on "the importance people place on writing and
the ways they use it to organize,
to their lives,
lives..."

structure and give meaning

as well as to make changes in their own

(Bloome,

1993,

p.

7).

The newer research on

literacy has incorporated concepts from poststructural work
reviewed in the final section of the chapter,

particularly an

interest in the tensions people face when choosing to engage
in various literacy practices invisible to educators.

Here

the research is beginning to pay more attention to the
relationships between available cultural representations and
the social practices of literacy at the level of individual
people,

although of course not in the same way that cognitive

models looked at individuals'
Gender,

too,

relationships to literacy.

is an area of interest in this new research

which describes the tropes of writing and writers as gendered
(Brodkey,

1987; Bloome,

1993).

Bloome (1993),

for example,

mentions "the trope of the naturally gifted writer as poet or
novelist,
others"

reclusive Hemingwayesque or Dickensonesque, among

(p.8).

This focus in newer studies of literacy has directed
attention toward questions of how people may use literacy in
relation to cultural models of human behavior.

"Personhood"

is a term used in some of this literature to describe models
of the person in various cultural ideologies.
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In these

studies increasing attention is being directed toward
learning how people derive models of the person which come to
define their social relations in a culture,

particularly with

respect to the literacy practices in which they choose to
engage.

Street's recent work (1993) calls for closer

scrutiny of where people get their ideas about literacy and
how they choose among contesting practices of literacy in
relation to models of personhood.

Studies of poetry as a

cultural and social practice (Abu-Lughod,

1986;

Caton,

1990)

reviewed in the next section of this chapter make use of the
concept of personhood in analyses of the uses of poetry to
uphold community models of human behavior by members of
tightly knit tribal groups.
6.

Summary
The theorizing of literacy as "ideological" in the field

of social anthropology results from the synthesis of research
across cultures and disciplines that to varying degrees has
shown the connections between power and language practices.
This holistic and historical approach to literacy can be used
to explain many of the divides that account for tensions
around the practices of literacy in the West and how
schooling has helped to perpetuate them.

By challenging the

oversimplifications of "autonomous" descriptions of reader%

writer-text relationships and implicating their use in
privileging the cultural and social practices of elite, Anglo
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literacy,

"ideological" theory has underscored the need for

research connecting real readers and writers to particular
cultural and social practices of literacy.

Earlier literacy

studies in the field of anthropology focused on the broader
social implications of literacy practice,

but recent literacy

studies are concerned with how individuals choose from
cultural representations to construct identities through
literacy.

The next section examines the relationship of

poetic practice to cultural belief systems to bridge the
theoretical divides between poetry,

power and cultural

constructions of personhood.
C.
1.

Poetry,

Poets and Cultural Signification Systems

The Problem of Meaning
What makes something a poem?

"mean?"

Is it

his book.

(as Fish,

And what makes a poem

1980, maintains in the subtitle of

Is There a Text in This Class?) based on the

"authority of interpretive communities?"
does this authority come from?

And if so, where

Identifying as problematic

the Twentieth Century Western theorizing of poetry as
separate from its social signification systems, Geertz

(1983)

maintained that the meanings of individual poems could not be
understood through studies of prosody and craft alone.
Rather,

a study of the meanings of poetic works should

consider the uses of poetry in connection to social
signifying systems in a culture.
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As a case to illustrate his

point,

he offered a description of poetic practices in

Morrocco.
This section of the chapter reviews crosscultural
studies of poetry by Geertz and others in order to examine
connections between the uses of poetry and cultural
signification systems which affect who uses poetry and how
poetry is used.

The focus and depth of the analyses vary

across these studies and raise their own questions, which
will be dealt with at the close of each section.
2.

Poetry as a Cultural and Social Practice
Social practices of poetry used to compete for a wife,

to win arguments or to contest property are described in a
number of crosscultural studies.

For example,

on the island

of Mindoro, poetry was gathered by young men moving from
village to village in order to collect more and more verses,
which they then carved into shoots of bamboo to present to
young women as part of an annual courtship and fertility
ritual

(Conklin,

1959).

This ritualized use of poetry was

remarkable for sustaining an indigenous system of literacy in
a culture with no formal schooling and a reported 60%
literacy rate.

If,

as Geertz suggested,

poetry are to be found in its uses,

the meanings of

then the poets of Mindoro

constructed themselves as powerful in relation to their being
literate enough to write down the verses they collected and
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persistent enough to gather the largest number of verses and
thus likely to impress the women they sought as brides.
Unfortunately, we do not know from Conklin's description what
kinds of stories the poems told, what percentage of women
were able to read the poems, whether women ever wrote them,
or what became of the men who couldn't write,

but the social

practices of reading and writing poetry described in Mindoro
appear to have been connected to gender relations organized
around personhood.

That is,

ideologies of male personhood in

this society linked sexual and reproductive power to
literacy — not just to the capacity to read and write, but
also to the capacity to aggressively collect verses.

Male

literacy on Mindoro was apparently directly linked to social
and sexual status in the realm of gender relations.
Studies of poetry in Morocco (Geertz,
(Caton,

1990),

Somalia (Lewis,

Bedouin tribe (Abu-Lughod,
argumentative,

1993)

practices of poetry were used by males
to win arguments and to injure

In Somalia, where "'camels are looted and men

killed because of poetry'"
lacking skill with words,

a clan.

and in an Egyptian

1986) have described poetry as

to assert their verbal skills,

poetry,

South Yemen

composed orally in the act of performance.

These kinds of public,

or to heal.

1983),

(Lewis,

1993,

p.

148),

a man

including the capacity to compose

could never be a leader or maintain his control over
In South Yemen (Caton,
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1990),

poetic skills were as

necessary to defense of a man's property and honor as the
skillful use of a gun.

In these agonistic performances,

where poetry was often used as a form of of ritualized
violence (Caton,

1990), men constructed their identities as

strong, wise and courageous in relation to cultural models of
manhood and cultural descriptions of language and poetry very
different from those privileged in Western educational
theory.
3.

Language,

Power and Poetry

Both Geertz

(1983) and Lewis

(1993) explained the uses

of poetry in relation to cultural beliefs about language as a
powerful tool,

capable of inflicting great harm or applying

miraculous cures,

a conceptualizing of language which is at a

far remove from the western notion of language as a neutral,
transparent medium that can be used to reflect reality.
An understanding of what Geertz refers to as "the
peculiar heightened status" of language in Islamic cultures
(1983, p.109) accounted for a second use of poetry in
Morocco,

"chanting God"

to Geertz,

in the West,

in daily prayer rituals.

According

there was no equivalent for this

practice, which involved much more than simply reading the
Quran,

reciting the verses,

or praying.

God's words were

believed to be literally spoken in these rituals.
full participants in this use of poetry and,
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Women were

like the men.

had attended schools where they learned to memorize Quranic
verses when they were children.

However,

some men went on

to elite schools where they learned even more Quranic verses.
Although Geertz's description connected Morroccan poetic
practices to the Islamic conception of the special power of
language,

his case was not concerned with questions of how

social power and privilege may be reproduced by sending poets
to elite schools where they gather,
say, more ’’cultural capital."

as Bourdieu (1977) would

Nor does his description

indicate that women were allowed access to these schools.

It

may be that the reason that the relationship between power
and poetic practice was left undeveloped here is that the
notion of culture with which Geertz worked was simpler and
more monolithic than what is accepted to be accurate in newer
studies of literacy,

particularly those arising in the field

of social anthropology, which has come to view social
practices of literacy as ideological

(Street,

rather than simply different across cultures.
Geertz'

1984,

1993),

However,

contribution was to theorize art in relation to

social use rather than aesthetic universals by elaborating
the connections between language, poetic practice and social
meaning systems.

The relationship between power and poetry

is more fully developed in recent studies by Abu-Lughod
(1986) and Caton (1990), where poetic practice is examined in
relation to cultural models of personhood.
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4.

Personhood.

Power and Poetry

Ideologies of tribalism constructing definitions of
manhood were related to issues of power and poetic use by
Caton (1990), whose ethnography of poetry is focused on how
South Yemeni poets construct themselves as honorable men,
pious Muslims,
autonomous,
Caton,

generous hosts,

courageous fighters and

self-controlled human beings.

in this cultural system,

According to

social ideals of autonomy

were sustained through creating the impression of free
agency.

An important use of poetry in support of free agency

was as a form of persuasion rather than coercion in the
mediation of disputes.
In the Bedouin culture studied by Abu-Lughod (1986), a
similar tribal ideal of autonomy existed.

The public,

argumentative uses of poetry by men described in the studies
by Geertz,

Lewis and Caton were also found among the

Bedouins, but Abu-Lughod's study is of particular interest
because she described the use of a genre of private poetry as
a discourse subversive to the public discourse of autonomy
and honor.

The ghinnawa,

a genre of poetry identified with

expressions of vulnerability, was used privately by both men
and women to vent anger,
or thwarted love,

emotional pain from wounded pride

and other feelings which tribal ideals of

personhood as autonomous and honorable prevented them from
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expressing publicly.

In the tightly knit Bedouin society,

where concern for the strength of the family group took
precedence over individual choices,
the property of

the clans

women were regarded as

into which they were born,

and it

was a common practice for a woman's cousin to marry her
order to prevent her from leaving the clan.

in

Given the

powerlessness of women who were forced into unwanted
marriages,
loved,

men who were denied access

to the women they

and the Bedouin expectation that everyone would

maintain a show of public strength,

the

ghinnawa provided a

poetic vehicle for the safe expression of

frustrations with

the social system.
The toleration of

the ghinnawa,

which allowed the full

expression of personal sentiments of anger,

sexual attraction

and dependency barred from public discourse by Bedouin tribal
ideals,

was based on the highly formalized nature of

the

genre that cloaked the expression of personal statements
cultural

formulas,

causing them to appear universal rather

than individual and idiosyncratic
Lughod accorded the
because
dominant

in

(Abu-Lughod,

1986).

Abu-

ghinnawa the status of a discourse

it was used to express notions that challenged
tribal

ideologies of personhood—although she also

noted that

it was only used in the presence of

persons of

lower social status.
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intimates or

5.

Summary
In the newer ethnographic studies of poetry,

where

differences within cultures are more elaborated than in
earlier studies,

there

is

still a construction of people as

members of groups rather than individual,

unique actors.

These studies of poetry as a cultural and social practice
elaborate on Geertz'

connection of poetry to social

signifying systems but move beyond Geertz
uses of poetry with power relations
interactions.

to associate the

that permeate social

Here the uses and meanings of poetry can be

seen as connected to cultural representations of personhood,
models of human conduct shaped by notions such as autonomy,
that are

incorporated into group definitions of morality.

Although the ethnographies by Abu-Lughod and Caton give
the lie to personhood as gender neutral,
challenged its neutrality.
construct

in that

Still,

neither directly

personhood is a useful

it focuses attention on what available

representations people have when they use poetry to construct
their

identities

in various cultural and social contexts and

how these representations are connected to power relations.
The notion of

identity as constructed from cultural models of

behavior rather than developing out of
traits

is an important concept

individual,

in these studies,

essential

as poetry is

seen in relation to cultural constructions of meaning that
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join rather

than separate poems,

poets

and communities.

research and theory reviewed in the next section,
between language,

power and literacy practices

within a broader notion of culture.

In

connections

are taken up

Here the focus

is on

gender and tensions deriving from the social construction of
identities

from available cultural representations.
D.

1.

Gendering the

"Universal He"

Featuring the Abstractions
Higher order concepts

representations of
writer"

self"

like

are,

like

of the cognitive model,

fields of meaning.

"personhood"

"the reader"

abstractions

As constructs

or

that

"cultural
and "the

that organize

seek to connect human

behavior with cultural messages and experiences,
older definitions of

"identity"

natural and individual.

Yet

it

as unitary,
is

essential,

important

that these new

constructs not be allowed to become totalizing,
a description that

they replace

to provide

is overly simplified and thus perpetuates

divides by failing to make visible
To develop the negative

important particulars.

in such a way that

the features of

the anonymous writer become visible and can be seen to belong
to multiple versions of
and varied writers,

this

the same writer as well as multiple
section of

research on the relationship of
representations,

language,

the chapter reviews

gendered cultural

and power to tensions affecting
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how women and girls construct
reading,
a.

their social

Social Discourses and Theories of

Assumptions of a unitary,

associated with notions of

literacy have been

language as

transparent and

of personality as remaining consistent while

individuals
Wetherell,

interact
1989;

in various

Gilbert,

social contexts

1991).

in social

interactions,

(Marshall and

This view holds

individual may adopt personae or masks

purposes

Identity

stable essential self

underpinning cognitive models of

the

that,

while

for various

a conscious

intent and a

singleminded personality organizes and underlies
However,

through

writing and speaking.

Language,

neutral,

identities

their use.

the conception of a unified individual who is agent

of his or her own life has been identified as
with notions of
Wetherell,

1989;

language as
Gilbert,

ideological

(Marshall and

1991).

According to Marshall and Wetherell
identity theories have

inconsistent

(1989),

social

ignored language as constitutive of

identity because they have taken language to be transparent
and neutral.

These researchers argue that when language

taken to be ideological,

cultural representations of

can be seen as deriving from social discourses
people differently,

privileging certain groups,

knowledge and discursive practices.
constructed by social discourses,
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is

identity

that construct
kinds of

They describe people as

rather than the other way

around.

Poststructural

theory looks at social discourses as

"ideologies... that teach us how to read and write the world
as well as words"
practices"

(Brodkey,

1990;

p.

Thus,

refers not only to conventions of

configurations of power relations,
identities

9).

"discursive

language but of

including social

that are created and sustained in the formalized

cultural stories we call social discourses.
gender and social class

(Weedon,

Brodkey,

1991)

1986;

Gilbert,

constructions of

1987;

Categories of

Walkerdine,

1986;

form part of these social

identity.

The relationship of females'

social constructions of

identity to cultural representations of

identity in the

language and stories of social discourses

is a focal point

for feminist and poststructuralist theory and research.
Some of this work combines
"divided consciousness"
development

(Lacan,

the psychoanalytic concept of a

as part of a

1977)

"normal"

with descriptions of

stage of
the social

construction of human beings by institutional discourses that
position them differently in power relations,
that they face
social

inconsistencies as

identities

Wetherell,

1989).

with the result

they attempt to construct

in particular contexts

(Marshall and

Feminist poststructural research

concentrates on how divides at the institutional
choices at the

individual

level,
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level affect

an area left somewhat

underdeveloped in holistic ethnographies of '‘other" cultures,
b.

Divides,

Discursive Histories and Versions of the Self

As in the anthropological studies reviewed in the first
section of the chapter,

feminist poststructural studies are

concerned with divides between institutional and home
knowledge and literacy practices.

These divides are seen as

sites of struggle and conflict at the individual level,

as

part of the negotiation of identities, or "subject positions"
that describe a person in various social discourses.

Here,

identity construction is seen as a process of choosing
between multiple and often contesting versions of "self"
(Marshall and Wetherell,

1989)

in various social discourses.

Feminist poststructural researchers consider the
tensions arising from women's conflicts to be a normal state
of affairs,

and their studies focus on how girls and women

negotiate these tensions in the process of constructing their
identities.

If anything is accepted as "natural"

in the

theorizing of identity by feminist poststructuralists,

it is

the notion of inconsistencies in the social construction of
identities.

Gilbert

(1990) uses the notion of "discursive

histories" to indicate a relationship in which various
institutional and "popular" discourses or "cultural stories"
provide models of gender identity that help sustain
patriarchal power relations by representing girls and women
in ways that reproduce social relations.
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Her interest is in

tensions that arise when female students use writing to try
to resist their stereotyping as powerless and passive in
cultural stories of gender,

and invisible in social

discourses of schooling.
2.

Female Students and Tensions

a.

Discourses of Schooling and Difficult Choices
Feminist research and theory has implicated schooling in

the perpetuation of social relations that have oppressed
women and minorities by continuing to posit a single version
of reality as universal and neutral — that associated with
the power structures of the patriarchy (Rich,
1979,

1983;

Culley,

1985).

1973,

1976,

Obliterated by this dominant

version of the universal reader and writer are alternative
accounts of class and gender.
Brodkey (1987)
at how teachers'

looks from a poststructural perspective

control of the topic in educational contexts

is legitimated by ideologies of education and cultural
literacy based on educational discourses framing language as
transparent and neutral.

She argues that these conditions

support definitions of readers and writers as

'universal,'

not accounting for class and gender as positions from which
students write.

Brodkey (1987) noted in her study of class

and gender that female working class students'

interests in

issues of violence and money had no place in the dominant
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educational discourse of schooling that she describes as
’’middle class."

The teachers with whom the women were

corresponding in an adult literacy project refused to
acknowledge the significance,

and even the very existence,

these topics by refusing to discuss them.

of

Interestingly,

four of the teachers were female and two were male,
suggesting that the dominant educational discourse associated
with male power structures is accepted by female teachers who
frame language as neutral,
Walkerdine

transparent and universal.

(1986), provides an account of her own

powerlessness as a schoolgirl,

evoking the Foucauldian theme

of social institutions that "pathologize" people in formal
discourses that dehumanize them.

She describes the conflict

attending her choice to construe herself as a successful
student in the eyes of the school, which required that she
choose academic ways of using language and dissociate herself
from her mother’s female, working class knowledge,

devalued

and even "pathologized" by the "bourgeois" discourse of
schooling.
Discourses of schooling and professionalism support
power and status relations that make the choices by which
women define themselves especially difficult.
(1989)

study and Walkerdine's

Both Brodkey's

(1986) account show that

discourses of schooling can be used to estrange women and
girls from their own experiences,
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either by treating their

concerns as

invisible

by teaching them that
making sense of
to succeed

(in the

illustration Brodkey offers)

they must choose between home ways of

the world and the ways of

(in the

or

the school

in order

illustration Walkerdine offers).

The connection of power to male professions,
of knowledge and male discursive practices as

male kinds

"what counts"

has been acknowledged by feminist poststructural researchers
as a source of deep conflict and tension for female students.
Researchers of schooling at various
Brodkey,

1987;

Gilbert,

1989a,

levels

1989b,

(Walkerdine,

1989c,

1991)

1986;

share the

perspective that schooling privileges discursive practices
associated with distance,
of knowledge.

"neutrality"

and scientific kinds

They implicate discourses of schooling as well

as discourses of professionalism in creating special tensions
for women.
Social psychologists Marshall and Wetherell
have

identified as problematic views of

and language as neutral and transparent.
"If

language

is

(1989)

also

identity as unitary
They write that,

taken as a complex social practice

in its own

right then we become immediately concerned with power and
ideology.

Some constructions of

the world or discourses

become so powerful...that their constructive dimension
becomes obscured.

They appear as common sense,

natural and taken for granted"

(p.
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109).

as what

is

Marshall and Wetherell have proposed a new model of
identity which is concerned with "the ideological
implications,

the possibilities and constraints,

of one

construction or version of the self versus another"

(p.

111).

This approach is based on their definition of language "not
[as]

the conveyor of social life...[but as] an essential

constructive feature"

(p.

108) and the implications the

framing of language as ideological has for "the creation of
participants as certain types of beings or identities,
the production of social realities"

(p.

109).

and

They define

their project as "denaturalizing what is taken for granted"
(P.

112).
The interplay between social discourses of

professionalism and "common sense" discourses of identity
provides the focus for Marshall and Wetherell in this
project.

Thus in their study of career and gender

identities,

these researchers focused on the language of

interview accounts to look for "regularities in the broad
interpretative resources individuals draw on as they try to
answer the interviewer's questions and construct a story
about themselves and their careers...[without expecting]
individuals to be consistent in their use of these resources"
(P.

HD.
The women and men in their interview study,

law students

at the University of Edinburgh, were asked "to make sense of
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personal self and professional/occupational
112).

In applying discourse analysis

accounts

in these

interviews,

over time,

i.e.,

traits

(p.

to the content of

Marshall and Wetherell found a

dominant pattern assuming a fixed,
a particular set of

identity"

essential personality with

remaining relatively consistent

"a strong sense of personal

self as an

idiosyncratic human being with distinct and distinguishing
traits"

(p.

113).

On the other hand,

when the students

professional/occupational

identity,

talked about

the pattern involved use

of a generalizing and categorizing discourse.

However,

some

students also used the contrasting discourse stressing
"exceptions,
the

individual difference,

particularizations and

impossibility of making generalizations"

the two different ways of making sense of
researchers

(p.

114).

identity,

In

the

saw articulated "a possible tension between self

and group identity in the space between oneself and being a
lawyer"

(p.

115).

When gender was added to the equation this

gap became further conflated,

because femininity,

as a lack for women in a male profession,
source of
some of

tension.

However,

the students'

change-agency,

constructed

became a further

the researchers also found in

accounts a version of femininity as

a version which defined the profession of

rather than women lawyers,

as

lacking,
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law,

leading Marshall and

Wetherell

to

suggest

interpretive
effects

and

Marshall

strategies"
into

of

suggesting

to

"identity"

the
of

is

that

between

identities;

and by

It
provide
language

and what
is
the

the

their

of

that

use

in

change

this

their

people

themselves
to

field by

showing that

and social
need to

appeared

(p.

in

109).

poststructural

and discursive practices.

accounts

Literature

that

relationship between discursive practices,

and

social

the production of written
b.

Reading,

texts

Writing and Gender

Poet Adrienne Rich

gender

(1986)

is

focus

this

surrounding such constructions

construction of

the

recast

how the
the

or

by affirming the

construction has

feminist

from

actors,

researchers

achieves"

to

affirming an

study

ideologies
that

are

according

capacity as

they cannot

it

different

identity disconnects

insisting

ends

of

strategies"

suggest

language,

tensions

focus

and

and multiple;

"particular

range

themselves,

They

"identity"

connections

context

define

researchers

social

a

different

123).

"effects

denying

them

Thus,

descriptions

on why a

(p.

version of

group,

combination of

"produces

and Wetherell.

social

world.

these

how people

"essentialist"
the

the

repertoires

Playing
questions

that

identities

that
of

looks

at

schooling

play out

in

taken up next,

in Classrooms
has

courses which proved problematic
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described college English

for

her

as

a woman writer

because

they offered models

poetry was

a White man's

if

connected

it were

According

to

of

poetry which

pastime,

separate

politics,

then

it

taught

her

that

from politics,
could not

be

for

art.

to Rich,
I had been born a woman, and I was trying to think
and act as if poetry — and the possibility of
making poems — were a universal — a gender
neutral — realm.
In the universe of the masculine
paradigm, I naturally absorbed ideas about women,
sexuality, power from the subjectivity of male
poets....
The dissonance between these images and
daily events of my own life demanded... an
unconscious fragmentation of identity: woman from
poet (p. 175).

Rich's
have

also

accounts

feminist

in an array of

and canonical
Various

taken place

at

collections
approaches

of

to

the university

establishing of women's

studies

literature as

remedying
level,

both

example,

and

Gilbert

and Gubar,

Hoffman and Culley,
made

an enormous

what

"literary"

down

into

be

1985;

grounded

Culley,

is

for young women,

Here,

in the

school

sorts

of

arts

While

inclusion,
little of

the
(see,

it

for

(see

this work has
redefining
has

their younger

reached
sisters

instruction continues

dichotomous
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and

"vernacular"

level where

language

the

"literary"

1985).

contribution toward

the public

benefit.

1985)

these omissions

with

departments

anthologizing of women's writing,

might

disciplines

identified the omission of women from historical

problematic.
have

colleagues

relationships

that

to

have troubled female students
accounts as models of what's
However,
Gilbert,

in the past,
"natural"

(Gilbert,

some feminist researchers

1988;

1991)

providing men's

(Walkerdine,

question whether even the

stories by and about women,

1984;

inclusion of

including stories of

who make unorthodox choices,

1991).

strong women

are sufficient to change the

social constructions of

identity among young women inside or

outside of classrooms.

They point to the powerful cultural

messages

in fairy tales and romance novels popular with

schoolgirls

that portray submissive females as

According to Gilbert

(1988),

begins early for girls,

the

influence of

and continues

desirable.
fairy tales

in romance novels.

Rather than accepting the attraction that fairy tales and
romance novels hold for females as

"normal"

and "natural"

denying the value of genres

that have been identified with

female readers and writers,

Gilbert

that

(1988,

1991)

teachers could bring these popular texts

or

suggests

into the

classroom in order to show young women how to read critically
the taken-for-granted cultural stories
shape female

identity as

However,
language,

Gilbert

that have helped to

submissive.

(1988)

suggests

that the framing of

authorship and writing in language arts classrooms

provides a stumbling block to change,
classrooms,

the theorizing of

because

in these

identity as unitary,
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language

as neutral and transparent,

and reading and writing as

universal

"natural"

1991)

indicted "personal"

has

processes

still holds.
and

She

(1988,

1989c,

"self esteem" models of

reading and writing for continuing to mask power relations
that cause problems
description of

for women by overlooking gender

language as a neutral

in their

tool of expression and

reflection.
By describing language

in personal

terms,

the process

theories endorse pedagogies that may have tried to address
divides

that perpetuated social

classrooms,
turn,
that

but

it may be that

created more problems.
licensing the students'

inequities

in language arts

these pedagogies have,
Gilbert

(1988;

1991)

in

notes

knowledge by treating their

written texts with the same respect formerly reserved for the
texts of elite authors does not solve the problem of social
inequities.

She asserts

ideologically "innocent"

that,

by treating student writing as

and "inspired" works,

teachers may

license the social reproduction of gender roles.

By refusing

to critique the social content of student writing for

its

reproduction of social discourses characterizing women as
passive and submissive and the enactment of male violence
against women as normal,
reproduction

(Gilbert,

teachers may participate

1988).
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in social

c.

Scripting New Female Roles
To counter these conditions,

poststructuralist solution:
"natural"

and connected,

fostering divides.

Gilbert

(1988)

focus on language not as

universal and

innate,

but as

Use the divides critically to look at the

disjunctures between language and experience.
poststructuralist paradigm,
study,
that

because language

is,

language

identities

(Brodkey,

1987;

Further,
as

is

language

itself

is constitutive of social

(Gilbert,

1988,

1990)

or social discourses

Marshall and Wetherell,
(1991)

says

in various

1989.)

that genres may be regarded

in that they represent social relations,

including social stereotypes of gender as part of
conventions.

identity;

the site where people construct their

Gilbert

"ideological"

In the

is a site of

from the available representations

cultural stories

offers a

Because of their

the cultural formulas
particular genres,
in particular ways,

"discursive histories" with

for gender relations represented in

students have come to
according to Gilbert.

students come to write,

"read"
Thus,

themselves
when

they often reproduce these social

formulas for gender relations
particular genres,

their

in ways associated with

for example,
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romance novels.

3.

Representing Gender

in Written Texts

a.

Reading Cultural Formulas
Poststructural accounts of reading see reading not as a

stringing together of words but as a process of coming to
understand how one

is represented in cultural stories

work to construct and legitimize people's roles
relationships.

Thus,

that

in power

reading is not a matter of an

interaction that takes place between an individual reader and
a print text,

but a matter of discursive histories built up

over time by cultural stories people have been exposed to
since early childhood.
girls

learn to

"read"

It

is

the cultural stories by which

themselves as powerful or submissive

that provide the focus of much poststructural research on
reading—and writing—because the two are often seen as
connected in this research.
Of particular
(McRobbie,

1982;

interest to a number of researchers

Walkerdine,

1984;

Gilbert,

1988)

is how

females engage with cultural formulas embodied in fairy
tales,

comics

for girls and romance novels.

do they "read"
"inscription"
to others —

these tales?

That

is,

how

Do they accept or reject their

— their gendered positions and relationships
in the cultural signification system represented

in these texts?

(Walkerdine,

1984;

Gilbert,

1988).

And

finally,

what might a feminist romance story look like?

is,

ideology of social

what

That

identities and social relations
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might be represented in such a romance story?
by feminist poststructural researchers
language as

'ideological'

allows

multiple versions of reality,
transparent,

'neutral'

is

The point made

that a view of

for the articulation of

whereas a view of

medium allows

for only a single1

version of reality — the one taken to be

'true'

is

embraced without question as

and

b.

Writing Resistant Accounts
Gilbert

gendered,

(1991)

language as a

'natural'

because

it

'normal.'

has questioned whether genres might be

noting that young boys consistently chose to write

animal stories and adventure stories when they were assigned
to do writing in school,

while older boys chose to write

adventure stories and mysteries.
writing in genres regarded as

She did not observe boys

"feminine"

younger girls or romance stories

for older girls.

she notes that girls sometimes wrote
story,

adventure or mystery.

about why the boys
identified as
"feminine"

However,

in the genres of animal

These findings raise questions

in her study did not engage with genres

"feminine."

genres

— fairy tales for

One explanation could be that

tend to carry lower status,

possibly

because they are about female preoccupations with emotions
and relationships.

Romance fiction,

"devalued cultural field"

(Gilbert,

using the formulas of romance novels
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for example,
1991,

p.

19),

is a
and by

in their own stories.

young women writers

"often enter into the gendered social

regulation such genres rely on"
is,

they "write"

themselves

"have-hold discourse"
capture a man

(Gilbert,

1991,

p.21).

into stereotypical roles

That

in a

in which women seek to please and

(Gilbert,

1988),

they reproduce themselves as

and by writing in this way,

socially inferior to men,

in the story and through their use of a "feminine"

both

genre.

Although women can learn to read and write like men
(Rich,

1984),

frames,

to

"apply masculinist

(dominant)

reading

and to adopt masculinist generic forms...many of

their texts can be read as
such values,

the site of an uneasy adoption of

and a seeking for other ways of constructing

their experiences of being women"

(Gilbert,

Gilbert

has

(1988;

1989c;

1990;

1991)

stories written by female students

1991,

p.

21).

looked at romance

for signs of resistance to

plotting formulated around the rescue of princesses by
princes.
In a story by a ten year old girl that begins by
blending travelogue and adventure genres,

Gilbert

(1988)

finds a representation of young women as adventurous that
ends before the narrative does.
young woman travels alone
friend,

In the story,

as a

in Italy before picking up a female

she is pursued by an apparently "fake cop" who,

turns out

in the story’s ending,

fiance to

"keep a check on you and your friend."
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as

was really hired by her
Gilbert

it

reads

in the account the attempt by a girl

adventure story depicting women as

to sustain an

self sufficient but an

eventual capitulation to the control of men for want of other
cultural formulas.
"ideological”
invisible

Framing language and genres

allows for such a reading,

in "autonomous" models of

apt to define

"tensions"

as

which would be

literacy,

which would be

in the text either positively — as

a deliberate and successful artistic strategy on the part of
the author — or negatively,

as some lack of resolution on

the part of the author resulting in a lack of unity in the
text.
Gilbert

(1988)

asserts

common for young women as
roles

for themselves.

she asserts,

that tensions of plotting are

they attempt to script new social

To read their accounts as a woman is,

to see the signs of resistance to the submissive

and dependent roles offered girls
even when the stories

in cultural stereotypes,

they write are not totally successful

in breaking away from conventions of plotting which call for
females
4.

to be rescued from danger by males.

Tensions as Gender Inclusive
Although feminist research and theory is primarily

focused on the tensions

that confront girls and women

attempting to construct their

identities

through literacy,

it may be too commonly assumed that boys and men as readers
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and writers enjoy a connectedness to schooled uses of
language if they are members of the middle classes.

However,

Solsken (1993) has shown the complexity of issues involved in
the choices children of both genders make about learning to
read and write.
to

Through these choices,

children can be seen

"strive both to be counted as members of social groups

and to be seen as unique individuals"

(Solsken,

1993, p.

9).

Her study of beginning readers and writers in relation to the
themes of gender and work illustrates the inadequacy of any
theory assuming homogeneity to account for how young boys and
girls of a similar social class come to school with attitudes
already formed toward literacy.
How cultural representations of literacy and gender are
related to division of labor around literacy in the home
seems not to be the only issue.

Solsken's

(1993)

study

suggested that whether literacy is treated as work to be done
or resisted,

or as play,

the nature of family interactions

around literacy has rendered a cultural imprint on young
children that will shape their uses of literacy in school and
define what the particular tensions are for them.
Deterministic social formulas weren’t able to explain the
tensions for both boys and girls,

because patterns were not

always consistent within genders, yet, as Solsken pointed
out,

families themselves are located in larger systems of

social relations which must be understood to get a picture
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that takes in tensions which are not limited to what goes on
in classrooms.
Gilbert

(1991) has suggested that an explanation of

tensions can come from attending to the process of
"storying"—"a social practice that is inevitably a gendered
practice"

(Gilbert,

function (Gilbert,

1991,
1991,

p.
p.

2).

Analysis of how stories

2) and how particular

constructions in the language function (Marshall and
Wetherell,

1989) can be used to approach the tensions which

confront people as they go about defining themselves through
literacy.
5.

Summary
Research on gender attests to the complexity of factors

affecting the uses of reading and writing by students.
Poststructural research on gender has laid bare the impact of
power relationships on identities by elaborating on the
functions of our cultural formations or personhoods.
Language is of central importance in this work, as are
conceptions of reading and writing as cultural processes and
of the relationship between readers, writers and texts as
originating outside of printed texts in broader systems of
signification that position people — or the same person —
in differing and sometimes contradictory roles.

Individual

choice and change are the focus of much of this work which is
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directed toward resisting rather than reproducing social
relations restricting women’s choices.

A focus on the

connection between multiple versions of self and multiple
cultural stories characterizes much of this research, which
has been directed toward explaining tensions in language and
writing,
function.

asking how particular stories or constructions
Because it has been developed to counter

invisibility and to include girls and women in particular,
little of this work has looked at how the choices of boys and
young men may also be embedded in social tensions.
E.

Chapter Summary

Research reviewed in this chapter has analyzed and
traced the historical progression of conceptualizations of
literacy that have redefined relationships between readers,
writers and texts, moving from a focus on divides to a focus
on connections.

This research has moved meaning outward from

texts into social signifying systems,

analyzing how power

relationships are sustained through cultural representations.
It operates on new conceptualizations of culture as varied,
complex and contesting,

social identities as multiple and

inconsistent and language as ideological.

These shifts have

identified tensions as a site for study through new means of
analysis and interpretation.

Reading and writing have been

identified as gendered practices,

and many of the tensions

inherent in earlier descriptions of literacy have come to the
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surface in this research.

Studying these tensions may

provide potential answers to how students use what schools
teach and how these uses may be gendered.
Reviewing this ethnographic and feminist poststructural
research and theory framing literacy as ideological is
intended to set the stage for Chapter III, Method.

The

Review of the Literature was undertaken not only to provide
a historical background of research on literacy but also to
derive concepts relevant to the dissertation study of poetry
writing and social identity with tensions as a unit of study.
With respect to tensions,

three scholarly perspectives

informed the approaches taken to tensions as a unit of study.
The first derived from ethnographic work by Abu-Lughod (1986)
and Caton (1990)

linking practices of poetry to "personhood"

or cultural models of the person in tribal ideologies.

My

use of the term "personhood" to refer to the models of the
person guiding students in constructing social identities
through poetry writing (rather than using the similar
feminist poststructual term,

"self representation"), was

based on my desire to emphasize the connection of people to
communities,

something which I did not find in the term "self

representation."
Ethnographic work that further informed the approaches
taken to tensions here was based on Heath's identification of
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"'separating

'things of the imagination'

from life"

1986) as a middle class pattern in talk about texts.

(Heath,
While

Heath did not look at tensions, my review of the literature
had led me to focus on separations as related to tensions,
and Heath’s work led me to ask what other middle class social
practices involving separations might be related to tensions
around poetry writing and social identity.
1993)

Street's

(1984,

insistence that the divides between oral and literate

social practices had been overemphasized in the "autonomous"
model and his citation of Finnegan (1977), who refers to "a
storehouse of formulae and themes" among the oral poetry of
Limba poets, proved fruitful as I thought about how Gilbert's
(1991) notion of the cultural formulas for social relations
in written texts could be moved outward to consider what
formulae characterized the "cultural stories" told orally in
in the poetry writing class.

Too,

Street's assertions about

the privileging of "technical" practices of writing was of
interest in relation to possible tensions around poetry
writing in a middle class American high school community of
poets.
The second perspective informing the study of tensions
derived from feminist poststructural work defining language
as ideological and looking at how the view of language as a
transparent,

neutral medium legitimated a single "true"

version of reality (Brodkey,

1987,
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1989).

The ideology of

educational discourse constructed on such a view of
according to Brodkey,

language,

legitimated the reproduction of

institutional power relations

in which teachers controlled

the topic and alternative accounts were ruled out.

Brodkey's

focus on how gender and social class differences were
rendered invisible

in this

set of social relations provided a

way to think about social class and gender

identity with

respect to poetry writing in the classroom in the
dissertation study.
Gilbert's work suggested an approach to looking at
tensions

in the

'cultural stories'

relations of gender within texts.

guiding the social
I expanded her notion

outward from the print text to the realm of writer-text
relations

represented in classroom descriptions of

of poetry as art,

the genre

thinking about what kinds of social

relations might be represented in other genres of poetry
(e.g.,

of poetry as rock lyrics,

as greeting card verses).
"ideological"

therapy or poetry

Gilbert's analysis of genres as

because they reproduced not only conventions of

text but also conventions of
direction.

poetry as

Her

social relations sent me in this

identification of genres as holding different

status also made me think about Street's work on the
privileging of the essay genre.
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Finally,

Gilbert's

(1988,

1991)

attention to tensions

the written texts produced by female students as
'resistance'

signs of

to the social relationships of gender associated

with particular genres also suggested to me ways
could look at what

in which I

the tensions were for students

constructing social

identity through poetry writing.

influenced me to look at how the students
study positioned themselves with respect
and poetry writing by choices
forms

in

This

in the dissertation
to social

identity

they made about the topics and

their written texts would take.
The third perspective

informing tensions as a unit of

study derived from work in feminist psychology focusing on
social

identity theory and discourse analysis.

This work

defined identity as versions of the self constructed in
relation to particular discourses
of social realities'

involved in

(Marshall and Wetherell,

Here tensions were seen as part of social
taken not to be consistent;
on analyzing tensions

how particular constructions

identities

which is

in

in order to learn

identities

functioned for them as
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from

in competing social

focus suggested to me that

choices

109).

function at the individual level

contradictory versions of the self

the students'

identity,

p.

Marshall and Wetherell focused

as people seek to define their social

This

1989,

in people's stories about themselves

relation to career and gender

discourses.

'the production

I

consider how

they constructed

social

identities

in relation to poetry writing.

These

combined crossdisciplinary and crosscultural perspectives
suggested avenues of approach to the topic of the
dissertation that would not have been reached by employing
any single perspective.

Chapter III describes how they

guided the methodology of the study of poetry writing and
social

identity in the American community of high school

poets that was

the focus of the dissertation.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD
A.

Overview

This dissertation study rests on and develops
theoretical perspectives described in Chapter II,
framed writing and social
as

’ideological'

identity culturally,

and imbued with tensions.

the
which

defining them

The design of the

study came out of decisions related to these theoretical
perspectives,

the research questions,

conditions of

the research site.

The organization of Chapter III
the

interactions between theory,

site

and the particular

is

intended to highlight

method,

participants and

in answering the research questions.

of

the chapter

of

the study as a blueprint for answering the research

questions,

is as

follows:

Section B.

The organization
explains

the design

providing a rationale for decisions about the

shape and content of the study in relation to the theoretical
frame.

Section C.

participants,

provides a description of the setting and

as well as

theoretical and methodological

issues connected to the research process.
summarizes Chapter III,
provide the focus of
Section E.

explains

Section D.

closing by identifying issues which

the data analysis
the organization of
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in Chapters

IV-VII.

the dissertation.

B.
1.

Design of the Study

Making the Invisible Visible and Generating Theory
In seeking to make visible the cultural nature of

tensions around social identity and poetry writing for the
students in the study,

I chose a "telling case" design,

identified by Mitchell

(1984) as a means to generate theory.

According to Mitchell,

the purpose of a "telling case"

is not

to generalize but rather to show how "the particular
circumstances surrounding a case serve to make previously
obscure theoretical relationships suddenly apparent"
239).

Bloome,

Sheridan and Street

(p.

(1993) describe the

"telling case" as a way to explore theoretical propositions
through specific cases.

They suggest that the "telling case"

provides an appropriate means of studying data on the
"relationship between gender and writing"

(p.12) and suggest

"looking closely at the minutiae of social interactions
around the family"

(p.

13) as part of this endeavor.

The "telling case" design provides a way for this
dissertation study to explore the proposition that tensions
in poetry writing for American high school students may be
linked to issues of social identity that can be explained by
theorizing literacy as

'ideological,' whereas these

connections haven't been accounted for in the
theorizing of literacy.
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'autonomous'

2.

Research Questions
The research questions of this dissertation study were

constructed to address the relationship between poetry
writing and social identity in a particular community of high
school poets.

Framing poetry as sets of social practices

that vary across cultures

(Caton,

1990), meant conducting a

situated study of the Foothills poetry community beginning in
the poetry writing classroom to learn what social practices
of poetry formed the meanings in that context, which was the
nucleus of the poetry community.
are

'ideological'

Acknowledging that genres

in that they hold differing levels of

status and represent social relations in particular,
conventional ways
'ideological'

(Gilbert,

(Abu-Lughod,

1991), and that poetry was
1986; Caton,

1990) made it

necessary to identify connections between the social
practices of poetry in the classroom and those which have
historically been a part of Western schooling.

Looking at

poetry writing and social identity in this way necessitated
examining what ideologies the social practices of poetry in
the classroom represented,

and what status they held in

relation to other social practices of literacy in the school.
These connections are addressed in the research questions:
(1) What

'counts'

as poetry in this classroom context?

(2) How is what 'counts' as poetry connected to
Western ideologies about literacy?
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The connections between what
of

literacy are

writing as

invisible

'counts'

'autonomous'

texts.

educational research suggests

of

literacy are

1987),

yet

(Terry,

'ideological'

Street,

1974;

'autonomous'

Hecht,

descriptions

inadequate for explaining why poetry reading

secondary school contexts.

1988;

in the

that poetry is a problematic

and writing seem to be problematic activities

practices as

that define

As noted in Chapter I,

activity in American secondary schools
Ravitch and Finn,

'ideologies'

in cognitive paradigms

the manipulation of a neutral code

production of

1978;

and

1993)

for students

in

Accepting a view of all literacy
and imbued with tensions

(Gilbert,

suggested tensions as a unit of study in

determining the relationship between social
poetry writing in the dissertation study.

identity and
The research

questions arising from within this area were:
— What are the tensions of practicing poetry for these
middle class high school students across contexts?
— How are these tensions different or the same for male and
female students?
— How do students' choices about poetry writing and social
identity function to meet their agendas?
3.

Methodological Issues and Procedures
The poetry community in the study encompasses students

writing poetry in school and home contexts.
'community'

as

it

The term

is used here is defined as a group of

persons with shared knowledge about
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'what poetry is'

and how.

when and why

it

is used for what purposes

Hymesian sort of definition of community)
'community'
'reading'

in what contexts

(a

and also

in the sense of people with similar histories of

(i.e.,

making sense of)

the representations of

social relations associated with particular genres

(a

feminist postructural sort of definition drawing on Brodkey
[1987]

and Gilbert

[1991]).

While the classroom provided the
studying poetry writing and social

initial context for

identity,

the study began

in the classroom and moved outward to the other contexts of
the poetry community — the club and the conferences — and
finally to poetry writing and social
the context of
a.

identity for students

in

their homes,

Overview of Data Collection Procedures
To address

study,

the need for both holism and detail

consistent with the

intent of

visible what has been invisible
approaches
texts,

the study to make

in other theoretical

to relationships between readers,

I used an array of research methods

These methods,
observation,

which included observation,

ethnographic

the written texts of

in the

writers and

to collect data.
participant

interviewing and the collection of

student poems,

community perspective on social
in school contexts.
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were used to gain a

identity and poetry writing

To avoid erring on the side of holism and thus missing
the complex
choices,

I

interplay of social
conducted separate,

individual student poets

open-ended interviews with

to learn about

with poetry in the context of
school.

factors affecting individual

their interactions

the family as well as at

I wanted to understand why the students made

particular choices about defining themselves
poetry writing,

in relation to

what tensions were part of this process,

and

how those tensions might be connected to relations of gender
and social class.
In order to compare the relationships between poetry
writing and social

identity in the school contexts of

the

poetry community with those which the students brought with
them from their experiences

in families,

I needed to learn

about the relationships between poetry writing and social
identity in their home contexts.
interviewing students

A concern which I had about

in their homes was

in the process of establishing social
from their parents,

of

identities

separate

a lack of privacy might have affected the

quality of data collected there.
when I

that as adolescents

These concerns became moot

learned that the seven students who became the focus

the study had regular after school jobs or activities

that because of

their schedules

so

it wasn't feasible for me to

observe them writing poetry or talking about poetry in the
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context of

their homes.

However,

interviewing the students

about their uses of poetry in their homes provided a means
for me to access
perspectives

this data as well as

the students'

insider

that stemmed from their membership in a

particular community of high school poets.
The purpose of the interviews was
data on the

'cultural'

community of poets;
accounts of

students

to gather data in the form of historical
individual experiences with poetry

and to gather data on what tensions the

faced with respect to social

identity by engaging in

particular social practices of poetry writing.
this

task,

three

to gather

meanings of poetry writing in this

the students'

in their families;

three-fold:

To accomplish

interviewing methods were adapted and used

in combination to answer the research questions of the study.
These three methods

involved the combining of

perspectives from ethnography,
education and feminist social

theoretical

phenomenological research in
identity theory in order to

collect multiple layers of data which would not have been
accessed by using only a single
For example,

interviewing method.

using the first

would have accessed insiders'
the cultural group,

interview method alone

meanings from the standpoint of

assuming that those meanings are stable;

using the second method alone would have taken the meanings
individuals made of
stable rather than

their experiences to be transparent and
'ideological'
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and contested,

whereas the

third method alone would not have allowed for the kind of
open-ended questioning the first two methods allowed because
its

format

is based on the posing of questions requiring

specific rather than open-ended answers.
The

interviewing types were blended in the interviews

conducted with students,

I

generally starting with the

ethnographic type questions,

proceeding to the

phenomenological type and closing with the poststructural
type questions.

My purpose for employing this

to gather as much of the sort of data I was
working within the time constraints of

format was

looking for while

interviewing students

in school during their free periods.
The first phase of the interviews
stage of Spradley's
cultural group are
terminology'

(1980)

model

followed the

initial

in which members of a

interviewed in a search for

‘folk

as a means of learning about relationships

underlying systems of meaning in that group.
used in the initial

This method was

stages of the dissertation research to

gather an insider's perspective by interviewing as many
poetry writing students as possible.

Its purpose was

to

elicit terminology which would suggest relationships between
social

identity and poetry writing in the culture of

community.
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their

The second phase of

the

interviews employed an open-

ended format adapted from a phenomenological
model by Seidman

(1990)

individuals make of
individual accounts,
of

that

interviewing

focuses on the meanings

their experiences.

In gathering these

I was able to access detailed histories

the participants concerning their experiences with social

practices of reading and writing poetry at home.
The third phase of

the

interviews was adapted from an

interview model by Marshall and Wetherell
gathering data on social

identity and tensions.

method to follow up on themes

for
I used this

that had arisen earlier

interviews with the students.
data on social

(1989)

in my

This method was used to gather

identity and poetry writing by asking specific

questions about the students'

family interactions around

literacy and about the social circumstances surrounding their
writing of the poems
b.

they gave to me to include in the study,

Data Sources
The raw data of

notes,

the study includes

42 audiotapes of classes

field

(45 minutes per side),

audiotapes of poetry club meetings,
(about 90 minutes each)

188 pages of

16

3

interview audiotapes

and two brief videotapes.

I

videotaped a brief conversational exchange between three
students

in the computer lab;

senior media students

in the

school videotaped portions of the Foothills Poetry
Conference.

A chart showing the data collection schedule
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including observation and interviewing dates appears
Appendix at

the close of

The decision not

the dissertation.

to videotape more frequently was based

in part on my own constraints;

I

did not own a cam-corder and

the one belonging to the school was

frequently either being

used or having its battery recharged at the times
have used it.

Too,

in the

I would

audiotaping was a more salient method for

data collection in the study because my focus here was on the
social relationships around poetry writing and personhood
stemming from the theoretical perspective on language that
guided the

instructional conversation of the classroom.

Print documents
used as models

I

for what

collected included samples of poetry
'counted'

in the class,

a poster

announcing a poetry club meeting and 14 student poems
poems

(two

from each of the students who were members of the set

of seven who became the focus of the study).
poems appear with their portraits
part of the data analysis.

in Chapters V and VII as

Except for

other poems serving as models of what
the class appear

"The Red Wheelbarrow,"
'counted'

as poetry in

in the Appendix.

Decisions about what data to
dissertation,

The students'

include

in the

including what audiotaped data to transcribe,

was based upon my sense of

its relevance to the theory,

method and the research questions of
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the study.

So,

for

the

example,
was

data on the textual features of genres of poetry

included in the study,

relation to

'ideological'

not as

the focus but only

questions about the social

relations represented by particular kinds of
the models
c.

for what

in

'counted'

texts

that were

as poetry,

Schedule of Data Collection
Although the study of

the high school poetry community

covered most of a school year,
on August 28th,

from the beginning of school

through the end of May,

not all contexts of

the poetry community co-existed in time.
poetry class

lasted for 14 weeks,

January 10th,

1993,

from August 28,

the

1992,

to

while Poetry Club met at various times

throughout the school year.
Conference at St.

For example,

Matthews,

The Regional Young Writers
a private prep school which was

attended by some of the high school poets who were members of
the poetry community,

was held in November of

1992,

and the

Foothills Regional High School Poetry Conference was held in
April of

1993.

Thus

through late May,

I

from late August,

when school began,

collected data in a variety of forms.

The first research cycle addressed the question,
'counts'
stages of

as poetry in this classroom context?
the study,

I used the funnel design

In the

what
initial

(Peacock,

1989)

typical of ethnographic research in order to gather as much
data as possible to sift
insiders'

through in my search for the

perspectives on this question.
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During the first

four weeks,

I

conventions

for poetry writing in the classroom which formed

the nucleus of
community.

immersed myself

schooled meanings

To get

three and sometimes

for the poetry writing

for what

'counted'

as poetry,

I

I

four days a week observing in the

poetry classroom and audiotaping poetry classes.
time,

the

the whole picture of classroom

interactions and conventions
spent

in the emic perspective of

During this

also conducted audiotaped interviews with twelve of

the student poets at other locations
cafeteria,

the art room)

among members of

in the school

to learn folk terms

(the

(Spradley,

1980)

the poetry community that might suggest

relationships between poetry writing and social

identity.

These early interviews were conducted with groups of 3-5
students,

while later

interviews were conducted with pairs of

students or with individuals,
available because they had

depending on when students were

'free'

periods.

Four weeks after I began my immersion in the poetry
writing classroom marked the beginning of the second research
cycle.

In this stage of the research,

I had determined to

identify a group of students whom I would follow in depth in
order to answer the second set of research questions,
the tensions which the students
and social

faced around poetry writing

identity in vaious contexts of
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about

the community.

Interviews

conducted in the first cycle had yielded

information about which students had taken the class
purposes

for

extending beyond simply earning an English credit,

which students wrote poetry outside of
assignments,

which students were members of poetry club and

which planned to read their work at
Conference.

the Foothills Poetry

I knew that to study poetry writing and social

identity across contexts,
group of students
During this
closely the

the required homework

it would be necessary to find a

to follow beyond the classroom.
second stage of the research,

"cultural stories"

context of the class,

I observed

of poetry and poets

immersing myself

in the

in the meanings there.

I also attended and audiotaped two poetry club meetings which
afforded me an opportunity for close observation of three
of the young women who were students

in the poetry class as

they interacted in another context of the poetry community.
At

the first poetry club meeting,

held on September 22,

I

also met three other young women who had taken the poetry
class

in a previous year.
In this

second stage of the study,

where I had hoped to

narrow the focus of the research to a group of poets whom I
could follow across contexts,

I

realized that to answer the

research question about gender at all,
include

I would have to

in the study young men who were participants

in the

class but not the club or the conferences — for the simple
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reason that the poetry club membership was
decided to

include

100% female.

in the study Tim and Keith,

in the poetry class who had told me that

two young men

they wrote poetry

outside of

the required class assignments.

and Keith,

present only in the context of the class,

included because she,

too,

I

Rosa,

like Tim
was

wrote poetry outside of the

obligatory class assignments and also because she was best
friends with Ellen,

a student

attend the poetry club.
study.

I

in the class who had begun to

also chose to

include Sarah in the

Sarah was a young woman who had taken the class

previous year,

was active

Linda and Marissa,
Poetry Conferences.
seven students

in the poetry club,

and had,

in a
like

participated in the annual Foothills
Including Sarah in the study gave me

to study in depth,

thus approaching a gender

balance which was representative of

the enrollment pattern of

the class.
In the final stage of the study,

the student poets were

interviewed about poetry writing at home and school regarding
relationships of gender

identity and poetry writing which had

arisen in their phenomenological

interviews.

The feminist

postructural method was used here to learn about tensions

in

the circumstances surrounding their writing of the poems they
each had chosen to give to me at my request.
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d.

Changes

in the Initial Research Plan

Two changes were made
were a result of
which allows
conditions

in my initial research plan.

Both

the recursive process of ethnographic work

for changes as

the researcher

interacts with the

related to data collection in the research site.

The first was

the change described above which I made during

the second stage of

the research cycle

in order to address

the question of a relationship between gender and poetry
writing.

The dearth of males

in any context save that of

classroom had left me with four discernible choices:
for another research site;

to look

to confine my research to female

poets because they were the only students who were

involved

in contexts of the poetry community beyond the classroom;
confine my research to the classroom,
poetry community,

contexts beyond the classroom.

to

or to study the entire

despite the lack of male students

last option was made

the

in

The decision to pursue the

in the interests of proceeding with the

fullest possible exploration of the dissertation topic
because

it allowed for comparison of the patterns between

males and females,

at

least with respect to tensions around

poetry writing in the contexts of the classroom and the home.
Another change in my research plan concerned the
decision to record descriptive data in the art room where I
conducted interviews with five of
became the focus of the study.

the seven students who

This decision arose during
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the second stage of the study as

I

came to think of

room as more than just as a place to conduct
the poets who were art students,
for art

the art

interviews with

but also as another context

in the school — and thus another context for

ideologies of art.

I came to this decision in part because

such a proportionally large number of the student poets

I had

decided to follow in depth also turned out to be students
graphic art.

Including description of

in

the art room as a

context further supported the trustworthiness of the study by
providing a context
in its

for comparison with the poetry classroom

system of social relations and its definitions of art

and artists,
e.

Trustworthiness
An overarching concern in ethnography is

trustworthiness,

and to some extent that

process of recursiveness which guides
ethnographic studies.

An attempt

is addressed in the

the conduct of

to build trustworthiness

into this research study involved a plan for gathering data
across different contexts of the poetry community using a
variety of methods

for data collection.

for a comparison of the students'
researcher.

This plan allowed

perspectives with mine as a

Using openended and focused interview structures

in combination enabled me to follow up with questions about
relationships

that

interested me for their relevance to the
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questions of

the dissertation study.

Finally,

there was

provision for comparison between two school contexts
f.

the

for art.

Data Analysis
Though based on a dynamic view of

social relations,

the

study did not center on the question of change over time.
a

'‘synchronic"

study of the layers of

social

life,

As

the

dissertation inquiry was directed toward identification and
analysis of cultural

tensions

poetry writing and social

that the students

identity that might make this

relationship problematic for them.
students negotiated these tensions
met their agendas.
poems

Procedures

The focus here was on how
in making choices which

for analysis of

suit the purposes of

this study.

which I adapted to

Heath's

social practices of talking about texts

families

poststructural model
genres and ideologies
stories

(1986)

description

in middle class

suggested looking at social relations of class

connection with poetry writing.

Gilbert's

use of a

suggested a means to analyze how

function in a culture

in relation to social

(1989)

in women's definitions

in relation to career and gender

suggested a way to analyze contradictions
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identity.

model of discourse analysis

which focuses on identifying tensions
themselves

(1991)

in

to analyze relationships between gender,

Marshall and Wetherell's

of

the students'

in relation to their experiences with literacy in their

families were drawn from three sources,

of

faced around

identities

in social

identity

which the students

faced with poetry writing

in various

contexts by looking at contradictory statements

in their

interview transcripts.
So,
poetry as

for example,

a student's description of her uses of

'playing with ideas'

would not simply be taken as a

in an interview transcript
'transparent'

account of her

experiences with poetry but would be considered in relation
to

"middle class"

family practices of relating to texts

associated with "autonomous"
Western schooling.

literacy practices privileged in

Other statements

she made about poetry

that might contradict her original statement

linking poetry

with

instantiating

'play'

would be looked upon as

tensions

conflicting ideologies about poetry writing and social
identity.

Her

interview statements about poetry writing

would then be looked at
of

social relations

in relation to the generic

they suggested and compared to those

suggested by the conventions of her poems
detached artist,
entertainer,

ideologies

— the poet as

the poet as madwoman or the poet as popular

to name a few.

I have expanded Heath's
class practices of
talk about text"

(1981)

"separating

description of middle

'things of the

imagination'

in

to look at other kinds of separations which

may be related to practices of particular social classes
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(as

I

do

in analysis

in Chapter V),

seemed to be a part of

and I

have

looked at how they

tensions.

Three concepts of Gilbert's

(1991)

analyze the relationship between gender

suggested ways

to

identity and social

practices of poetry as art coming from the cultural contexts
of the classroom,
homes.

First,

the club,

the conferences and the students'

I used her framing of

'storying'

practice functioning to position people
stories

to position themselves)

relations of gender;

second,

as a social

(and people using

in ways defining social

I used her notion of genres as

'ideological'— of specific genres as representing particular
sets of social relations

(an example she cites

is

the romance

novel genre with its conventions of passive females rescued
from harm by male heroes.)
concept of

I have applied more broadly her

’cultural stories'

to

include oral stories about

poetry writing and personhood that represent conventions of
social relations — such as
poetry writing teacher,
contexts of

the ones

told by Mr.

and by the students'

Markov,

families

the

in the

their homes.

I have also expanded Gilbert's definition of genres as
'ideological,'
writing,

suggesting that as social practices of

particular genres of poetry represent certain kinds

of writer-text relationships
occupying different

levels of

that are
status

'ideological'

in different contexts

and defining social relations differently.
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—

These relations

come from social practices which connect particular kinds of
texts and writers
example,

to particular social contexts.

in Western schooling,

For

poetry as art has been

associated most widely with the work of white males writing
for elite,

educated audiences;

other genres of poetry

organize other experiences of social relations.
Marshall and Wetherell's

(1989)

analysis which they applied to

model of discourse

interviews was adapted to

provide a focus on how individual poets experienced and
negotiated tensions.

It was used to provide a means of

analyzing conflicts which the students faced around social
identity and poetry writing in a way which was

individually

negotiated yet related to the multiple and conflicting social
identities students held in differing social discourses.
selective transcription of an interview with Rosa

The

(below)

provides an example of contradictory statements around social
identity and poetry writing,
Marshall & Wetherell's
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

(1989)

which I have analyzed using
model:

A person's character, I guess from what I believe
would be — well, there's gotta be a difference between
personality and character, so maybe your character would
be how you're seen through other people's eyes, maybe?
Cause your personality's part of your character, but your
character I don't think is necessarily determined by you
— your personality definitely is, which is part of your
character, but your character, which is what people see
you as, is determined by them, um, because people, you
know, put'em in groups, like this person has, you know,
this kind of character, you know, I don't like that word
very much....
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

You have to have a certain character to write poetry
— you have to have a certain kind of feeling, I mean —
it's not a way you look, and it's not necessarily you have
to have a certain kind of personality, but you have to
have a certain kind of character, you know, like, I don't
know how to distinguish between the two — I write poetry
because I'm the kind of person I am and for no other
reason...you know what I mean?
Because of my character I
write poetry.
Here Rosa can be seen first,

personality and character;
social construction of
people'

see you;

'essential'

second,

defining

identity that comes

third,

trait

distinguishing between

defining

rooted in discourses of the person as

That
distinct.

is,

the

lines

Lines

'essential'

2-3

from how

'personality'

'determined by you'

and discourses of

'character'

and unique

definition of
Lines

'personality'

that a person's

Line 7

individual.

identify personality and character as

seen through other people's eyes.'

others.

as an

socially constructed

other people's constructions of that person -

again suggests

'other

— her contradiction is

3-4 suggest that a person's

connection between

as a

Line 5

and

'character'
'how you’re

identifies a

'character.'

'character'

is

Line 6

is constructed by

allows agency for self definition inits

'personality'

as

'determined by you.'

7-8 now include personality as part of character — an

apparent contradiction.

Lines

8-10 reaffirm that

is how other people construct the
'people... put

'em in groups,

'character'

identity of a person

like this person has...this kind

of character.'
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Lines 13-21 of the transcript seem to shift the
definition of character,
essentialist terms'

now to defining

— Rosa now appears to contradict earlier

statements she made about
externally and

'character in

'character'

'personality'

as being,

as being constructed
if not

'essential,'

then at least determined by the individual person.
example,

line 13 says,

to write poetry.'

For

'you have to have a certain character

Lines 14 - 17 identify

essential qualities —

'character' with

'feeling...not a way you look...and

it's not necessarily you have to have a certain kind of
personality,

but you have to have a certain kind of

character....'

Lines 18 - 19 show a tension:

how to distinguish between the two.'

'I don't know

Lines 18 - 21 now

completely reverse the earlier definition of character as
socially constructed by

'others'

and now define it as an

essential trait linked with poetry writing.
Rosa's contradictions in this transcript are

'read'

as

sites of her struggle and conflict with the connections
between social identity and poetry writing.

These tensions

in her account suggest that she sees herself constructed in
particular ways by the social discourses around her.
one hand,

the

'essentialist'

as writing because of

On the

discourses that construct her as

'who she is'
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— her personality — and

on the other hand,
various

because of how she

social contexts by

is constructed in

'others.'

In view of Rosa's description of herself elsewhere as an
'outsider,'

her description of character as created

externally by

'others'

and then the contradiction of that

description at the end of

the

interview suggested that she

may have experienced conflict between how others constructed
her and how she constructed herself.

On the one hand,

it

implies discourses of personal agency and self definition,
while on the other hand,
The contradictions

it

implies

something that

just

'is.'

suggest that Rosa may have been attempting

to reconcile the divided notion she had of

'character'

in

relation to the instructional message of the classroom that
drew on the American social discourse of poetry as art which
painted poets as outsiders.

Rosa's

identification of The

Outsiders as her first serious experience with poetry
suggests

that her relationship to the

'outsider'

theme was

part of the conflict she had about being an

'outsider'

she

at home and in

identified herself as — see Chapter V)

school contexts,
g.

including social relationships with peers,

Creation of the Portraits
The final stage of analysis

of

(which

involved drawing portraits

the seven students who became the focus of the study.

Although they are biographical

in the sense that they were

constructed from data derived primarily from my interviews
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with the students,

I

refer to these pictures as portraits

rather than photographs,

because

language and literacy as

"ideological")

(of a relationship between social
caught up in various kinds of

it

is my constructions

and my hypothesis

identity and poetry writing

tensions)

which shaped

decisions about what material was

important,

affecting decisions about what to

include and what to

highlight

ultimately

in these portraits.

The portraits were drawn to address
complexities of patterns

the

inevitable

that emerged from the data

that would avoid deterministic analyses.

in ways

They furnish the

details affecting individual choices as part of the
case"

(of

of the poetry community,

poetry writing and social
cognitive paradigms

"telling

showing relationships between

identity not accounted for

in

for writing.

Each portrait begins with a brief description of the
student poet.

To avoid identification of the students that

would have resulted in the violation of confidentiality,

I

chose not to include descriptions of their physical
appearances,

details of their dress or references to their

ethnic backgrounds.

Instead,

the portraits detail the

relationships between personhood and literacy in the cultural
stories and social

interactions around literacy which the

student poets experienced in their home contexts.
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As part of

each portrait,
to me to

I

have

include

students'

included two poems which the poet gave

in the dissertation.

poems as part of

I

chose to

include the

the portraits rather than treat

them in a separate section on poetry writing because I wanted
to

instantiate the connectedness between poetry writing and

social

identity,

themselves

in part by focusing on tensions

the students

identified surrounding their writing of these

particular poems.
C♦
1.

The Setting of

the Study

The Local Community
Keeping in mind the limitations of categorizing

communities and even families
Stonebridge,
study,

in terms of social class,

the community of the school

in this dissertation

could be described as a middle class — chiefly lower

middle class — rural town of about 4000 people located in
the Northeastern United States.

In fact,

all of the towns

which comprised the Foothills Regional High School District
were revealed by U.S.

Census statistics

only slightly below the middle

(1991)

to be located

in average per capita income

in comparison to other communities

in the county.

Once composed of citizens who knew each other's names
and complete life stories,

at the time of the study the town

had become populated by many "outsiders,"
scenic beauty,
large tracts of

some drawn to

its

relatively inexpensive real estate prices and
land during the back-to-the-land movement of
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the Seventies,

others drawn to

it

in the Eighties as a

bedroom community for several nearby cities and towns.
glimpse at the 1992

town telephone directory

what some folks would prefer remain private

A

(published with
information)

revealed many who listed their occupation as

"laborer"

but

about an equal number who listed their occupation as
"teacher."

It was riot,

in fact,

an uncommon arrangement for

a teacher and a laborer to be a married couple

in the town.

The five towns which comprised the regional school
district were each somewhat similar to Stonebridge,
in which Foothills Regional High School was

located.

were rural hill towns with few working farms
amount of

logging activity,

the town

left,

All

a small

old brick mills which either had

been closed completely or were occupied in part by very small
companies.

Although there were differences

only a very few of the families
very well-to-do or very poor.

in social class,

in the region were either
There were,

however,

lines of demarcation between the populations,
the families

lived,

and these were part of

visible

based on where

local cultural

differences which usually reflected social class.

Families

who lived in the duplex houses clustered in the valleys near
rivers and railroad tracks,

dwellings built by the owners of

the mills around the turn of the century to house their
workers,

were usually poorer than families who lived in even
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the smallest and most humble single family houses.
populations of

the towns were primarily White,

The

with only a

handful of Black families and a tiny percentage of Asian and
Hispanic adoptive children.
2.

The School
Built

in the 1960s

from the five towns

to house secondary school students

in the regional school district,

the two

storey brick school building known as Foothills Regional High
School was

set back from the road on one hundred acres of

land purchased from one of the farmers

in Stonebridge.

The school building housed classrooms,

a gym,

a cafeteria,

a woodworking shop,

Apple computer
videocameras,

lab,

a print shop,

an auditorium,
a library,

an

a small media room equipped with

a VCR and a television,

an art room and a

darkroom where advanced art students could photo enlarge or
reduce their prints.
Despite hard times

for the school system which had

resulted in reduced staffing of teachers
threatened cutbacks

in whole programs,

still taught at the school.
course of

in some areas and

art and music were

Band continued to be a popular

study because of the opportunity it provided

students to perform in the summer concerts on the Stonebridge
town common and to travel

to cities

Art was a popular course of

for band competitions.

study because

high students an opportunity for
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it provided senior

"hands on" work rare at

Foothills,

an academic high school,

students was

limited because at

but the number of art

the time of the study there

was only one fulltime art

teacher.

3.

Two Classroom Contexts

for Art

a.

The Graphic Art and Illustration Classroom

in the School

The graphic art and illustration classroom was
on the first floor of

the school.

bulletin boards on two sides.

located

Its concrete walls had

Pinned to these bulletin

boards were examples of students'

work.

At various

times of

the year the work on this bulletin board consisted of
drawings of tarot cards,
advertisements
pages,

for

pencil or

Ms.

Sutton,

ink sketches of

invented products,

book plates or designs
the art

ink

illustrations for book

for stationery.

teacher,

had placed her desk near

a sink in which students washed their pens and brushes before
leaving the art room.
which some of
Others

There were four large,

flat tables at

the students sat when they were drawing.

sat on high stools at two large,

tables which faced each other

slanted drafting

in the corner of

the room near

the supplies closet.
The noise level

in the art room was

typically loud,

since students were allowed to play radios as
their projects.
'kibbitz'

they worked on

They were also permitted to roam about to

with other students about their work.
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Ms.

Sutton,

who had taught at

the school for almost twenty years,

sponsored an annual art
spring.

The students

show for Foothills students each

in her classes displayed the projects

from their portfolios

in this

show.

In addition,

some of

these students participated in a county-wide high school art
competition to have their work displayed at a special
exhibition held in the art museum of a nearby city,
b.

The Poetry Writing Classroom
The poetry classroom was

the building.
blue.

Mr.

located on the second floor of

Its concrete block walls were painted a pale

Markov,

the poetry teacher,

had the desks

classroom arranged in rows which faced his desk,
it,

the blackboard.

in his

and behind

Along the wall opposite the windows,

there was a bulletin board with school announcements,
announcements of poetry contests,
Shakespeare and Beowulf.
Markov.

and posters depicting

This classroom

His homeroom met there,

'belonged'

to Mr.

as did other English courses

he taught.
Above the bulletin board was a clock.

Just below the

clock was a wall phone the teacher used to answer the office
intercom when he was called.
infrequently,

This event happened very

although there were frequent

loud interruptions

in the form of office announcements about field trips,
inside school events

including programs

or college recruiters,

or sales events
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or

sponsored by military
involving school

paraphernalia

including class rings,

sweatshirts.

Otherwise,

the sound of Mr.

school jackets

and

the only sound in the classroom was

Markov's voice lecturing or the students

responding to questions he directed to them.
At the rear of

the room was

used to display students'

poems.

broadsides or announcements
"professional"

poets.

a bulletin board sometimes
Other times,

it contained

for poetry readings by

Some of

these readings had been held

at the Stonebridge Town Library and paid for by the state
Arts Council.

At

least half of the broadsides were several

years old and seemed to have been placed on the bulletin
board to attest
of

to the continuity of the artistic community

'professional'

poets who,

like Mr.

work in small poetry journals.

Markov,

published their

Under the windows,

there was

a bookcase with old copies of Poetry Magazine dating back to
the Seventies and worn paperback copies of anthologies by
Plath,

Sexton and some men I had not heard of.

4.

The Participants

a.

The Students
There were 25

study.

Of

these,

students

in the class at the time of the

20 were young women and 5 were young men.

The students were juniors and seniors who had chosen the
poetry class as an elective English course.
the students was

similar;

there were no
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The dress of

"punk"

or

"rap"

styles of dress.

Both the young men and the young women

most often wore running shoes,
or flannel shirts.

jeans and oversized T-shirts

Although some of the students came from

homes where their parents were professionals and others where
their parents held factory or agricultural jobs,
the students

did not present wide ranges of difference or

make apparent wide differences
b.

the dress of

in socio-economic class,

The Teacher
Mr.

Markov,

the poetry teacher,

was a man in his middle

forties who had taught at Foothills Regional High School for
nearly twenty years.
school,

Several years after arriving at the

he had established a poetry writing course,

club and a school-sponsored poetry conference.
who had published in small journals,
in the region.
and do

a poetry

He was a poet

and he knew other poets

He recruited two of his poet friends to come

'readings'

(oral performances)

of their work and

conduct writing workshops with student poets who attended the
Foothills Poetry conference.
schools

Eventually,

he invited other

in the state to sponsor students at the conference.

Over the years Mr.

Markov created a community of high

school poets and provided the impetus for

its continued

existence through his support.

he recruited

another professional poet
as many as

Recently,

to lead workshops.

In some years,

seventeen schools had bussed students

Foothills conference.

to the

Students from these schools often
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submitted their poems

to the high school poetry journal

published by the school

in the study.

of Poetry Club mail a copy of

the journal

poet whose work appeared in it,
from other schools.

Mr.

Markov had members
to each student

including the student poets

Thus he was responsible for the culture

of

the poetry community outside of his classroom,

c.

The Researcher
Because of my prior experience of conducting the pilot

study in Mr.

Markov's classroom,

I

did not expect to play an

active role as a participant observer
research study in the poetry class.
this was Mr.

Markov's

'counted'

The primary reason for

tight structuring of

lecture and discussion as a means
agenda was

in conducting the

the class around

to meet his agenda.

That

to hand down a body of knowledge about what
as poetry and how poetry should be practiced.

the word processing lab,

I knew that I would have only a

little bit more access to the students,
working there under his

In

since they were

supervision in order to meet

deadlines.
In order to earn the students'
somewhat challenging circumstances,

trust under these
I made some research

decisions about how to present myself to them before I
went

into the site.

Although I was old enough to be the

mother of the student poets,

I

decided to dress as casually
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as

they did —

in baggy sweaters,

jeans and running shoes.

also carried a worn canvas bag over my shoulder.
used to carry my notebook,
requested that Mr.
either forgot or

Markov

and my surname.

class,

I

tape recorder and audiotapes.
introduce me by my first name.

When I

asked the students

There was no purpose

I

I
He

explained the research to the

to call me by my first name.

in being formal,

in the school,

barrier as

The bag was

ignored my request and introduced me using

"Mrs."

teacher

I

and I

because

I was not a

felt that formality could be a

sought an understanding of their insiders'

experiences.
5.

Permission to Conduct Research
Because of my prior work in the site,

both Mr.

Markov and the principal of

I was known to

the school,

so

permission to conduct the research for this dissertation
study was granted expeditiously.
letter and form for students,
letter,

I

stated

I

then devised a consent

teacher and principal.

In the

that steps would be taken to preserve

confidentiality by changing the names of the town,

the high

school and the participants and any other details which could
lead to

identification of the participants.

purpose for the research and its uses
as

I

I

explained the

to the participants

distributed the consent forms and offered to answer any

questions

(there were none.)

The consent forms were created

to allow for parental signatures
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for students who had not yet

reached their eighteenth birthday.

Copies of the consent

forms and an abstract of the proposal were submitted to and
approved by the School of Education Human Subjects Review
Committee in accordance with University of Massachusetts
Dissertation Requirements.
6.

Summary
The design of the study was a result of decisions

related to the theoretical perspective of the study,

the

research questions and the choice of a research site.

The

grounding of poetry in a theoretical perspective defining it
as "ideological" — sets of cultural and social practices
holding different meanings and levels of status in particular
contexts — and the resulting focus on tensions was linked to
the choice of a design appropriate to answering the research
questions which emerged from this theoretical perspective.
The "telling case" design was chosen as appropriate to the
goal of the study, which was to develop the connections
between poetry writing and social identity that can explain
why poetry seems to be a problematic social practice of
literacy in American secondary schools.
D.

Chapter Summary

This chapter has linked theory, method, participants and
context for the study to decisions made about the conduct of
the research.

The combining of interdisciplinary conceptual
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frameworks to identify types of tensions facing the students
in the study is supported by the data collection procedures.
Likewise,

this interdisciplinary approach yielded procedures

appropriate to the analysis of data from the study as a means
of distinguishing what tensions were part of poetry writing
and social identity for the students in the study.
analysis chapters

The data

(IV - VII) which follow develop this

analysis in relation to various contexts of the poetry
community where the students constructed social identities
with respect to poetry writing.
E. Organization of the Dissertation
The organization of the dissertation as an account of
research was related to the resolution of ongoing decisions
based on my consideration of the theory,
research questions,

and the data.

material in Chapters I,

the method,

the

The sequencing of the

II and III has followed one form of

the standard dissertation format.
states the research problem,

In this format. Chapter I

provides background pertinent to

the study and raises the research questions;

Chapter II

reviews professional literature relevant to the study;

and

Chapter III presents a detailed discussion linking the
theory,

the method and the research questions to the

rationale for the research method that will guide the study.
My use of this format has been somewhat conventional.
However, whereas it is often customary to analyze the data in
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a single chapter
chapter

(V)

(IV),

discuss

and conclude

theoretical

in

implications,

the findings

(VI)

in the following

with a discussion of

I have departed from this

scheme

for two reasons.
First,

there was so much data and of

types — fieldnotes,
in the class;
and of

audiotapes and print materials collected

selective transcriptions of classroom lectures

interviews with the students;

the students
chapter,

I

100 pages.

themselves had written.

saw that

and finally,
As

poems that

I began to write the

it could easily run to somewhere around

At that time,

would be too lengthy,
chapters.

so many different

I

so I

decided that,

as a chapter,

chose to break it

it

into several

This decision ultimately forced me to make a

second one — how to organize the data analysis chapters.
My decision to organize the data analysis chapters
around discussion of the divides which had emerged from
patterns

in the data,

rather than to organize the discussion

by addressing the research questions one at a time,
on my sense that many of

the issues addressed by the research

questions were too complex to fit
class and gender.
overlap.

Too,

That

was based

is,

into separate categories of

there were numerous

instances of

arranging the data in the manner I

provided a means of foregrounding the tensions
faced with defining themselves

chose

the students

in relation to poetry writing.
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These decisions

led me to divide the data analysis

section into four chapters

(IV - VII).

The data analysis

chapters are organized around patterns emerging from the data
based on interviews with students,
Mr.

participant observation in

Markov's poetry writing classroom and other contexts of

the poetry community,

as well as

the texts of two poems by

each of the seven students who were the focus of the study.
Chapter IV presents analysis of the school as a context
for poetry writing,
for art

opening with a comparison of two contexts

in the school and the differing ideologies

represent.

they

Detailed analysis of the status of poetry in the

school and the cultural stories of poets and poetry in the
poetry writing class
tensions

is used to establish connections to

that the student poets faced in defining themselves

through poetry writing at home and school.
This

issue

is

taken up in detail with the

of four student portraits
these portraits,

in Chapter V.

introduction

The grouping of

based upon the notion of divides as

constituting tensions,

was a result of patterns that emerged

from a comparison of the data from classroom observations to
the data from student

interviews.

Chapter VI provides description and analysis of two
other school contexts
poetry conferences.
analysis of

for poetry,

the poetry club and the

The chapter provides documentation and

the relationship between personhood and poetry in
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these contexts as part of
Chapter VII
The grouping of

the

introduces

ideologies operating there.

three more student portraits.

these portraits

is based upon the students'

participation in multiple contexts of the poetry writing
community and patterns

in the way they negotiated the

tensions of those contexts by blending generic conventions
of

texts and ideologies of

social relations.

Chapter VIII provides a theoretical discussion of the
findings of
pedagogy.

the study and their

implications

for writing

The sections of this chapter are organized around

the research questions

to ensure a full and systematic

discussion of each of question at the level of theory.
scheme allows

This

then for fully developing the discussion of

theoretical and pedagogical

implications of an

framing of poetry.
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'ideological'

CHAPTER IV
VERSIONS OF PERSONHOOD AND ART: TENSIONS IN THE
FOOTHILLS REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL POETRY COMMUNITY
A.
This chapter begins

Overview
Section B.

with a comparison of two

classrooms devoted to training artists,

the graphic art and

illustration classroom and the poetry writing classroom.
noted in Chapter
of the study,

III,

although the art room was not

analysis of what

warranted in that

’counted'

As

the focus

as art there was

it provided a classroom context for art at

Foothills Regional High School which could be compared with
the poetry writing classroom.

This decision seemed justified

by the use of comparative frames

in ethnography,

by the fact

that both classrooms were oriented toward the production of
material products defined as art,

and because five of the

seven students who were the focus of the study also happened
to be students

in this other classroom context for art.

The

description of the art classroom is especially important
since

it was

framed by a differing ideology of art and marked

by versions of the personhood of artists differing from those
of the poetry writing classroom.
analyzes

the

ideologies of art

Section B

identifies and

in both classrooms

to compare

and contrast the versions of personhood resulting from these
differing ideologies of art.
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Section C provides a more detailed analysis of
poetry writing classroom,
which students
personhood.

the

identifying the particular tensions

faced there with respect to poetry writing and

The section proceeds

from a description of Mr.

Markov's theoretical framework for poetry to the social
content of his classroom instruction and the relationship of
these topics to his pedagogical practices.

Section D

provides comparative analysis of the versions of personhood
and art arising from the conditions described in B and C,
identifying the connections between what
classroom and ideologies about

’counts’

in the

literacy in the broader

culture with respect to divides which set up tensions for the
students around status and personhood.
B.

1.

Differing Ideologies of
Regional High School

’Art *

at Foothills

The Graphic Art and Illustration Classroom
At Foothills Regional High School,

social practices of

art were defined differently in different classrooms.
example,

in Susannah Sutton’s art room,

interviewed

five of the students

in the study,

one of a

career path rather than a marginalized

practice.

’practical’
Ms.

Sutton's

illustration rather than

students

the

where I

For

ideology of art was

learned graphic art and

'fine arts.'

A series of

assignments which they had to complete for the course
required them:

first,

to bring in magazine advertisements
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(drawings amd photos usually in some combination with print)
and analyze the visual messages encoded in them;

second,

to

retain part of the original magazine advertisements and
incorporate their own drawing as part of
to devise their own advertisements.
course were assignments

them;

and finally,

Also a part of

the

in which students could choose

between producing a comic book or a children’s picture book.
In her discussion with students,

Ms.

Sutton framed art as a

social message system targeted at a broad audience.
Ms.
Regional

Sutton sponsored an annual art show at Foothills
in which art students displayed their work.

Coffee,

juice and pastries were served at the evening exhibition held
in the school cafeteria.

Student artists were present to

talk with patrons about their work.

When senior students

had been accepted into college art programs,

this

information

was printed and displayed under their names with their work.
Students who took art courses received training which
could take them into careers
portfolios of

in commercial art.

In the

their work which her senior students

interviews for college or jobs

in the field,

took to

they brought

advertisements

they had drawn for various projects rather

than the still

lives of bowls of fruit and pitchers or

abstract paintings one would expect to find in a
portfolio.
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"fine arts"

Although "craft” was part of
Ms.

Sutton's class,

the

ideology of art

emphasized the connections of
"popular"

the discussion of art

in

that she embraced

individual works of art to

social signifying systems — her art students

learned to analyze and recreate conventions of visual

images

and text that embodied versions of cultural stories employed
in advertising and comic strips
their culture.

familiar to most members of

The audience was broad based and art was

grounded in the everyday world of print rather than in elite
audiences and publications.
art

This

theoretical grounding of

in its social and historical context resulted in freeing

discussions of meaning in the art class

from imprisonment

in

form.
The social and historical grounding of visual art

in Ms.

Sutton's class differed from social practices of art as
political commentary embodied in the work of artists
Shahn,

like Ben

whose 1930s WPA Post Office murals chronicled the

struggles of

the union movement

in America and the hostility

toward immigrants embodied in the Sacco and Vanzetti trial.
In Ms.

Sutton's classroom,

historical,

art was taken to be social and

but social practices of art as political

commentary were generally subsumed under commercial practices
of art,

although students could still engage
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in them without

risk to their social

identities as artists.

The emphasis was

on art as a practical career path.
The

’ideological'

framing of art and its definition as a

popular medium seemed to affect Ms.
practices,

Sutton's pedagogical

which contrasted with Mr.

in art classes,
play radios,

For example,

students were allowed to wear headphones and

to talk,

to get out of their seats and kibbitz

with their peers on projects
consult Ms.

Markov's.

they were working on or to

Sutton for clarification about their assignments.

There was a bottom line for them:

that they give assignments

their best efforts and get them in on time.

However,

Ms.

Sutton spent very little time reminding students of the
bottom line.

She took the attitude that students

responsibility for their own actions.
not cope with this approach;
asked by Ms.

Some students could

they usually dropped art or were

Sutton to leave.

became very attached to her,

should take

The students who stayed often
and many shared stories about

themselves and their home life with her that they would not
have been likely to share with many teachers.
2.

The Poetry Writing Classroom
In his classroom,

Mr.

Markov

established certain

parameters for the practice of poetry.
parameters and what
the study,

lay outside of

What

lay within those

them is of

importance to

since the schooled poetry community was organized

around social practices of poetry which Mr.
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Markov taught

there.

This

Markov's

section examines

the connections between Mr.

theorizing of poetry and his pedagogical practices

in the classroom.

The textual features of

models of poetry chosen for
discussion,

the particular

imitation are part of this

as are social messages about the personhood of

poets and the position of poetry in the culture outside of
school.

The subject of

his classroom,

introduced here,

of the analysis of
a.

the personhood of

student poets

is expanded in 2.a.

as part

issues of status.

The Teacher's Theoretical Framework and What
as Poetry
Mr.

in

'Counts'

Markov framed poetry for his students as

"both an

art and a craft"

— something which required a combination of

special gifts of

insight and hard work to produce.

part of poetry was made up of
seeing things
work.

in new ways;

The art

inspiration and insight —

the craft part of poetry was the

Individual experiences were the material of poetry,

and words were the tools with which poets worked to make
their unique

insights accessible to their audiences.

What

kinds of words were used and how they were used determined
how accessible a poem was.

The poet's task was

to work to

find the words which would render unique insights universal
and accessible.

A view of

literacy as autonomous and

language as neutral underlay this description,
in Mr.

as

is evident

Markov's explanation of the poet's task to the class.
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The quality of writing is in the quality of
wording, not the idea — it makes us see it in a
new way...as long as you don't make anything (you
can think all the great thoughts you want), you’re
not a poet.
You gotta make something to be a poet.
'Poet' means 'maker', to do something.
This is a
production course — you can live on a mountain
top, reject materialism, but that doesn't make you
a poet.
If you're just thinking, there's no
quality of poetry.
Frost used to say you had to
produce 'a pound of poetry a day' to be a poet
(Fieldnotes of class, 10/2; p. 52).
In his
Mr.

framing of poetry as

"both an art and a craft,"

Markov seemed to assign equal value to

in the production of poems by his
the poet's work was

to filter

language in such a way as

students.

"gifts"

and work

In his account,

individual experiences

to make them "universal"

through

and

"accessible" while at the same time rejecting sentimental and
stereotypical representations of the world in poetry.
theoretical parameters set

These

limits on the substance and shape

of the poetry texts.
According to Mr.

Markov,

the properties of poetry were:

concrete imagery, specific detail, word economy,
evocative language, the American idiom — our
language, sound and emotion (Fieldnotes of class,
9/15; p. 10.)
Mr.

Markov's description of what

"counted"

as poetry was

derived from the theory and practice of poetry writing
embodied in the work of American poet William Carlos
Williams.
poetry,

Schooled in the

Williams,

"classical"

tradition of English

a medical doctor by day and a poet by
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night,

raged against the stylistic trappings of

poetry written in imitiation of
have never been alive

(1948,

substance of that poetry as
illusion'"
the

(1923,

'soul'"

p.

(1948,

322)

p.

"academic”

"the dead classics...which

p.

290)"

and against the

"a search for

and "a

'the beautiful

'spiritual'

bureaucracy of

282).

Receiving critical accolades only posthumously
awarded a Pulitzer Prize

in 1963,

(he was

the year he died),

Williams

attempted to gain the ear of academy poets he knew personally
in order to reform the practice of poetry.

In treatises on

poetry written in a blend of poetry and prose,

published by

small presses and experimental poetry journals from the 1920s
through the 1950s,

Williams voiced the notions

should be written in "the American idiom"
"dead language"

of classical poetry;

find the truth,

the ugly truth as well as

truth"

(1958,

(1946,

p.

was

p.

5).

34);

Mr.

shaped by his

that

that poetry

rather than the

that his quest was

"to

the beautiful

"the poet thinks with his poem"

Markov's classroom instruction in poetry
interpretation of these notions;

thus,

he

eschewed the social practices of memorization and recitation
of

"classical"

texts historically associated with poetry

instruction in America
The conventions
on Williams'
snobbery,

(deCastell and Luke,

for poetry texts

avowed rejection of

1981).

in the class were based

"poetic

language",

academic

and the pursuit of a sentimentalized version of
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reality, which Williams associated with academic poetry.

Mr.

Markov chose as his paradigm of modern poetry, Williams'

much

anthologized poem,
poem,

"The Red Wheelbarrow."

An "imagistic"

"The Red Wheelbarrow" does not appear to represent some

yearning after ethereal beauty;
concise,

rather,

it describes in

concrete, vivid, visual images an object of utility:
so much depends
upon
a red wheel
barrow
glazed with rain
water
beside the white
chickens.

Although the poem had first appeared in print untitled, on
page 74 of a fairly lengthy piece combining poetry and prose
with chapter headings printed upside down,
said,

intended, Williams

as a travesty on a poetic movement of the time which

sought to create an effect through typographical form
(Williams;

reported in Heal,

1958;

p.

4), Mr.

Markov told his

students nothing of this social history of the poem.
Instead,

he emphasized the language of the poem,

telling

them that poets should use contemporary language to reflect
concrete experiences.

Shakespearean sonnets,

he pointed out,

were written in Elizabethan English not because it was a
'poetic'

language,

but because it was the language that the
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people — English people — spoke in England in the Sixteenth
Century.

According to Mr.

Markov, Williams'

aim was to make

poetry more accessible to ordinary people "by emphasizing
language as we speak it today,
as

'poetic language.'

language,

not what you always thought of

If you see poetry in that kind of

chances are it's bad poetry"

(Audiotape of class,

9/10. )
Other textual conventions of poetry incorporating rhyme
were also ruled out; Mr.
confuse Hallmark verse,

Markov told his students not to
song lyrics,

"rap" or Dr.

Seuss books

with poetry.
There are three things poetry doesn't have: rhyme,
meter and poetic language.
If we don't know this,
then we don't know the difference between who's
dead and who's alive as a poet.
At this point, Jessica raised her hand and asked,
'Imagine'

by John Lennon?"

Mr. Markov responded,
music, but it's not poetry"
p.

"What about

"That's not poetry.

It's nice

(Fieldnotes of class,

9/11;

4. )
In a later class, Mr. Markov returned to the subject of

the language of poetry:
Poetry should reflect our own language and culture
— that's a goal.
Sound has always been part of
poetry.
Poetry is the oldest form of literature
and Beowulf is the oldest English poem...
originally it was sung.
It was part of the oral
tradition...people didn't read then, so they used
rhyme as a memory aid (Fieldnotes of class, 10/15;
p. 10).
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While on the one hand,
contemporary language,

Mr.

his ruling out of rhyme because of

association with an earlier,
with the linking of poetry to
theorists
peoples

such as Ong

Markov supported the use of

(1982)

illiterate age
'orality'

its

is consistent

among

"autonomous"

who cite the need of

'oral'

to employ rhyme as a mnemonic aid in lieu of writing.

Thus the textual conventions which Mr.
requirements

for poetry included

'the American idiom'"

Markov established as

"contemporary language —

— concise with vivid,

concrete

imagery

to show rather than tell its message. If you
lecture me, if you explain to me in the poem what
I'm supposed to be thinking and feeling, what I'm
supposed to be getting out of it, then you've lost
me (Audiotape of class, 9/11).
Throughout the course,

Mr.

Markov frequently reminded the

students of these requirements as he came to elaborate on how
to produce

"accessible"

poetry texts — those employing

universal themes and "the language of today."
At the beginning of the course,
history lesson to
poetry from

Mr.

illustrate Williams'

'academic'

described Williams'

texts

to

Markov gave a mini

attempt to reform

'accessible'

He

battle with academic poets whose works

were characterized by classical

language and classical

allusions requiring the use of concordances,
opposition of Williams
anglophile T.S.

ones.

emphasizing the

to the academic poetry of the American

Eliot:
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Eliot wrote all lyrics but one —
the older he
gets, the more and more intellectual...[then he]
writes another book to explain what he
wrote...where you have to look up what's the symbol
of the kingfisher in Egyptian mythology....
If you
read a story where you have to look up in a
dictionary every damn word, you never
finish...where Eliot's poetry got too far from
average people, so they couldn't understand it
(Audiotape of class, 9/15).
He emphasized the opposition in their lifestyles as well:
Eliot and Williams were born in roughly the same
area of time.
They actually met at the University
of Pennsylvania where Eliot was in the School of
Arts and Sciences while Williams was in the School
of Medicine.
They became friends, kind of like you
would with members of your basketball team...then
Eliot decides he wants to be English (he was born
in St. Louis and stayed there through college) —
so he moves to England.
At that point, Williams
and he have this philosophical debate.
Williams
says in effect, 'You're American — you grew up on
the Mississippi — you're American, that's what you
are.' ...The older Eliot gets, the more and more
intellectual he gets —the more so, the smaller his
audiences get.
Eliot becomes a great influence on
scholars; his constituency becomes academics and
scholars — he didn't start that way.
At the same
time, William Carlos Williams became a doctor, a
pediatrician, in contrast with Eliot who was a
teacher and a writer.
During the day, if he had a
great idea, he'd write at night in between patients
around his practice (Audiotape of class, 9/15).
The pitting of
'academic'

'practical'

ones was a theme which Mr.

introduced subsequent models
"Chicago,"

poetry and lifestyles against

for poetry.

a lengthier form of

concrete

major city.

images

Carl Sandburg's

imagistic poem which Mr.

Markov referred to as a "montage,"
sharp,

Markov continued as he

combined a series of

to portray the vigor and bustle of a

When he read the poem aloud in class,
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Mr.

Markov

set up an opposition — Chicago/
city like Boston,
suits,
world'"
of

filled with stockbrokers

but an active,

was

’’not an effete

in three-piece

dirty city...'hogbutcher to the

(Audiotape of class,

10/13;

see Appendix for the text

the poem.)
In other poetic genres he

Mr.

he said,

introduced to the students,

Markov continued to emphasize the use of concrete

depicting sights,
from visual,

smells,

tastes,

imagery

touches and sounds.

Moving

imagistic poetry describing surface scenes

to

lengthier confessional poetry focused on interior landscapes,
Mr.

Markov told students that there was a similarity between

a story and a poem

(Audiotape of class,

hoped that by the end of the course,
features of all the poetic genres
styles

to tell their stories

10/13).

He said he

students would combine

in their own individual

(Audiotape of class,

10/13).

In the end, you won't write purely in any of these
movements... this is art, this is very individual —
you bring something of your own to everything you
write — it's unique (Fieldnotes of class, 10/13;
p. 60).
In encouraging the student poets
death in unsentimental ways,

Mr.

to write about

love and

Markov barred subject matter

he regarded as stereotypical — the pairing of sunsets with
silhouettes and comparisons of a lover to a rose.

Also

excluded from the parameters of poetry in his classroom were
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political topics.

For

instance,

to see any poems on abortion."

he told them,

"I

don't want

He elaborated further:

I'm really getting tired of hearing about abortion
— whether you believe it should be mandatory or
not, whether everyone should have one no matter
what, whether no one should have one without having
swallowed an atomic bomb.
How many of you have
heard so much about abortion, you hope you'll never
hear about it again?
I do (Fieldnotes of class,
12/8; p. 107).
His

lesson about the

incompatibility of politics and poetry

was brought home with another history lesson in the form of
an anecdote to show that
poetry.

As a case

"getting on a soapbox"

in point,

ruined

he told the students about

a movement in the U.S.
with poetry that centered
in San Francisco with the beatniks and the
coffeehouses...with Ferlinghetti, City Lights
Bookstore and City Lights Books.
Some wonderful
protest and awful poetry came out of that.
They
were more concerned with message than how they
presented it — it was not very artistic.
This
plus the fact that they were so anti-establishment
is why they had a helluva time getting published
(Fieldnotes, 9/16; p. 16).
If,

in Mr.

political,

Markov's account,

neither should it be

on confessionalism,

poetry should not be

"too personal."

In a lesson

he told the students why.

Poetry can't get too personal, otherwise we feel as
readers that you don't really want to let us in, so
we walk away.
I don't really care about your
experiences except as they cause me to remember my
own.
I'm selfish — we all are.
So, if you choose
not to let me in, then I'm not going to bother —
your poem has got to be accessible (Audiotape of
class, 9/11).
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Given his assumption of
the task of

the poet,

the neutrality of

language and

the separation of self from text seemed

also to be a quality required for the production of artistic
poetry.

In the passage below,

Mr.

Markov

the scale in favor of detachment of poet
review of confessionalism,

is

seen weighting

from text.

he emphasized the

In a

"problem1' with

writing confessional poetry.
With imagism, you're still a little detached.
Confessionalism brings the reader in emotionally.
If you do this good, confessionalism is also a
little detached.
Writing good confessional poetry
means going to the edge, then taking a step in the
right direction — backwards.
[Anne] Sexton is not
popular in this region.
Lots of her poems seem to
be written as therapy — where you deal with your
problems.
What does she do to balance this problem?
In her poem, "To Bedlam and Part Way Back," she
confronts things honestly.
She tries to go beyond
the confines of herself.
Some of the emotions you
have are some of the same ones I have, though maybe
about different things (Fieldnotes of class, 12/15;
pp. 110 - 111).
Until he reached the poetic genre of
Mr.

"confessionalism",

Markov's poetic models were all taken from the work of

men.

Only with "confessionalism"

the work of a woman,
he read in class.
poet's

insomnia,

Anne Sexton's

The poem,
about her

"The Ambition Bird",

he told students,

which

was about the

lying awake nights struggling with

her compulsion to write poetry,
also told students

did he introduce as a model

to be a great artist.

He

that he had met her at a reading and that

she had begun writing poetry as a therapy after having been
hospitalized for mental

illness.
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He then introduced another

model for the genre of
Galway Kinnell.
on the surface,
To survive,

"confessionalism,"

He explained to students
about a person lost

by

that this poem was

in the woods

this person had to kill a bear,

step into the bloody skin to take what was
heat

HThe Bear"

slit

in winter.
its body and

left of

its body

in order to survive an otherwise certain death by

freezing.

However the narrative of

the poem was

intended as

a metaphor for the artistic process of writing poetry.
introducing the poem,

Mr.

Markov told students

had commented that Kinnell was
maybe she was right,

b.

that his wife
He said that

but that he liked to think that the

story depicted in the poem was
of their gender

"a man's poet."

In

relevant for people regardless

(Fieldnotes of class,

12/17;

p.

114).

The Social Content of Classroom Instruction
From the beginning,

poetry for the class,
imitation,

in his

framing and defining of

his selection of poetic models for

the assignments he gave the students and his

stories about poets and poetry,

Mr.

Markov's

instruction

incorporated social and historical lessons about the
personhood of poets and the nature of poetry-as-art
American culture.
marking term,

Mr.

poetry and poets
the

issue of

in

During the second class meeting of the
Markov gave a lesson on the position of
in 20th Century American society,

the status of poets and poetry-as-art
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raising
in an

exercise which required the students
the poets

they could think of

to

list the names of all

in the space of a minute.

he asked for some of

the names

on the blackboard as

students read them to him.

Poe,

Dickinson,

Shakespeare.

Plath,

e.e.

Then

they'd listed and wrote them

cummings,

Shelley,

He wrote
Keats,

Some students could think of only one name.

The segment of conversation below

(transcribed from an

v_

audiotape of the class made 9/4/92)

shows Mr.

Markov

comparing the status of poetry and poets with the status of
entertainment and entertainers

in the broader culture of

Twentieth Century America:
If I gave you one minute to list every recording
artist or group you know, how many of you think
you'd only have one singer?
[The students

laughed as he continued.]

I want to illustrate something.
What I want to
illustrate is, our culture presents to us a certain
set of values, okay.
Nobody goes out and gets it.
You know when you're little that your parents can't
control it — it doesn't work that way.
We're
influenced by all kinds of things — media,
friends...we don't even remember where we got
stuff.
We say, 'I heard that, I don't know where.'
We get things put into us.
I'd like to suggest to
you that in our society, 20th Century America —
with the artist — what we did with poets, we could
do with other artists as well.
That’s because in
our culture the arts don't receive much emphasis.
As he read the list of names
students he called on,
those on the

Mr.

supplied him by the

Markov took note of how many of

list were dead poets:
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let's see — he's dead, he's dead, he's dead, he's
dead, she's dead, she's dead, he's dead, he's dead—
know any live poets?
Name one!
Why can't anyone
name any living poets?
Why is it so much easier to
name living entertainers — even if some people are
fans of dead entertainers like Jimi Hendrix?
Mr.

Markov's description in this

clear to the students,
area of the culture
secondly,

firstly,

segment made two points
that poetry-as-art was an

in which most of them were

ignorant and

that what they did know about poetry-as-art was

primarily limited to

"dead"

poets.

His contrast of what he

thought they knew about entertainers with what he took to be
their relative ignorance about artists was part of a theme he
began to develop concerning an opposition between mass
culture and the culture of art.
opposition,

In developing this

he suggested that while poetry as performance of

song lyrics held a higher status

in

'popular'

culture,

it

could not be art because entertainment and art were not the
same thing.

According to his definition,

art was serious and

held a higher status among a select group of people who
resisted popular and stereotypical meanings.

(In sum,

his

position suggested a reversal of the words of Lilly in John
Irving's novel The Hotel New Hampshire,

from "life is serious

but art

is

is

fun"

to

'life

is

fun but art

serious.')

In the culture of poetry as art and craft,
particular task of the poet as described by Mr.
resist

"popular"

the
Markov was to

and stereotypical representations of
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life

including comparisons of

love to flowers,

descriptions of

silhouetted lovers walking hand-in-hand on the beach at
sunset and the use of
verses."

Instead,

language he referred to as

the task of the poet was

"Hallmark

to see and

describe the world in unique and unusual ways.
c.

The Relationship between What ’Counts'
the Teacher's Pedagogical Practices
Mr.

Markov's

definition of poetry as

as Poetry and

"art and craft" was

a formalist one which emphasized the need to
before you can break them"

"know the rules

(Audiotape of class,

10/15).

The

poetic theory which he borrowed from William Carlos Williams
to frame poetry writing for his
for what

'counted'

students provided the rules

— the genres of

imagism,

montage,

haiku

and confessional poetry.
While these genres

represented changes

content of earlier poetic genres,

all were

Accepting a definition of poetry as art

from the form and
'counted'

as art.

legitimated Mr.

Markov's position as an authority in transmitting knowledge
of appropriate texts,
recognized as

"art"

interpretations and textual practices

in academic settings.

Thus,

in addition

to being a practicing poet and a poetry writing teacher,

Mr.

Markov was positioned as gatekeeper to a particular kind of
knowledge.

In his classroom students

and how to write from models of what
poetry at home and brought

it

learned what
'counted.'

to class
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'counted'

They wrote

to turn in for grades.

Mr.

Markov generally used a lecture-discussion format

transmit knowledge about what
personhood of poets.

'counted'

to

as poetry and the

In the classroom he rarely scheduled

time for peer editing.

During the one time when I

students peer editing in the class,

they were allotted 30

minutes of peer work for editing their poems
state for handing in.

The students

observed

to a

told me that

"finished'
I had missed

one other session in which they formed peer groups where they
combined haiku each had written into a collective tanka,
lengthier form of the haiku.

However,

peer collaboration

seemed to be the exception rather than the rule.
classes and the word processing sessions
seemed rushed.

a

Both the

in the computer lab

During computer lab sessions,

students often

consulted each other briefly in editing their poems for
spelling and punctuation.

Less

to the content of their poems,
this
d.

frequently,

they would refer

asking each other

"how does

sound?"

Summary
Although Mr.

Markov presented models of poetry which

embodied resistance to the conventions of earlier poetry,
earlier poetry was,

nevertheless,

instructional conversation,
"cultural

literacy."

That

the

part of the classroom

which in many ways was about
is,

in order for the students

to

understand the resistance of Williams and other modern poets.
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it was necessary that

they know at

least a little about the

texts and traditions which he opposed.
Mr.
academic

Markov's classroom
in content.

authority,
write

it

instruction was

On the one hand,

he exercised his

teaching students what poetry

in order to meet his

social as well as

deadlines

'was'

and how to

so that he could

register grades

in accordance with school requirements.

content of this

instruction reminded students of

identities as

students

in his class.

The

their social

On the other hand,

he

lectured and told stories which created a particular version
of

the social

identity of poets

in Twentieth Century America.

The dominant version of the poet
was of an under-appreciated,
wrote

in solitude,

the public at

in his cultural stories

nearly anonymous,

an individual whose art was

large.

The poet,

person who
invisible to

as portrayed by Mr.

was a social pariah who challenged popular notions,
of

Markov,
a person

integrity who refused to mix political debate with poetry

writing for fear of spoiling the poetry written.
This modern poet used concise language with concrete
visual

imagery to

"show rather than tell"

a story.

The poem

looked and sounded different from the rhymed narrative or
lyrical poem of earlier generations,

but the poet was

positioned as a solitary individual,

using the neutral tool
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still

of language in fresh combinations to attract a small,
selective audience of readers to his art.
Mr. Markov's description of "the language we use now"
admitted less diversity than Williams.
writing for his students,

In framing poetry

and encouraging them to use "the

American idiom," he did not address the multiplicity of
languages and blended languages now spoken in America.

Nor

did he discuss the introduction of dialects or foreign
languages into poetry texts as Williams did.
on Mr.

This decision

Markov's part may have been made for sound pedagogical

reasons — to get his middle class students to think of their
own everyday language as a poetic tool and to teach them to
avoid being exotic or pretentious
Williams warned against,
peoples,

(to avoid,

in short, what

the romanticizing of distant

cultures and times.)

On the other hand,

avoidance

of the diversity issue inadvertently served to reinforce the
use of "standard" English by his middle class students,
thereby supporting a conservative agenda — the practice of
"good grammar" — and to avoid any potential confrontations
over "appropriate language" for school writing.
C.

How What 'Counts1 as Poetry in this
Classroom is Connected to Ideologies
about Literacy in the Broader Culture

Cultural ideologies which assigned greater or lesser
status to particular social practices of literacy (to
scientific report writing as opposed to poetry writing,
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for

example,
lyrics)

or to poetry-as-art rather than to poetry as
were visible

in the assumptions about readers,

writers and texts which drove Mr.
and shaped his

Markov's classroom pedagogy

instructional conversations with students.

This chapter section takes up the
personhood in relation to

How those

issues play out at

is considered in connection with the broader

cultural context
1.

issues of status and

instruction in poetry writing at

Foothills Regional High School.
Foothills

song

in which the high school was situated.

The Status of Poetry Writing at Foothills
It

School,

is not surprising that at Foothills Regional High
a public school situated in a rural middle class

community where only slightly more than half of
went on to post graduate education
service or community college),
in poetry-as-art.

the graduates

(including military

few students were interested

None of the student poets

I

interviewed

were socially or economically privileged enough to afford to
consider practicing poetry professionally.

They had only to

look for

Markov,

instruction to the position of Mr.

published poet who could not
Because this was not Somalia,

support himself as an artist.
where poets were populists who

engaged openly in political sparring,
prestige among the masses,

a

enjoying power and

but America,

technological progess prevailed,
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where doctrines of

and literacy in support of

science and technology was valued,

poets held low status as

practitioners of a form of schooled literacy.

This was

particularly the case among social classes who viewed
scientific practices of literacy as a ticket to employment,
perhaps having been "pedagogized" to scientific literacies
in the manner noted in the study by Street and Street
At Foothills Regional High School,

(1991).

the low status of

poetry writing among social practices of literacy associated
with school instruction was evident on several levels.
Firstly,

administrative decisions cast the course as an

English elective rather than a requirement;

secondly,

they

scheduled it at the same time as Advanced Placement English.
While Advanced Placement English was also an elective,

it was

a course which many college-bound students enrolled in to
prepare for college entrance examinations.

The needs of

these students were prioritized by school administrators
because Foothills was an academic rather than a vocational
high school.
Students who enrolled in Advanced Placement English were
generally at the top of their English classes at Foothills,
and when they took the "AP" English Examination,

they hoped

to get high enough scores to waive their freshman year
literature courses when they entered college the following
September.

A result of scheduling the poetry writing course

at the same time as "APM English was that few students who
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enrolled in poetry writing were likely to be outstanding
students in English in the eyes of either the school
administration or the English faculty.

Since knowledge of

cultural texts which form the canon has long been
counts'

for college-bound high school students,

those planning to major in English,

'what

particularly

it is not surprising that

administrators would see no conflict in scheduling poetry
writing and Advanced Placement English at the same time.
The naming of the poetry writing course — as "Creative
Writing" — on the computerized list of courses from which
all students made their selections during registration may
have helped enrollment numbers.
accurately as "Poetry Writing,"

Had the course been labelled
it is questionable whether

students would have registered in numbers sufficient to
guarantee its being offered,

since eighteen out of the

twenty-five class members in this study (and a similar number
in the earlier pilot study)

said they had chosen the course

because they thought it would entail writing stories.
but one of those eighteen said poetry was okay,
wished they would be writing stories too.

All

but they

Though Mr. Markov

had told them there was no difference between poetry and
stories,

these students didn't seem to share his opinion.

If poetry occupied a low status among schooled practices
of literacy in the eyes of the administrators and many of the
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students

in the class,

it seemed to be all but

the broader student population.
poets,

invisible to

According to the student

their peers outside of the classroom,

club and

conference contexts of the poetry community rarely thought
about poetry — to them it probably only came to mind if
fell
poem.

in love and wanted to

impress

someone,

so they wrote a

Lucy and Melissa shared Rosemary's view that when kids

who had never taken the poetry course thought of poetry,
generally thought of

"the

'roses are red'

kind of thing,"

few of them would ever write a poem in their lifetimes.
Markov's
2.

they

they
and
Mr.

student poets held a different view of poetry.

The Personhood of Poets
Stories
The prototype of

in Mr.

the poet

Markov's

in Mr.

individual who challenged "popular"

Instructional

Markov's

notions,

lesson was an

a person of

integrity who refused to mix political debate with poetry
writing for fear of spoiling the poetry written.
description,

In this

poetry writing was a lonely occupation and poets

were outsiders whose work seemed a special duty.

This

description was part of a cultural story which supported many
of the divides referred to
Although Mr.

Markov told students that poetry was a

genderless occupation,
with special

in Chapter II.

insight,

relevant and universal to all people
his description was of poetry-as-art,

and the poetic texts he held up for
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imitation were primarily

by men.

Except for

"The Ambition Bird,"

female-authored texts as models of what
and it might well be argued that this
typical

in women's poetry,

since

its

there were no
'counted'

text was

as poetry,

far from

subject matter was

focused on the production of poetry-as-art.

It could also be

argued that the personhood of the female poet depicted in Mr.
Markov's

story was not a powerful or attractive one,

since

offered a portrait of the madwoman driven to write poetry
matter how artfully)

it
(no

for therapeutic purposes.

The personhood of the male poets whose work furnished
models

for

imitation in the classroom was slightly more

varied in Mr.

Markov's stories,

although the personhood

exemplified in the life of William Carlos Williams,
tireless medical doctor who reformed poetry,
resonate most for Mr.

Markov.

the

seemed to

Having been formally trained

in the sciences rather than in Belles Lettres,
been an outsider as an artist,

Williams had

who had received critical

acclaim only posthumously;

and,

worked not

but among plain working class

people.
"Chicago"

in the academy,

Mr.

significantly,

Williams had

Markov dwelt more on Carl Sandburg’s poem

than on the life of the poet,

depicted as a poet aligned,

like Williams,

subject matter and language of poetry to
a full range of sense experiences,
stockyards and grit of

but Sandburg was

the city.
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with reform of the

include depiction of

even the stench of the
Galway Kinnell,

whose poem

"The Bear" was offered alongside Sexton's as a model of
"confessionalism',

was described by Mr.

quiet New Englander who

Markov as a gruff,

loved the woods.

Mr.

Markov told

the students about hearing Kinnell do a public reading of
some of his works
Markov,

two years previously.

According to Mr.

Kinnell had been fighting cancer then.

However vulnerable Kinnell was
though,

in Mr.

Markov's account,

his was a physical rather than an emotional

affliction.
Markov's

Although it may not have been intentional,

Mr.

juxtaposition of the accounts of his meetings with

Sexton and Kinnell,
afflictions of each,
personhood of
artist was

and his

inclusion of details of the

may have served to undermine the

the female poet,

whose authority as a poet-

implicitly challenged by his

Kinnell's poem as a second example of
"confessionalism."

inclusion of

the genre of

While Kinnell's poem may have been

included simply to demonstrate the breadth of examples which
could be categorized as

"confessional,"

well have suggested to Mr.

Markov's

its

inclusion may

students

that women who

were poets did not hold the same status as men who were
poets,

and that the social practice of poetry as

therapy was

inferior to other social practices of poetry.
What the preponderance of poetic models embodying male
experiences and the relative absence of poetic models
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embodying female experiences meant to students

in the class

(comprised of

to the themes

20 women and 5 men) with respect

of personhood and status

is an issue taken up further

in

discussion in successive chapters of the study.
3.

The Status and Personhood of
Classroom

Student Poets

The issue of status was omnipresent
Foothills Regional High School.

First,

in the

for student poets at
there was

the low

status poetry writing held as a schooled practice of
for the administration and for most of
Foothills.

Second,

social outsider

literacy

the students at

there was the status of the poet as

in Mr.

there was the status of

Markov's cultural stories.
the poets

in Mr.

Third,

Markov's class,

captive audience of students writing for grades,

a

constantly

reminded of their dependence on the teacher's approval while
they heard stories depicting poets as resisters.
not help but be reminded of

They could

their status as students as they

heard their own knowledge discounted and the popular culture,
embraced by many of

them,

excluded.

Finally,

implication that the practice of poetry as
lower status

there was

the

therapy occupied a

than other social practices of poetry in which

the artist was more deliberate,
from the content of

the text.

under the latter conditions,

more
The

intellectually separated

implication was,

that

the text produced by the poet
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would be more accessible to the reader because it could stand
alone (it was more "autonomous,"
4.

if you will).

Summary
Particularly noticeable in Mr. Markov*s description of

the poet as resister of mass culture, was the positioning of
poets as members of a "spiritual bureaucracy of the soul"
(Williams,

1923;

argued against.

p.

283),

a positioning which Williams had

It was the old story of the artist toiling

in isolation with a monk-like dedication to the duty of
writing — far from the corrupt world — a Western
conceptualization of poetry as a practice engaged in by
gifted,

dedicated isolates whose inspirations are arrived at

in settings of monastic solitude,

divided by physical,

social

and spiritual chasms from the masses — a very different
cultural description of the poet than that of the public
word-jouster of,

for example, Morrocco or Somalia;

the bamboo

literate of Mindoro;

or the Bedouin uttering an account of

deeply personal and,

therefore,

Ghinnawa.

In this solitude,

unspeakable pain — in the

"autonomous" and universal texts

were conceived to be read later in books or aloud in elite
groups of poets.

Other social practices of poetry used by

some of the student poets were invisible in this model.
D.

Chapter Summary:

Two Classroom Contexts for Art

The pedagogies used by Mr. Markov were supported by the
framing of language as a neutral medium that supported a
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narrow and elite definition of art.

In the classroom,

presented numerous illustrations of what art was not.

he
His

pedagogy was supported by a belief that students needed an
auhority to guide them in the process of learning "what
poetry was" and how to write it.

Thus,

class time was

devoted primarily to lecture with short answer questions,

and

Mr. Markov never totally relinquished control of the topic.
Like the "autonomous" teachers in Brodkey's

(1989) study,

his

role as authority was supported by an educational discourse
based on the view of language as a neutral medium, which
helped to obscure class and gender differences,
universals models of poetry by males.
but one model of poetry by a woman,
of women's real life experiences.

presenting as

Female students had

and that one not typical
Otherwise,

female students

could choose to represent the social relations suggested by
encounters with stinking cities or bloody bears in the woods.
The very definition of poetry as "both art and craft"

in

Mr. Markov's classroom may have been the source of a tension.
On the one hand,

the definition conveyed the aspect of "high

art" — the product of special inspiration — which may have
made it appear beyond their capacities to produce as ordinary
people (Willis,

1989).

On the other hand,

the definition of

art as a "craft" sought to emphasize that cleverness and hard
work were part of the process of producing poetry as art.
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How this definition set up tensions which affected the uses
of poetry by particular students

is

discussed

in following

chapters.
Further tensions around the classroom definition of art
as

"craft"

— a kind of work —

work in abstract terms as
produce

"artistic"

involved the definition of

the manipulation of

products.

language to

These products were defined as

attractive only to small audiences,

and students

learned that

poets could not financially support themselves by writing
poetry — thus,
to have no

the

"craft"

'practical'

or work of writing poetry seemed

outcome for them career-wise.

Another tension stemmed from the pedagogical practices
of the teacher,
1977)

who used a

"visible"

treating poetry as work.

pedagogy

(Bernstein,

Bernstein notes

that explicit

teacher references

to students regarding procedures for

carrying out work,

pacing of work and criteria for evaluation

characterize a
pedagogy,

Mr.

"visible"

pedagogy.

By using a

Markov reminded students of their status as

students working to produce poetry texts
certain models,
space

standards and schedules.

in accordance with
The use of

in the classroom supported a particular

position
teacher.

"visible"

(Street and Street,

1991)

time and

ideological

on the part of the

The daily use of a lecture and discussion format

rather than a peer group format and the arrangement of
students'

desks

in rows facing the front of the room
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the

supported his authority in defining the "craft'1 or work of
poetry writing for the students.

In this model,

students

wrote their poems at home and rarely did work inside the
classroom.

When they did so on those rare occasions when

they were instructed to peer edit,

it was to evaluate poems

that had been written outside the classroom.

While poetry as

art was defined as an elite practice of literacy,
pedagogy Mr.

the

Markov employed to teach about it employed the

kind of "visible" pedagogy that Bernstein (1977)

identifies

with teaching working class students.
In contrast to Mr. Markov's classroom was Mrs.

Sutton's

art room, where what counted as art was not "high art" but
"commercial art" — the art of illustration and advertising.
If the cultural currency of Mr.
art of educated poets,

Markov's class was the elite

the cultural currency in Ms.

class was one which enjoyed broader circulation.

Sutton’s

Here

students were asked to deal in the currency of visual images
from mass culture.

Ms.

Sutton grounded her students in a

social consciousness of the messages about the relationships
between products and people associated with the use of
particular icons.

Her art students were required to analyze

the effect of these icons

(sports cars,

for example, or diet

drinks) as part of a social message system in magazine
advertisements.

They were to consider the meanings of these
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icons in the popular culture of America when they created
their own illustrations.

This was a class which emphasized

the connectedness of art to the behavior of a majority of
people rather than an elite minority.
In contrast to the ideology of art as a popular social
message system, Mr.

Markov’s poetry class presented poetry as

something that only a few people could understand and
appreciate.

The ideology of art as a

'privileged'

social

practice — one which only educated audiences could
understand — excluded song lyrics and Hallmark verses,
perhaps in part because their popular appeal made it
impossible to classify them as art in this system.
of their appeal to larger audiences,

Because

these social practices

of poetry might at first glance be thought

'practical'

in a

fashion similar to the commercial appeal of graphic art.
Yet,

as career paths in poetry writing (if they were allowed

to be poetry),

they were far riskier.

How many song

lyricists could actually support themselves?

Hallmark

versifiers might have a slightly easier time of it, but not
to the degree that commercial artists and graphic designers
did.

The latter group could draw ads for discount stores as

well as large advertising companies.

If there was any doubt

in the minds of the citizenry as to whether art

'counted,'

this form of art — graphic and commerical — held a kind of
status.

It suggested to working class people in this
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community that art was a practical vocation,

a craft,

in

which students would be trained for jobs.
Although it would seem obvious that tensions must ensue
from experiencing this divide as the visual art students of
Ms.

Sutton did,

the poets in her class did not identify a

divide in holding the position of poet in Mr. Markov's class,
on the one hand,
other.

and artist in Ms.

Sutton's art room, on the

They identified both with "creativity," a word which

they frequently evoked but seemed at a loss to define in any
but the most abstract terms.
It must not be forgotten, however,

that although Ms.

Sutton's ideology of art seemed to provide a rationale for
allowing art students a certain amount of leeway in their
decisons about how to complete projects,

the bottom line was

that this was a classroom and work was done for grades.

Thus

it is possible to regard the amount of freedom her students
were allotted to be part of an "invisible" pedagogy
(Bernstein,

1977) where students appear to have a fair amount

of choice in how to carry out their tasks.

However, whereas

"play is identified as the central concept in invisible
pedagogies"

(Solsken,

the art room.

1993), work was defined as central in

Further,

at certain times during the semester

when projects were due in for grades that had to be
registered in accordance with school marking terms, Ms.
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Sutton would gather the students about her desk for a few
minutes at the beginning of class and draw their attention to
the work that needed to be done to meet her deadlines.
In Mr.
students,

Markov's

instructional conversations with his

he developed a number of divides which were of

significance

in creating tensions

for them.

divides between modern poetry and

'old dead classics';

between

'the modern American idiom'

between

’accessible'

'showing'

with concrete visual

images)

Mr.

'lecturing').

between poetry and the
topics,

and

'poetic language';

poetry and pretentious academic poetry.

There were divides between

Markov's words,

There were

and

(creating an impression

'telling'
Too,

(explaining,

"political" which situated particular

'counted'

the divide between the
the elite culture of

as poetry.

"popular"

outside of the

Finally,

"art."

concerned versions of personhood for poets.

Markov

In his cultural

he drew careful distinctions between

poets as hardworking craftspeople and poets as
academics;

between poets as resisters of

fussy

"popular"

and poets as representatives of popular culture,
between poets as
entertainers

there was

culture of the masses and

Another set of divides established by Mr.

stories about poets,

in

there were divides

including abortion and family abuse,

parameters of what

or

serious artists,
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i.e.,

on the one hand,

such as song lyricists or rappers,

culture

and

on the other

hand.

Analysis of

data

in the following chapters

looks at

how these and other cultural divides positioned the student
poets

in ways

social

that caused conflicts

identities

In summary,

for them in constructing

through poetry writing.
then,

the tensions which students

faced in

constructing themselves as poets were of four categories:
those which were embedded in family social practices of
literacy;

those which were set up by Mr.

cultural stories

in his

about poets and poetry relative to themes of

personhood and status;
subjects of

Markov

those which positioned students as

instruction in the classroom;

and,

finally,

between the textual requirements of poetry-as-art Mr.

those

Markov

articulated in the classroom and the shape and content of
some of the students’

poetry texts.
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CHAPTER V
TENSIONS

IN THE PRACTICE OF POETRY ACROSS CONTEXTS
A.

Overview

No discussion of the tensions of engaging in a schooled
social practice of poetry would be complete without an
examination of family social practices of
identify what cultural stories
students bring with them as

literacy to

from those family practices

they enter classrooms.

situated in larger systems of social relations,
practices of

literacy are complex and varied;

not consistent across
home practices of

families of

Although

home

often they are

the same social class.

Yet

literacy and the cultural stories they

embody are embedded in larger social discourses which create
models of personhood for women and men of particular social
classes.

These

ideological relationships between literacy

practices and models of personhood need to be made visible so
as

to elucidate the tensions affecting students'

they construct social
school contexts.

identities as writers

choices when

in home and

Chapter V introduces portraits of

four of

the seven students who were followed in depth to study the
connections between between poetry writing and social
identity in the community of poets.
The students whose portraits appear here

in B and C

were grouped according to how they negotiated the tensions
they faced in choosing to meet their own social agendas and
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choosing to meet

the teacher's agenda with poetry writing.

The student portraits appearing in B were joined because
of what they suggest about the relationship between family
social practices of

literacy that support

separations of

writer from text

in talk about text.

The two students whose

portraits appear

in C were grouped together because of their

close engagement with text — with uses of poetry writing as
a means of separating themselves from pain.
Each portrait sketches a)

a history of the student's

experiences with family ideologies of personhood and social
practices of

literacy;

b)

the particular tensions

social relations with respect to
poetry in particular;
these tensions;
tensions

and d)

literacy in general and

how the students chose to resolve

how the students'

choices

in resolving

functioned in their social construction of

identities

in relation to poetry writing.

Analysis of
student

c)

in those

is

the texts of two poems written by each

included as a part of these portraits.

decision to

include analysis of

My

the poetry texts here stems

from my hypothesis of a close connection between social
identity,

poetry writing and tensions of a cultural nature.

The poems are analyzed in relation to three questions:
they embody or violate Mr.
art,

2)

how they are

1)

how

Markov's criteria for poetry-as-

"resistant”
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of the conventions of social

relations

represented by the genre

as art and 3)

how the students'

social construction of
I

choices

representing ideologies of
analyzing the students'

(1991)

of poetry

to poetry.

concept of genres as

social relations

poems.

1991)

functioned in their

identity with respect

have adapted Gilbert's

the poems are part of

(Gilbert,

for use

While the textual

the discussion,

their

in

features of

importance

is

in

connection with questions of social relations represented by
particular conventions

in the text.

So the

determining whether the poems met Mr.
poetry as art which suggest,

is

in

Markov's criteria for

for example,

appealing to a limited audience;

interest

the poet as artist,

or do textual features of

the poems suggest another set of social relations — the poet
as entertainer,

appealing to a larger audience,

or the poet

as madwoman or madman writing poetry as a therapy.
The tensions

involved in the choices of each student

constructing a social

in

identity around poetry writing are

analyzed in relation to social discourses about personhood
rooted in family practices and stories about
interest

in this analysis

Of

is how their choices may have

functioned to position the students
analysis

literacy.

in the classroom.

This

is presented as a means of making visible processes

that can explain why some students did not move beyond the
classroom context of the poetry community to access
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the

community of poets as artists represented in the poetry club
and the writers conferences,
B.

while others did.

Separating Self from Poetry Text:
Keeping Secrets Safe

1.

Tim

a.

Family Literacy and the Personhood of Middle Class Males
Tim was a young man of medium height and build who often

sat

in the third or fourth seat from the front of

the second row in from the windows.
answers,

but when he was called on,

He did not volunteer
which happened only twice

during my observation time in the class,
was

the older of two children.

His

the room in

he answered.

father,

Tim

a graduate of a

nearby engineering college with a good reputation,
paid researcher at a company in a nearby city.

was a well

Tim's

grandfather had worked at the same company as a foreman.
Tim told me,

seeming to apologize for his father's

educational status,
degree,

"even though my father has a college

he still knows a lot about practical stuff.

invented a process

that saved the company installing

equipment that would've cost them a bundle of money,
boosted his

He

salary and gave him his own office in

so they

'R & D.'"

Tim's well-off family was rooted in the working class,

and

for Tim the notion of college study was embedded in social
tensions around levels of education and literacy that were
'practical'

and associated with
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'real work'

on the one hand.

and recreational or even
This kind of social
researchers

’feminized'

activity on the other.

tension has been noted by several

(Bernstein,

1975;

Willis,

Tim's portrait provides a look at the
tensions on an individual

level;

1977;

Gilbert,

impact of

1991).

these

his story is of

interest

in

that the tensions he faced seemed to have come out of a
social

identity shaped by working class models of personhood

that because of the change

in his family's financial

circumstances might not be relevant for him.
Tim told me his house sat back from the road on the peak
of a hill

in Stonebridge.

"My favorite writing spot

is on

the roof outside my window which is on the second floor.
It's

so beautiful up there,"

valley.

he said.

"You can see the whole

Lisa — that's my sister — and I have slept out

there under the stars with our friends.
flat,

the drop is

so gradual.

The roof

is almost

You can fit a lot of people —

one time we fit six of us up there."
Tim did not participate

in poetry club,

although he did

share poetry with other young men in the class
feedback on poems he was about to turn in.

to get

When he went with

his Advanced Biology class on a hiking trip to Mt.
he came home
said.

"I

inspired.

"It was

so beautiful up there,

got all these really neat
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Jefferson,

ideas

for poems.

he
He

said that had written them down in his notebook because he
didn't yet know what form to put them in.
Tim told me that one day as he was
hockey skates

in the attic,

searching for his

he had discovered a notebook of

poems which his father had written when he was

in college.

He said that when he brought the poems downstairs,

his

had gruffly requested that he put them back upstairs.
show them to you,

some day,"

back from the Navy"

he had told Tim,

father
"I'll

"after you come

[where Tim was headed for basic training

after graduation].
Such secrecy between men regarding poetry writing was
apparently a family practice,
grandfather died,

for Tim said that after his

a whole notebook filled with his poems

mysteriously surfaced.

"He had typed a little story or an

explanation for every poem in the notebook,"
"I'm not gonna be like that,"
poems

Tim said.

to my kids when I have a family.

same again as

I am now,"

he said,

Tim told me.

"I'm gonna show my
I'll never be the

"so writing these poems

will give me a record of my thoughts and feelings before I
joined the Navy."

The next section looks at how tensions

family practices around literacy played out
b.

Tensions
In his

in Tim's choices,

in Tim's Poetry Writing
first

interview,

Tim said,

class because I wanted to prove to Mr.
write,

in

"I

Markov that

that my ideas were worth something.
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took the poetry
I could

And also because

it’ll be good practice for college writing — you know,
clarity of

language,

conciseness,

all those things.

only written one poem before that,

when my great grandmother

had Alzheimers and my mother took me to see her
hospital — she was 89 years old at the time.
eerie.

She'd be looking at me,

but then all of a sudden,

life.

It was

I

and I

just so strange.

felt

[At this point,

know I kept a journal —
it's
Lisa,

so

like she was
somehere else in her

I was about

"So I came home and wrote a poem.

turned to look over his

It was

and I knew she recognized me,

thought maybe she was

little black book.

in the

something would happen and her eyes

would look right through me,
somewhere else.

I had

shoulder.]

14 at the time.

I wrote

it

in my

Tim lowered his voice and
I wouldn’t want anyone to

I'd feel stupid if anybody knew —

just the way my family is.

You know,

would get a journal for Christmas,

football.

The black book I

when I was

fourteen.

like my sister,

and I'd get a

got for Christmas from my aunt

She gave me a Shick,

just didn't have enough to give me,

too.

I think she

so she put the notebook

in the box too."
Tim described the poem below as a revision of the
original.

How much the poem is revised is questionable,

since the poem violates some of Mr.
'poetry as art'

Markov's

in the imagistic model.
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tenets

for

Great Grandmother
What is she thinking of?
Her childhood?

Perhaps her

first boyfriend or her husband
or her children.

Perhaps her

children 's grandchi1dren.
Occasionally she'll
squeeze my hand
and look straight into me
-know me, if only for an instant,
then her gaze will pass
right through me and she'll
be gone again.
The poem lacks
told his

students

the stories

the concrete visual

to use as a means of

in their poems.

color,

sound and smell,

by Mr.

Markov's

'lecture'

Markov

'showing not telling'
lacks details of

seeming as a consequence rather bare

imagistic criteria,

the reader either.

Alzheimers,

Though it

imagery Mr.

Tim's poem doesn’t really

It never so much as mentions

dementia or absentmindedness.

Though the poem

presents a story about Tim's encounter with his grandmother,
a part of

that story is about his attempt to make sense of

the encounter.

The poem confronts

in a very intellectually

curious way what has happened to Tim's great grandmother's
mind and seems

to represent his struggle to understand more
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than simply a disease — Altzheimers — which afflicts
elderly.
when it
her.

In the poem,
is clearly no

Tim pictures where her mind might be
longer focused on the people before

He doesn’t seem threatened by his own invisibility to

her at these times.
another time of her
Unlike another
grandmother

poet's

Rather,

he thinks of her as dwelling in

life momentarily.
"Grandmother"

this one

in the poem,

poetry to be

(see

'imagistic'

to the

Although Tim used concise

by ignoring Mr.
in order to

ignored an important tenet of

Markov's criteria for
'show,

not tell,'

he

imagistic poetry.

Another poem Tim wrote — this one
assignment

images

is centered on posing answers

intellectual questions.

language

poem which memorializes a

in a series of photograph-like

Chapter VII),

in response to an

in the class — did employ the conventions of

imagistic poetry which were part of Mr.
poetry-as-art.

This poem,

about his grandfather.
knit"

the

Markov's model of

reproduced below,

was written

Tim described his family as

"tightly

and said he was close to his grandparents as a child.

After his grandfather retired,

he used to help out with

babysitting for the grandkids.
relationship.
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Tim's poem describes this

(2) Grandfather
The big flannel
grizzly bear
grabs a grandkid
under each arm.
Two more explode out
from behind the
couch and cling
to his shins.
Scrambling up his back
and holding tight
to his shoulders,
I watch as he
takes the two
from under his
arms and deposits
them onto the couch.
From his glance
they know not to move.
Then snatching the two
from his legs
he sets them with
the others
And as I finally feel
those huge hands

wrap around my
own ribcage
I realize
we'll be having
our nap today
after all.
In an interview,

Tim talked about how quiet and huge his

grandfather was and how he was

strict but not abusive.

His

grandchildren always knew exactly when "enough was enough"
according to Tim,
teasing.

although they also knew he enjoyed their

Tim's portrayal of his grandfather was

characterized by an interesting complexity expressed only
incompletely within the poem,

which describes his

relationship to his grandchildren.
'big flannel grizzly bear'

Tim used the image of a

to convey the size,

strength and

potential to threaten that his grandfather embodied for him
in childhood.

This

image was supported by evocative

language describing physical actions —
'cling',
ways

'scrambling',

'snatching',

'grabs',

'wrap'

this poem met the requirements of

'explode',

— so in some

"imagist"

Coupled with the narrative in the poem,

poetry.

Tim's

interview

description of his grandfather as a foreman at an abrasives
factory who wrote poetry presents a portrait of a man whose
life embraced the diverse roles of factory work,
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poetry

writing and caring for kids, yet Tim wrote about him as a
grandfather,

not in his role as foreman or poet.

Tim's poem

foregrounds his grandfather's role in the family in relation
to the grandchildren — a male role that embraced diverse
personhoods and encompassed different stages of life,
c.

Resolving Tensions
The men in Tim's family foregrounded the practical,

Tim had chosen to repeat this practice,
without conflict for him.

and

although it was not

In his last interview, he said he

found it hard to imagine living in a tiny,

cramped space

aboard a Navy submarine after living in a large house with a
lot of land around it.

He had been offered a Navy

scholarship after he graduated from Foothills Regional High
School in June.

He would be training to be a nuclear

engineer on a submarine.
Navy for six years,

In exchange for enlisting in the

Tim would receive a free education to

qualify him as a nuclear engineer when he finished his tour.
He would then be prepared to run a nuclear power plant,

to

continue the social relations of his family that connected
male personhood with
In Tim's family,

'real work.'
poetry writing was viewed as a private

rather than a public practice of literacy for men.

The

details of the cultural stories around literacy in Tim's
family suggested that writing itself was defined as a
feminized activity (Tim's sister Lisa got a diary for
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Christmas, while he got a football) and that males who wrote
poetry should not share or display their poetry during their
lifetimes,

not even with members of the family (the

grandfather's poetry discovered only posthumously and the
father’s reluctance to discuss his poetry with his son
support this conclusion).
The tension for the men in Tim's family between the
pursuit of practical careers and the desire to write poetry
cast poetry as a closet activity for men.
in Tim's family,

including Tim himself,

committed to poetry writing.

However,

the men

clearly were

In order to participate in the

work of poetry writing for the class, Tim had to resolve this
tension which cast writing as a

'feminized'

activity and

poetry writing as an activity to be engaged in privately
rather than publicly.

The way that he effected the

resolution was to conceptualize poetry writing as no
different from other forms of schooled writing,

because then

he was able to describe the practice of poetry writing in
terms of its practical outcome ("it'll improve my writing for
college").

By choosing this path, Tim was able to resolve

the tensions in his family which suggested that the
personhood of middle class males was somehow inconsistent
with the personhood of male poets-as-artists, whose careers
were centered on poetry writing and who publicly acknowledged
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their engagement

in the practice of poetry.

choice,

he constructed himself as a student rather

however,

than as a poet,

In making this

and he did not move beyond the classroom to

other contexts of the poetry community.
2.

Ellen

a.

Playing

it Safe

Ellen was a junior

in the poetry class.

attractive young woman,

she was

A quiet,

the oldest of three children.

Her parents were both college educated professionals.

The

family lived in an attractive area near the center of
Stonebridge.
sat

In the class,

in the second seat

Ellen was extremely quiet.

in one of the middle rows,

aisle from her friend Rosemary.
answer any of Mr.
her,

She

across the

She never volunteered to

Markov's questions,

and when he called on

which he did with some frequency,

she spoke

in a soft

voice and gave very short answers.
From the beginning,

Ellen attended Poetry Club.

also attended both the St.
conferences.

She

Matthews and the Foothills

In all of these settings,

speaking only when spoken to.

I

she was quiet,

did not see her read before

any large groups.

She had attended the Foothills conference

the previous year,

and she told me,

"Last year I went to the

conference and did all the workshops but didn't read...it
could be bad because people could pick what you did apart.
But

I was

lucky,

'cause they liked mine and understood it.
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But

it's kind of nerve-wracking because you can't protect

yourself,

'cause other people have their point of view and

they're analyzing."
Ellen said that her mother had read to her a lot when
she was younger.
'roses are red'
She added,
Plath.

type of thing,

All the poems

you don't get read Sylvia

I knew were really cute and they didn’t
I

started going through books,

saw that's not really all

it does and you're also able

to look at

Through school

it.

When you're younger,

with the kind of poetry I
like that for a grade?

you're not presented

read now.

Would I

Probably not.

this comment

later,

b.

Intellectual Play

Poetry as

Regarding appropriate topics
assignments,
write about

Ellen said,

turn in poetry

There are some kinds

of poetry you don't show the teacher."

We will return to

for school poetry writing

"For class

interesting experiences

I

like to,

you know,

I have had,

like the time

I went to France for two weeks with the French Club.
like,

there are two parts of Paris,

you go over the bridge across

and I

and

and you're in the

just thought

because we don't have anything like that."
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It's

a really old part,

the river,

brand new part with skyscrapers,
neat,

"the

or stuff by Shel Silverstein."

"When you're a kid,

say anything.
and I

Then she said she thought poetry was

it was

Ellen's descriptions of
school contexts framed
some middle class
1993,
as

and others).

the work of writing poetry for

it as a kind of play,

families noted by researchers

fun to play,

to other things.

to work out this way:

fun to see how metaphor and simile relate
It allows you to figure out how you see the

world and how you want to say what you feel
than essays do."
"play"

processes
IV)

The defining of

in middle class

"invisible"

pedagogies

they will use

in different ways

learning activities as

families has been linked to
that socialize these children to
in their adult careers

rather than to knowledge of facts

Ellen's

(Solsken,

She described poetry writing assignments

intellectual puzzles or problems

"It's

a pattern in

(see Chapter

(Atkinson,

1985).

frequent descriptions of poetry writing as

may well have been linked to the ways she was
literacy by her mother,

socialized to

a young middle class career woman.

Although all of the students
themselves as

"play"

in the study described

"middle class," Ellen was one of only two

students could be described as coming from an "upper" middle
class

family.
About the poem she wrote which is

Ellen said,

"It was an assignment,

so I

introduced below,
thought

fun to,

you know,

thought

it would be fun to play with that

it would be

compare the flower to a child growing.
idea."

The poem

appeared both in the poetry class publication and the St.
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I

Matthhews

conference booklet.

origins of the poem.

Ellen told me about the

"Actually that one was

exercise we had in a writing workshop.
brought

in a flower —

write a poem.

She

from a writing
(Sue Reginald)

it was an Amaryllis — and we had to

First we had to write down all the adjectives,

just all the words we thought of when we looked at the
flower,

just a

'stream of consciousness'

kind of thing,

we had to create a poem using all those things.

and

Basically,

just looked at the flower and how the blossoms are much
bigger than the stem.

I'm not sure how I

got

it

comparison between the baby and the Amaryllis],
worked.

When I

looked at all the words

[the
but

it

I'd written down,

realized it could be used to describe a child kind of.
you know,

like a kid has

so much hope,

they're so little to hold it all up,

or whatever.

and I

"The Strengthening of Amaryllis"

,

The baby grows slowly

,

Falling through songs and rhymes

The world is too great for her to comprehend,
She creates her own.

,

So much she needs to learn

,

to see

,

to grow

She can move among the apple blossoms,
Taste their crystal beauty as it is sent on the wind.
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And

And yet

just thought I'd

try to get the comparison across."

(1)

I

I

,

She runs through the lush green meadow
Tripping over the bitter thorns.
She is late.

As youth is born too late to know the clear spring rain.
She wants so much to feel-

,

The pain

the joy -all of it-

So that she may know life.

,

Why it is given to flowers

,

And to the rolling babies
So fragile

Yet so ready to bear the weight of humankind.

,

Strong as the stem that supports the overgrown

,

Unrealistic

Yet utterly perfect blossoms of the amaryllis.
In this poem,
’’life”

a divide between the child depicted and

is conveyed through descriptions

needs

to learn,

to see,

to grow"

feel,

the pain,

the joy — all of

life"

— descriptions

beautiful — part of the child’s
the

"crystal beauty"

"so much she

and "she wants so much to

that depict

separate from her environment.

like

it—/

so that she may know

the growing child as

The imagery is conventionally
learning involves

of the apple blossoms

"as

it

"tasting"
is

sent on

the wind."
The

lines

"She

is

late/ As youth is born too late to

know the clear spring rain"

sound interesting but are vague,
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almost as if there is an effort to insert what Williams
(1923)

termed "the beautiful illusion."

The lines do not

seem to connect to the narrative of the poem in which a child
grows through her encounters with a number of experiences and
even through creating her own world,
without dangers and pitfalls,

a world that is not

as expressed by the "bitter

thorns" she trips over in running through "the lush green
meadow."
Although the child is referred to as "she,"
really doeesn't matter,

the gender

as experience is represented not only

as universal but as a seeking after beauty — the aesthetic
experience which poetry-as-art in western cultures seeks to
capture and express.

What is also interesting here, however,

are Ellen's comments about the assignment,
framing it as play:

even as she was

"you know a kid has so much hope...and

yet they're so little to hold it all up."

This expression of

vulnerability is suggested in the line "the world is too
great for her to comprehend,

/ she creates her own."

The

world Ellen depicted through stringing together a series of
visual,

concrete images suggesting a journey through life

from innocence to experience met the textual conventions of
poetry-as-art,
class.

positioning Ellen as a poet-artist in the

Mr. Markov frequently directed questions at her

during classroom exchanges,

suggesting that the kinds of
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texts she produced were evidence of her status as an artist
in the poetry community where he shaped the meanings.
As noted in Chapter IV, Mr.

Markov presented two models

of the confessional genre in poetry class, Anne Sexton's "The
Ambition Bird" in which the poet describes how her desire to
write poetry interrupts her sleep at night,
Kinnell's poem "The Bear"

and Galway

in which a man lost in the

wilderness in winter kills a bear and climbs into the skin of
the bear, using its body heat to survive.

Mr.

Markov asked

the students to choose a quotation from one of the poems and
create their own poem using the quotation as a starting
point.

Ellen wrote the poem reproduced below in response to

that assignment.

Born
"I take a wolf’s rib and whittle..."
Galway Kinnell, "The Bear"
Woman.
Curves shaped and molded,
female flesh born of masculine rib,
This stark, white, chalky bone
transformed.
These dry pores
giving way to currents of rich blood.
Brittle bone
becomes the smooth porcelain of cheeks.
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Grains of dust
lengthen into golden lashes.
Colors...

,

the berry of lips
sky of eyes,

,
,

rust of hair
milk of skin

all flowing from this lifeless white length.
The circle of life
born of this death.
Ellen said of "Born",

"I like to write poems that

connect to other poems... I was thinking of the quote and I
was thinking of how dry and brittle the bone was,

and I just

remembered the Bible story about Adam and Eve, and I thought
'yeah,

it would be neat to make a life poem out of that.'"

Her use of language conforms to the tenets of imagism:
concise language and concrete visual imagery that
rather than telling.

'shows'

She has turned the Biblical account of

the Creation of Mankind into an imagistic poem in

'Born,'

exhibiting a cultural knowledge of texts and how to utilize
them in

'literary' writing.

The imagery of

'Born'

supports the Biblical narrative of

the Creation of Mankind through a series of conjoined images.
Life is born from death, woman from man's rib,
from the line.

Woman does not precede man,
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the circle

challenge man,

have her own separate origin but comes second in the chain of
creation.

She is the "transformed" rather than the

transformer.

The picture of her which readers get is drawn

from the outside:

she is beautiful and unblemished.

are no challenges to the creation myth here.

There

A curious

inconsistency with Ellen's poem is that the quotation from
the Kinnell poem is about a wolf's rib, not a man's rib —
Ellen has taken liberties in drawing her comparison,
something she may have felt that she could do in

'playing

with ideas.'
c.

Preserving

'the Angel’

Ellen's account of separating her private self from
public practices of literacy controlled by adults included a
description of the absence of controversy in the poetry texts
which her mother read to her as a child.

In books on the

rack in Mr. Markov's classroom, Ellen discovered poetry by
women who unleashed their feelings of anger and was
interested.
courage,

However,

she apparently did not have the

or the will — or the trust in herself and in Mr.

Markov — to attempt writing that sort of poetry to submit in
class.

Consequently,

it was easier for her to separate

herself emotionally from the poetry texts which she wrote for
class,

to conceptualize them as "playing with ideas" or as

doing assignments.
poetry texts.

It was then easier to produce "artistic"

In this way,

she could construct her social
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identity within the personhoods of dutiful daughter and
dutiful

student,

class roots

thereby remaining respectful to her middle

— avoiding the risk of positioning herself

within the personhood of the poet as madwoman.
For Ellen,
(in

it was

"Professions

that

safer to avoid what Woolf referred to

for Women,"

1931)

refusal to

"kill the angel"

—

required,

Coincidentally,

Ellen’s

also enabled her construction by

Markov as an artist-poet,

distance from her texts

3.

"killing the Angel"

"good girl" whose social consciousness had taught her to

please rather than to challenge.

Mr.

as

because she kept the emotional

that the practice of poetry-as-art

according to Mr.

Markov’s stories.

Summary
The portraits of Tim and Ellen show family interactions

and cultural stories around poetry which both support and
expand Heath's

(1986)

definition of

'things of the imagination'
practice of
For Ellen,

"separating self from

in talk about text"

as a social

literacy characteristic of middle class families.
'separating self'

involved distancing her public

practices of poetry from any kind of controversy,

perhaps

because she had no family framework for dealing with
controversial

textual material.

The absence of poetic models

expressing anger or other forms of passion from
around literacy in her home seems
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interactions

to have suggested to her

that such material,

though interesting, was not "safe",

that her interest in it should be hidden.
practice of

’separating self from text'

and

This social

may have derived from

her desire to avoid disapproval from adults.
In concert with the talk of "playing with ideas" which
intellectualized her social practice of poetry, Ellen’s
shunning of topics of passion in the poetry she wrote for
class embodied a divide between herself as a poet and the
texts she produced.
her poems,

By avoiding the expression of passion in

Ellen avoided being positioned as a madwoman

writing therapeutic poetry and instead positioned herself as
a "universal" and genderless writer.

In so doing,

she closed

the door to the social practice of poetry as "re-vision" — a
way to rethink social relations of gender and class and
redefine herself in relation to them through poetry writing,
as Rich (1979) — a reformer of poetry whose works were not
represented as models for imitation in Mr. Markov's class —
did.

However,

the divides in Ellen's social practices of

literacy seem to have helped to position her as a poet artist
in Mr.

Markov's eyes,

since her social practices of poetry

seemed to conform to the description of poet-poem
relationships in his cultural stories.
Tim’s social practices of poetry also embodied the
practice of "separating
about text."

'things of the imagination'

in talk

Like Ellen's, Tim's poetry also avoided strong
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expressions of passion.

Even in the poem he wrote about

visiting his great grandmother who was hospitalized with
Alzheimer's Disease,
intellectual,

he withheld passion;

curious.

Like Ellen,

his approach was

Tim distanced himself

from his poetry writing in ways Heath describes as
characteristically middle class.

The difference was that,

whereas Ellen separated herself from passionate topics and
from particular poems she had written by talking about them
in intellectualized terms, Tim separated himself from the
social practice of poetry as art by describing it as no
different from any other form of writing.
rationalize his practice of poetry as

This way, he could

'practical'

and thus

appropriate to the personhood of a middle class male.
defining his practice of poetry as
than defining it as

'school writing'

In

rather

'poetry as art', Tim also positioned

himself as a student taking instruction rather than a poet
seeking to construct himself as an artist.

Perhaps because

Tim positioned himself as a student writer rather than as a
poet

(for example,

in waiting to be told what form to put his

ideas into after he returned from the mountain hiking trip)
Mr. Markov may also have seen him that way.
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C.

Poetry Writing as Therapy:
Separating Self from Pain

1.

Keith

a.

Alternative Practices of Poetry
Keith was a muscular young man of medium height who

looked — and was — a little older than his peers.
quiet,

and he always

sat

in from the windows.

in the last seat of the second row

He never said much,

friendly when the others
volunteer to answer Mr.

He was

though he was

initiated conversation.
Markov's questions,

He didn’t

but he would

respond when called on.
Keith's parents had divorced when he was a child in
elementary school.

He and his older brother and sister had

lived with their mother,

who worked as an office manager.

In

the previous year,

Keith had tried living with his father and

his older brother,

whom he described as

milltown of about 20,000
Stonebridge.

inhabitants 25 miles

He told me he had failed his

and was repeating it at Foothills,
Willardsville,
year,

"a druggie,"

one of

the towns

from

senior year there

living with an uncle in

in the district.

he had never been a student

in a

Until this

in the Foothills district.

Keith had an after school job working on the grounds at
a military base about 20 miles away.

He said he didn’t have

time to share his poetry or to participate

in after school

activities of any sort because of the job.

He said he did
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share the poems he wrote with his mother and his
he went to see them,
class

to get

sister when

and he shared them with peers before

their feedback.

Family interactions around literacy in Keith’s

family

included a practice of the oral recitation of poetry.
said that his grandparents,
Nova Scotia,

aunts and uncles,

gatherings,
poems.

Also,

life,

and that

it at family

competing to see who could remember the most
Keith had recently learned from his grandmother

that his uncle,
his

schooled in

had had to memorize poetry in school,

they still remembered it and would recite

Keith

a bachelor who had been a ship captain all

had left behind a notebook filled with poems when

he died.

"My grandmother has a farmhouse in Nova Scotia —

she still

lives up there,"

he said.

and spend some time with her

"She wants me to come up

in the summer,

she'd show me the notebook then."

and she said

He was enthusiastic about

reading it.
Keith seemed to be comfortable with writing poetry.
Despite the fact that his

sea-captain uncle had not

in his

lifetime shown his poetry to family members — and the
surfacing of his notebook of poems had surprised them in
much the same way Tim’s

family had been surprised by Tim's

grandfather's notebook of poems — Keith did not seem to
define poetry writing as

inconsistent with the public

personhood of a lower middle class male.
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It

is possible that

for him,

the poetry recitation contests his aunts

had at family picnics
poetry.

and uncles

legitimated other public practices of

But Keith also had other experiences which may have

suggested to him that the public practice of poetry was not a
threat
b.

to his

social

identity as a male,

Alternative Versions as Tensions
A tension with respect

as a student

in Mr.

to Keith's own practice of poetry

Markov's class came from Keith's prior

experience with poetry in an English class he took at another
school,

where what

'counted'

as poetry was

song lyrics.

He

told me he liked that class because he liked to listen to and
write song lyrics.
Dead."

His

favorite rock group was

"The Grateful

Keith paid special attention to their work,

which chronicled the countercultural drug scene.
didn't see his

much of

Since he

father often and seemed to be estranged from

his older brother,

whom he described as

"a druggie," Keith

wrote poetry as a therapy to deal with emotional pain,
position himself at a point beyond it.
below is an example of

this.

The poem reproduced

Keith told me that he wrote

this poem from the perspective of a
had not commited suicide,

to

"druggie."

His brother

but according to Keith,

has drug problems."
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"he still

Suicide
My life was just a constant high
So I leave you with my bloody wrists

Pumping the juice into my veins
its nectar would render me numb

Filling the chamber with a cloud of Heaven
letting it flow into my lungs

Taking my turn with the little red straw
Pulling in my share of the euphoric powder

Dropping the tabs with the psychedelic designs
Waiting, Waiting
Colors change, music plays games with my ears,
my mind begins to think in strange ways
Now my life and sanity have been drained
By these pleasures I used to indulge

They've twisted my mind
Destroyed my thoughts
Left me a hollow emptiness

My life was just a constant high
So I leave you with my bloody wrists
In this poem,

Keith blended some textual features of

imagism — the visual picture of
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'bloody wrists'

and the

'little red straw'

with other,

less concrete

images

that

described emotions connected to physical sensations —
of Heaven'

and

'euphoric powder'

—

in a

'cloud

'confessional'

poem

exhibiting the requisite lengthy description of an
individual's
mark of

interior struggle identified by Mr.

'confessional'

the first two lines of
the poem suggests

poetry.

However,

Markov as a

the repetition of

the poem as a refrain at

the close of

song lyrics.

The social practice of writing song lyrics which express
pain and dissatisfaction with life
popular culture,
song lyrics,

is well established in

so that by writing poetry which resembled

Keith was able to publicly vent his

feelings

without risk to his personhood as a lower middle class male.
Keith's attachment to recordings by the Seventies rock band
"The Grateful Dead"

provided him with a generic form

associated with drug culture,
"tripping."

a cultural fascination with

Keith used his poem to represent this

fascination and cast

it as

rather than glamorous.

incrementally self destructive

By writing the poem,

he could

position himself outside of the self-destructive
personhood his brother occupied.
conventions of
poetry,

'imagist'

and

By exhibiting some textual

'confessional'

Keith was able to balance his

departed from Mr.

'druggie'

genres

in his

individual choices

Markov's definition of poetry-as-art
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that

enough to pass

the poetry writing course and graduate from

Foothills Regional High School.

The poem reproduced below

provides another example of Keith's balancing act.

Untitied
And I drive along route 13
Late May,

the morning sun shining

Warm air blows my hair about
The black-capped chickadee 's Kee whoo brings me back to
last spring,

the spring before that, and every spring I stood

out waiting for a school bus.
The green trees on either side of me reach

trying to shade

the road
The sweet smelling air.
And I remember... standing by the bare spot in the grass
with a plastic yellow bat on my shoulder
I look out at Jake with his light brown hair hangs down
over his eyes, over his ears, he reminds me of "Shaggy,

"

Scooby's faithful companion
Beyond him stood Shawn, with his broad shoulders, his wide
bicepts, his hands placed on his hips like a stern mother.
A can of Black Label beer stands upright at their feet, and
a lit cigarette dangles from each of their mouths.
Others are there, Mike, plaid shorts, black polo shirt
black sneakers and white sox.

Sitting in the screenhouse,

making fun of Robbie while rolling a joint for later.
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Damion, heavy set, only signs of his Spanish descent
are his dark skin and wavy hair.
CD's, Pink Floyd, Beatles,

He stands changing

The Dead.

Will sits on a stump behind me waiting for his turn to bat
torn shorts and dirtied shirt.
They were my family,

they took the place of my

father, whose love I missed most of my life.
This

'confessional'

poem displays neither the "word

economy" nor "showing not telling" which characterize the
imagistic poetry held up as the model for imitation in Mr.
Markov's poetry class.

Although there is abundant use of

colors and some interesting imagery,

the poem rambles and

finally in the last line presents a summative statement,
"They were my family,

they took the place of my father, whose

love I missed most of my life."
In the poem, Keith does present a series of concrete
sense images —

'green trees,'

'sweet smelling air,'

black-capped chickadee's kee whoo,'

the

which bring the reader into his world.

'the

'yellow plastic bat,'
Most of us can relate

to standing in this kind of weather waiting for a schoolbus
— from its beginning,
the poem in Mr.
proceeds,

the details of the poem help to make

Markov's terms,

'accessible.'

Keith introduces his friends,

description,

As the poem

and as he unfolds his

he borrows from popular culture — from the T.V.
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cartoon show Scooby Doo in comparing his friend Jake to
'Shaggy,'

a character on the show,

Black Label Beer,
'Beatles,'

in listing the groups

'The Dead.’

'Pink Floyd,'

These icons from Keith's world

represent his experiences,
despite Mr.

in describing the can of

his emotional attachments,

Markov's rejection of

'popular'

and

culture, Keith

refused to relinquish them in his writing of poetry for the
class.

His family experiences with poetry as lengthy oral

recitations and his previous school experiences with poetry
as song lyrics seem to have left their mark in that Keith did
not abandon their conventions despite his incorporation of
some of Mr.

Markov's conventions in his work.

Regarding the story content of the poem, Keith told me
that he felt like his family was never there for him — his
father lived apart from the family following the divorce and
was a quiet and bitter man.
up with his mother,

Despite the fact that Keith grew

and older brother and sister, he told me,

"I felt like I didn't have a family, because I never saw my
father,

and my older brother was like out of it all the time,

so all I had was my friends,

and that’s what this poem's

about."
c. Keith's Choices
Even in Mr. Markov’s class, where the visual rather than
the auditory aspects of poetry were emphasized, Keith
continued to write some poems which resembled song lyrics and
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to use his family pain as a topic.

Since Keith had no

intention of accessing the schooled community of poets — his
after school job would not allow him the time — the divides
between his practices of poetry and those which Mr.

Markov

privileged in his description of poetry as art and craft did
not seem to create great tensions for Keith.

Simply by being

a student and handing in assignments, he was able to
accomplish his agenda of passing the poetry writing course,
thus fulfilling an English requirement for graduation.
Keith said he would never write poetry for a living.

He

told me he had dreams of attending an art school to become a
cartoonist,

"maybe SVA in New York," he said,

that's just a pipedream."

His older sister,

"or maybe
he told me, had

been enrolled in a pre-med program at the state university,
but was looking around for another major because she knew she
couldn't afford medical school.
family.

Money was a problem in his

Like other students in Ms.

Sutton's art class, Keith

hoped to make a career of "saleable" art — that which
attracted a broader audience than poetry as art.

However,

Keith confided that he didn't have the money for art school,
so after graduating from Foothills he planned to work "for a
few years" and begin saving money for art school.
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2.

Rosa

a.

Poet on the Outside
Rosa,

a darkhaired young woman who was a junior at the

time of the study,
poetry class.

sat across

Rosa was

the aisle from Ellen in the

the oldest of three children.

Her

mother was a teacher and her father was a carpenter.
When I

first met her,

interviewed.

In her

Rosa was very shy,
interview,

she spoke

but she agreed to be
in a monotone.

appeared to have a low image of herself as a writer,
the classroom,
answers.
felt

whereas

yet

in

she frequently asked questions and volunteered

Rosa said that poetry meant a lot to her,

it was

She

short,

that she

so it was something she could control,

she'd always had trouble with writing before.

Despite her description of writing as a problematic activity
for her,

she told me that she was

the current editor of the

Foothills Regional High School newspaper.

She said that she

had gotten to be editor by volunteering to learn a new
computer program and now was responsible for printing up the
newspaper — putting all the stories she was given on disk
and adjusting the fonts.
Rosa said she had begun to write poetry in eighth grade
when she discovered Robert Frost.
him,"

she told me,

'"Nothing Gold Can Stay'

know that book The Outsiders?

—

it's

in,

you

It says you can only be

innocent a certain amount of time,
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\

"My favorite poem is by

you can only be pure a

certain amount of
it."

Rosa

time and not to get too upset when you lose

identified herself as an outsider

in her own

family as well as at school and described her poetry as
"strange."
"In this
are the same,
the same,

school,"

she told me,

they all dress

"mostly all the people

the same,

except me — I'm different."

look the same and talk
She said of her

poetry that she showed it to her friends,
always understand it.
little more perfect.

Ellen,

"but they don't

she's kinda like me,

Most of my honors class

but a

friends are a

little smarter than me.

They've mostly had easier lives than

mine,

less strange than mine.

so their poetry is

I have a

lot of friends outside class who like my poetry a lot — they
say it's very dramatic but say they can’t read too much at a
time."
Club,

She said that she didn't feel ready to join Poetry
"not now.

'right there'
poetry.

I'd want everything to be very good and

— I

Next year,

think they read and analyze other people's
maybe.

enough — more perfect.
Mr.

Markov told me,

idea how to do

it.

Maybe

if my poetry was good

I wrote a poem I

really liked and

the part he told me needs work,

I have no

I have to deal with my own poetry before

I can analyze others."
Rosa said,

"I

tried once to show poetry I wrote to my

mother and my sister,

but they didn't understand either —
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they thought

it was weird.

the only way I

Poetry means a lot to me,

can express myself,

really.

it's

Kids with an

easier life have an easier time expressing their feelings —
they don't have a lot of anger or discontent."
The social relations

in her family were a major source

of tension around female personhood for Rosa.
that her father was,

"to say the least,

really messed him up — he was
doesn't really talk.
things or yelling.
said,

"

I

he

Vietnam

lines — and he

is either throwing

see things as they really are,"

but my mother doesn't

to fix things up,

disruptive.

in the front

When he does,

She told me

like to.

She's always

even when they can't be fixed."

she
trying

In this

contrast of her own position to her mother's Rosa articulated
a difference that her social practices of poetry developed as
the poems

she gave me will show.

Rosa did expect
what she would major
was

law.

"I

to go to college,
in.

like that,"

but she wasn't sure

One of the options
she said,

she considered

"because it's so concrete.

That's why math was always my favorite subject,
That has

too many possible meanings.

probably always write
so I

it for myself,

I

like

too.

it and I'll

but you can't earn money

at

it,

b.

Poetry as the Articulation of New Personhoods

can see myself writing poetry less and less."

Both of the poems Rosa gave me were about
violence.

Poetry?

Her description of

friends'
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family

reaction to her poetry

as

'very dramatic — they can’t read too much at a time'

her mother and sister's reaction to her poetry as

and

'weird'

suggested someone who dealt with topics of discomfort to
readers.
The first poem reproduced below employs
imagery of sense impressions,
with ebony shutters,'

some visual —

'darkness'

'whispering patter,'

Though the topic

'universal'

part of every reader's experience,
conventions of

imagism and

story of a brief episode.
she did not use the

'I'

described as a typical
'confessional'
Markov's

poetry.

'muffled words.'

in the sense of being a
Rosa blended the textual

'confessionalism'
Despite the

to tell the

intimacy of the topic,

narrative position which Mr.
(though not requisite)

Markov

convention for

Even given Rosa's adjustments to Mr.

textual requirements,

poem may have been regarded as
representing more

'a maroon house

— and some auditory —

'glass breaking glass,'
is not

the sharp

'universal'

because of her topic,
less

'accessible'

experiences.

Home
A maroon house with ebony shutters
Through covered windows
and the darkness of night
his large feet approach
the room becomes silent
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Rosa’s

than poetry

Mother rushes food on the table
As he mumbles,

"I have better things to do"

We all scatter
The doors click shut
as the sound of glass breaking glass rings in our ears.
With the whispering patter of feet,
come the muffled words,
Rosa said,

"You know, he does love you"

"The poem's about the typical silence of a

father — the father doesn't communicate with the children.
The last

line has

to do with the mother having to tell the

father's

ideas

himself,

because he can't really say them for himself —

to the children because he can't express them

other people are always
why,

translating his feelings and that's

kind of what that poem’s about.
"It's

the whole thing with the father's

temperament —

coming home from work and never having to deal with the
mother's

feelings or the children’s feelings and the mother

picks up the glass and then she...I'm trying to get the
picture of

the mother scattering all over trying to make

everything all right when it
illusion — she wants
so she's,

you know

isn't.

And its a kind of

it so badly to be something it's not,

'he loves you,

he loves you,'

and it's

just to try to make everything superficially okay.
"I was

thinking about women,

how it's hard for a woman

to stand on their own two feet and they're always more
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worried about other people,

they’re always

after someone else and you know,
even society,

just be okay for

it not to be okay.

see

things

mine,

the way they are,

is,

you should see

whereas her world,

cause she doesn't

so —

it for what

everything has

why is everything so messed up?

messed up,

you know,

it's okay that

have to say it's messed up,
Rosa's
too,

when you know it might

I've always seen

the other way — harshly — you know,

the way it
world,

okay,

it kind of through my mother,

like to see things

pick up

take care of the kids and to

make everything,

"I

trying to

it

and well this

is

is — not her

to be okay,

but

in

I'll deal with it

it's messed up,

but you

or I'll get upset."

second poem is also brief and imagistic.

It,

tells a story of family violence.

Untitled
The back of his hand and the redness of his worn
knuckles
The scream of the wife and the sound of the cop car,
The swollen eyes and the arms embraced with bruises
She fell down the stairs or tripped in the kitchen
He got in a fight with his brother or.
She lays in the bed ripped of her cloth[e]s as he throws
the bottle to the wall.
The love of the liquor and the warmth of the steam on
the streets.
The boy lives in the alley and plays in the street so
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[he does] not hear the screams of his mother and feel the
rings of the back of a hand.
Rosa described the topic of

the poem this way:

"This

about

the father's abuse on the mother and son...also

shows

the crossing of boundaries and that the mother has

never really established any real boundaries
kinda has

to do with domestic

other people's pain.
abuse.

I address

It has

that a lot

without stability in their

is

[it]

for herself.

life in the city.

It

Pain and

to do with children and child
in my poems,

children growing up

lives... poetry helps a lot,

it's

one way people can vent their feelings."
Rosa's poems conform to the

imagistic description of Mr.

Markov's model and avoid narrating from the
altogether,

as a way to appear to be

'detached'

in her poems are unified;
the sort Gilbert

(1988;

and thus

events

in another way
The stories

there don't seem to be tensions of

1989)

refers

to as

frequently

occurring in the writing by female students,

course.

in

or whether she conceived it

Markov’s criteria for poetry-as-art.

plotting of

position

whether Rosemary found that position safer

protecting her from her family,

meet Mr.

'I'

where the

the story seems contradictory or suddenly changes

Rather,

both of Rosa's poems present sequences of

that progress

toward a conclusion that seems

logical.

These conclusions don't seek to rationalize or simplify,
allow for a reconciliation with the scene of violence.
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to
In

the first poem,
you,"

the ending,

'’You know he does still

provides a stark contrast

which precede

it.

to the description of events

In the second poem,

"embraced with bruises"

love

the woman's arms are

rather than simply "bruised"—

attesting to the complexity of the abusive relationship.
Rosa's comments about
writing of

the conditions

surrounding her

the poems can be seen as connected to the

narrative sequences

in which she was working out her

relationship to events

in the family,

to position herself

outside of the pain and deceit she found there.

By working

with the generic conventions of poetry as a therapy,

Rosa

could both vent her feelings of anger and hopelessness and
begin to step beyond them and fashion a "re-vision"
social

of her

identity as a woman separate from the female

personhood she has embodied in her mother's example — a
conventional one of the nurturant woman who tries
what,
c.

in Rosa's words,

to fix

"can't be fixed."

Rosa’s Choice
Rosa's historical account of herself as a writer could

be read as an account of psychological tensions,
read here as an account of social tensions

but

it

is

that positioned

her as a person whose communication skills were problematic,
both at home,

where her mother and sister misunderstood her

poems,

and in school,

work.

Mr.

where her peers also misunderstood her

Markov's definition of poetry as art may also have
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added to her sense of

inadequacy as a writer,

to survive rather than to produce art.
relations,

it

since she wrote

Given these social

is not surprising that her low self

image as a

writer did not change overnight.
Yet despite this negative personhood which cast her as
an outsider

in the context of peer group and family and a

lower status poet
for a new social
'outsider'

in the classroom,

Rosa laid the groundwork

identity by transforming her personhood as

into a positive one.

elements of language

into poetry,

In assembling the

'neutral'

she managed not simply to

vent but also to position herself outside of

the female

personhood she saw embodied in her mother's powerlessness and
self deception.

It may be that descriptions of poets as

outsiders

Markov's

in Mr.

herself as

'an outsider'

stories enabled her to construct
in ways

that were culturally

consistent with ideologies of art as
3.

individual and unique.

Summary
Both Keith and Rosa divided themselves from the pain of

their family contexts by writing poetry as a therapy.
However,

in violating the generic conventions of poetry as

art that valued qualities of detachment
"universality"

of topic

in the poem,

in the poet and

Rosa and Keith engaged

in the social practice of poetry writing as

therapy,

associated more with passion than with rationality,
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a genre
more with

women's

than with men's concerns,

similar

the romance novel genre that Gilbert
as

in these ways

(1991,

p.

19)

to

refers

to

"a devalued cultural field."
While Keith engaged in social practices of poetry as

therapy by writing about the
especially the loss of his

loss of his

father,

family and

he also engaged in textual

conventions related to the social practice of poetry as
lyrics.

Because he met some of Mr.

song

Markov's criteria for

poetry writing Keith was able to pass

the course without

totally capitulating to the generic conventions of poetry as
art.

Rosa,

too,

poetry as art,

met some of Mr.

Markov's criteria for

and so was able to pass

the course.

Rosa took her poetry writing beyond therapy,

using it to

think about and step outside of the relationships
dysfunctional
as

family.

"re-vision,"

In this

sense,

However,

in her

she used poetry writing

in the sense that Rich

(1979)

describes,

as a

first step in challenging conventional social relations which
construct women as passive
concerns as

invisible

a new vision of social

(Gilbert,

(Rich,

1986),

1991)

and women's

constructing for herself

identity.

Keith also used poetry writing to construct a social
identity outside of the pain and disappointment of his family
relationships.
in his

family,

The poems he gave me were not about
but about his brother,

the loss of his father's

love.
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the women

his male friends and

In the male family Keith

constructed in the poem,
his broad shoulders,
placed on his hips

there

is

the picture of

his wide/ bicepts

[sic.],

like a stern mother"

territory,

ambiguity,

family.

In entering

Keith introduced the topic of gender

the careful education in "gender appropriate"

roles which he received from his

family.

In that Keith and Rosa wrote poetry as
in for grades,

divided self from text

therapy and

neither constructed a social

identity as a poet artist,

'art.'

his hands

something it would have been difficult for Tim to

do because of

turned it

with

that unifies Keith's

description of these male friends as his
this

"Shawn,

at

least

in part because neither

in the way Mr.

Markov characterized as

Both were examples of resistant writers who

positioned themselves as

students rather than poets by

engaging in social practices of poetry which held lower
status

in the high school community of poet artists.
D.

This chapter has
students

Chapter Summary
identified a variety of tensions that

faced around poetry writing and social

All of the tensions can be seen to be social

identity.

in origin and to

be related to versions of personhood in the family which
students brought with them to school.

For Tim,

the tensions

had to do with the status of poetry as a social practice
counter to the

'real work'

identified with male personhood in
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his

family and how to justify his

Ellen,
her

engagement

in poetry.

For

the tensions had to do with separating herself from

identity as a female by practicing poetry as art,

subverting the particularity of her female experiences
"universals."
tensions,

For Keith there were divides but

perhaps because his objective was

the course so he could graduate,

and as

to

few real

simply to pass

long as he did the

work on time and used some of the necessary textual
conventions he was able to accomplish this objective.
writing poetry as a therapy,

he was not violating Mr.

Markov's rules which allowed for poetry as
it was done

'artfully.'

The same was

social practice of poetry as
textual conventions
Markov.

However,

that

Rosa's

In

therapy as

true for Rosa,

long as
whose

therapy employed enough of the

'counted'
social

for poetry with Mr.

identity as a writer was

characterized by social tensions about herself as an
'outsider'
topic.

connected to her focus on family violence as a

Yet her transformation of what could be regarded as

a negative social
connected to the
Mr.

identity into a positive one may have been
ideology of

'individualism'

that permeated

Markov's description of poetry as art.
In summary,

the practices of poetry in which the

students engaged were not purely textual although they
involved the use of particular textual conventions of form.
Rather,

the students'

uses of poetry writing not only
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employed generic conventions of
to be

'ideological'

(Gilbert,

1991)

particular social conventions:
the poet engaging in private,
poetry,

form but also could be seen

of

in that they represented

the poet as

song writer or

therapeutic practices of

or the poet using poetry as a tool of

social relations.

These social practices,

"re-vision" of

their statuses and

the tensions around their use were related to social
identities

that were

'individual'

and

invisible

'unique'

in the ideology of

writers producing

'accessible'

texts.
The notion of

"accessibility"

itself began to look more

and more like an arbitrary cultural construction when it was
examined in relation to the students'

textual practices which

were focused on the pain of family relationships gone wrong
and which sometimes
assume)

"accessible"

references
Doo").

incorporated
cultural

'popular'

icons

and

(one would

(as Keith did in his

to the popular television cartoon show "Scooby

Looking at Kinnell's poem "The Bear"

(See discussion

in Chapter IV and the Appendix for the text of the poem)
this perspective raises questions about
model of confessionalism.
an "accessible"
"animal story"
1989)

While

from

it as a generic

it was offered as a model of

confessional poem,

it

and "adventure story"

'reads’

rather like the

genres Gilbert

(1988;

found to be typical of schoolboy writing — those that
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represent males engaged in scenes of action,
And it

'reads'

danger and gore.

very unlike the poems by both Rosa and Keith.

In the student portraits presented in this Chapter,
issues of gendered personhood and social class can be seen as
part of the divides which set up tensions that each student
had to navigate in making choices about how to engage in
various social practices of poetry.

The cultural stories of

literacy and personhood which were part of each student's
material experiences at home and school were complex and
varied.

Looking at the links between family social practices

of literacy and ideologies of personhood provided a way to
explain the tensions which each student faced in constructing
a social identity as a particular kind of poet, one which
might be of greater or lesser status in the teacher's eyes.
An important thread connecting the students'
was their concern for the future,
work.

for engaging in

accounts
'practical'

While they were defining themselves in relation to

their families and their peers,
Willis

(1977,

p.

they were also enaged in what

172) refers to as "the organization of the

self in relation to the future."

So,

for example, Rosa

constructed herself as an honest woman who wouldn’t tolerate
violence, while Tim constructed himself as a
writer who would use writing to prepare for

'practical'
'real work.'

The next chapter will describe other contexts of the
poetry community in relation to what versions of personhood
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were offered there.

Chapter VII will present portraits of

three student poets who participated in these beyond-theclassroom contexts for poetry to analyze tensions attending
their choices around constructing social identities as poets.
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CHAPTER VI
VERSIONS OF POETRY AND PERSONHOOD
IN CLUB AND CONFERENCE CONTEXTS
A.

Overview

Chapter VI compares the versions of personhood and
poetry in the Foothills Poetry Club,
Poetry Conference it sponsors,
Conference sponsored by St.
classroom.

the Annual Foothills

and at the Young Writers'

Matthew's, with those in the

Of interest here is the status of poetry as art

in a community organized around social practices that include
poetry writing and workshopping connected to publication and
poetry readings where poets read their work to audiences of
their peers.

Of interest is how tensions present in other

social practices of poetry in other contexts are absent or
altered here.
B.
1.

The Foothills Poetry Club as a Communicative Context

Issues of Status with Poetry Club
There were two issues of status where Poetry Club was

concerned.

One had to do with the position of the club among

others at Foothills Regional High School;

the other had to do

with how the students were positioned in the club, where they
received no credits or grades for their work.
The Poetry Club met several times a year on a rather
sporadic basis.

The school scheduled some Poetry Club

meetings during monthly activity periods.
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Because the

activity periods were scheduled only once a month and there
were numerous

school clubs,

not every club met every month.

Treated no differently by the school administration than,
example,

French Club or Hiking Club,

Poetry Club was assigned

an activity period in which it was allotted 20 minutes
9:10 - 9:30 A.M.)
after business was
members

to conduct

its business.

tended to,

for

(from

This meant that

little time remained for

to review each other's poetry.

Although the students
about Poetry Club meetings,

in the poetry class were

informed

only three of them — Linda,

Marissa and Ellen — attended the meetings.

On September 22,

when I attended the first Poetry Club meeting,
women and no young men attended.
prevailed throughout the study.

all young

This gender pattern
At no time were there any

male students at meetings — the membership of the Poetry
Club was entirely female.
At the first meeting,
were present.
Karen,

three students from the class,

In addition to Marissa,

Sarah and Denise were present.

Linda and Ellen,
Karen brought with her

an announcement of a poetry contest with a cash prize.
Markov brought

Mr.

information about the Annual Young Writers'

Conference held at St.
conducted in a rush,

Matthew’s School.

with Mr.

Business was

Markov warning students about

how to distinguish between real and fake poetry contests
(those requiring a fee for entry or publication),
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announcing

the details of

the St.

volunteers

"housekeeping"

for

poetry magazine,

Matthew's

conference and asking for

tasks

making posters

such as assembling the

to publicize Poetry Club

meetings and helping at the conference.
In two subsequent Poetry Club meetings held during
activity periods,

less time was devoted to business matters

and more to the sharing of work among the students.

However,

by the time the students had decided whom to share their work
with and had only begun to read it,
had to rush back to classes.

the bell rang and they

Consequently,

to hold Poetry Club meetings after school.

Mr.

Markov wanted

This plan was

problematic because some of the students had after school
jobs and others had after school activities.
Karen was active
rehearsals,

in a local drama group and had after school

while Marissa had her grocery store job and Linda

had to supervise her elderly neighbor.
one of many commitments each of
2.

For example,

Poetry Club was only

the students had.

The Personhood of Student Poets

in Poetry Club

A similarity between the classroom and the Club was that
Mr.

Markov set the agenda for the meetings and,

classroom,
that

he did most of the talking.

in the club,

particular tasks

as

in the

The difference was

he assigned the responsibility for
to

individual students.

For example,

asked Linda to draw the posters announcing Poetry Club
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he

meetings

to be placed on hallway bulletin boards

school.

Knowing that Sarah and Ellen had no regular after

school jobs,

in the

he asked them to help out after school by

assembling and stapling the previous year’s

issues of

Kaleidoscope which had arrived from the printer and were
packed in boxes

in the school printshop room.

He asked Linda

and Karen to assist when it came time to plan for the
conference and all of the members
refreshments

to take turns bringing

to any Poetry Club meetings which might be held

after school.

Club members were to work as a team in

accomplishing goals.
Although Mr.

Markov retained control

in the poetry club,

he delegated some control by assigning tasks

to the students

in which they teamed up to accomplish the work of the club.
This differed from the way they were positioned in his
classroom.

Also,

the

"shoptalk"

of conferences and contests

positioned the students as would-be artists rather than
students.

Further,

even in the limited time there was to

accomplish the work of the club,
the poetry club members
which he did not

he sought to make time for

to peer edit their work,

intervene.

In this way.

a process

Poetry Club was a

context where the students were accorded different status
they had as poets

in the classroom.
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in

3.

Summary
The status of

students

the status of students
the students
work.

in the poetry club differed from

in the class

in the Poetry Club were not graded on their

However,

the students who attended Poetry Club

meetings during the time I

conducted this

poetry writing in a class with Mr.
would
This

'count'
is

in one significant way;

study had all taken

Markov,

in a poetry club which Mr.

so they knew what

Markov advised.

to say that the students who attended Poetry Club

accepted his authority and sought to attain status as poet
artists

through their participation in Poetry Club.

It was

in Poetry Club where students received news of the poetry
contests and conferences
participate.
of access

in which they planned to

For the students.

Poetry Club was

the gateway

to conference participation.

Although Poetry Club provided a gateway of access to
publication and participation in conferences
poets who were members of the Club,

for Foothills

with the exception of the

voluntary aspect of participation in Poetry Club,

the

versions of personhood offered there did not differ
substantially from those in Mr.

Markov's classroom.

Both

contexts were materially bounded by time marked by loud
school bells

that reminded the participants of their status

within the system of

the school.

In both cases,

Mr.

Markov's

framing of poetry as art supported his control there —
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in

the classroom he was
Poetry Club,

he was

the authority on textual form,
the authority on processes

participation in contests,
Too,

in

connected to

conferences and publications.

the work that members did in and for Poetry Club —

assembling,

stapling,

drawing posters,

circulating

announcements and bringing refreshments —
by females and is,

therefore,

Inasmuch as the students
work,

while

viewed as

is

typically done

"feminine" work.

in Poetry Club participated in such

they positioned themselves as dutiful female students.
Unlike the poetry classroom and the Poetry Club,

writers conferences at St.

the

Matthews School and Foothills

Regional High School were contexts of the school poetry
community where the student poets were treated as aspiring
artists rather than students.
definitions of
unique,

In the conference contexts,

literature as art and writers as elite,

individuals positioned the student poets who were

conference participants as budding artists.
compares

the conferences

around issues of status,

The next section

to show what tensions were present
the personhood of poets and cultural

stories told in each.
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C.

The Conferences

as Communicative Contexts

1.

Poetry and Personhood at The St.

a.

Privilege and Status

Matthew's Conference

The Foothills Poetry Conference was open to all students
who were members of Poetry Club,
Conference at St.

Matthew's was more exclusive.

told Poetry Club members
openings

for poets

Conference.

but the Young Writers'

that there were only

from Foothills at the St.

Mr.

Markov

"four or five"
Matthew's

Because the school did not support

the students

by paying the $50 conference fee,

four of the Foothills poets

would have to pay their own way.

One needy student would be

sponsored by Poetry Club,

Mr.

Markov said.

At the very first

Poetry Club meeting when the subject of the conferences came
up,

he said that Poetry Club could sponsor one needy student

and he offered that sponsorship to Linda.

Thus Foothills

Regional High School was represented at the conference by
four student poets:
Ellen and Karen,
their own way.

Linda,

Sarah,

Ellen and Karen.

Sarah,

all from reasonably well-off families,

paid

Marissa told me later that she was unable to

attend because she had to work at her cashier's job in the
supermarket,

but Mr.

Markov had said at the first Poetry

Club meeting that there were five openings for poets,
Poetry Club could only sponsor one.

Clearly,

would have had to pay the $50 membership fee
attend,

Marissa
in order to

and she did not feel she could afford it.
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and the

Instead,

she chose to define herself as a visual artist,
writer."
analysis

The tensions

around her choice are the focus of

in Chapter VII.

The Young Writers Conference was
bookstore,

sponsored by a large

a newspaper and a private foundation from the

nearby city,

by St.

Matthew's High School and by a statewide

professional organization for English teachers.
conference fee of

$50 per student,

keynote speaker's
themselves;

fee.

the mentors and the

Some of the students paid the $50

others were sponsored by their schools.

The

submitted one or two poems along with a conference

application form.

A panel of writers read their work and

accepted or rejected their applications.
a St.

With the

these sources provided

funding to cover the cost of the meals,

students

"not a

Matthew's

student guide,

According to Greg,

virtually all applicants were

accepted.
The privilege associated with Western schooled practices
of poetry-as-art could not have been better embodied
materially than it was
St.

Matthew’s,

in the context of the conference at

an elite prep school for boys

outskirts of a city of approximately 200,000
about

24 miles

from Stonebridge.

St.

located on the
inhabitants

Matthew's was comprised

of a series of five buildings resting on a 75 acre hilltop
campus.

There were boarding students
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from out-of-state and

"day students"

from the region.

The students who attended

St.

Matthew's were generally from well-off

St.

Sebastian Hall,

families.

the building in which the conference was

convened and closed,

was a small stone chapel with a

flagstone floor and dark wood panelled interior.
was

located at the front of the

wood and plaster arches.
evoked the chapel

The appearance and size of the room

Society."

The Young Writers'

Conference at St.

was held November 14 and 15,
opened with greetings
Matthew's.

high schools,
mentors

beneath gothic

featured in the prep school setting of the

film "The Dead Poets

St.

"common room"

Matthew's

Saturday and Sunday.

from the host,

He welcomed the student poets

It was

from 20 area

introduced the writers who were to serve as
individual books)

and invited everyone to partake of the coffee,
pastries prepared by St.

guides

School

an English teacher at

(referring as he did so to their

Matthew's

The podium

juice and

Matthew's cooks and served by St.

student guides.

During this time,

the student

distributed conference schedules row by row.

In its

third year,

it was billed as a Conference for

Young Writers and featured workshops and core groups
professional writers of several genres.
were tremendously "famous"

(None of the writers

in terms of their name recognition

among the general population,
by commercial presses.)

led by

but all of them were published

These writers
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functioned as mentors

at the conference:

they offered advice about writing and

publication to the young writers.

For the writer/mentors,

the conference provided an opportunity to

"schmooze" with

their own peers and to earn some extra cash through guest
speakers'

fees and sales of their books.

included one newspaper reporter/writer,
three poets.
construct

For the students,

it was

identities as poet-artists

Conference mentors
two novelists and

an opportunity to

in a community of

professional writers,
b.

The Workshops
In the workshops,

in progress"

the student writers read their

and solicited peer and mentor feedback as to

what was effective writing and what was not.
groups,

"works

the student writers read their

peers and mentors.

They got responses

audience particularly liked,

In the core

"finished" work to
including what this

or questions about the work,

advice on where to send it for publication.
interactions differed to a greater or

or

The workshop

lesser degree according

to the direction of the leader.
Mr.

Markov ran his group at a slower pace than that with

which he ran his poetry class and poetry club,
regulated the time available.

where bells

He spent more time critiquing

their poetry and offering advice about publication.
Smith,

on the other hand,

Jim

gave students more time to savor
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the experience of sharing their work.
a glass,

set

it on the floor and lit

the atmosphere.

He brought a candle

in

it so they could enjoy

Sue Reginald brought a bag of objects around

which stories and poems could be constructed.
In all of these exchanges,
which the students came,

as

in the classrooms

the assumption was

were able to locate meanings

that good writers

in the text and that these

meanings could be retrieved by discerning readers
writing was artful.

if

the

The student writers were treated as

members of a special group of
to craft elite but

from

initiates,

"accessible"

texts,

Several times during the conference,

those who work alone

to become artists.

speakers referred to the

lonely pastime of writing and to the conference as an
opportunity for writers

to bridge their solitude and join the

community of writers by participating in conferences such as
this one.
c.

Cultural Stories of the Personhood of Poets
The description of the relationship of the

individual

writer-artist to communities of writer-artists put forth at
the conference elaborated on but did not substantially alter
the descriptions of writer-community relationships
Markov's classroom instructional stories.

in Mr.

However,

cultural

stories embodied in the public readings by mentor poets
defined relationships between poets and texts not
stories

told in the context of Mr.
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included in

Markov's classroom.

A striking example of

this

the conference by the poets.
school

teacher),

teacher)

and Mr.

Jim Smith
Markov.

scene of comic gore,
little girls
of

lay in the stories

Sue Reginald

told at

(a public middle

(a public high school poetry
Sue Reginald's poem depicted a

a birthday party attended by a passel of

in pink party dresses

interrupted

in the midst

their cake and ice cream feast by a bearded man with a

bloody axe chasing a chicken through the kitchen.

After an

introduction in which she talked about how often she wrote
poetry about sad things,
need to

include humor

Jim Smith,

as a therapy,

she underscored the

in poetry.

who had won small grants

whose volume of poems was

for his poetry,

and

to be published by a small

commercial press within months of the conference,

told a

story about a poem he had written as a teen-ager when his
father died suddenly and unexpectedly.
about how his physics

It was a simple poem

teacher had helped to,

in his words,

"put me back together by showing me that the world was not
chaotic,

that the laws of physics revealed that things were

not random but orderly."
there were tears
Mr.

When he finished reading the poem,

in his eyes.

Markov followed with readings of two of his poems,

both about his children.

The second poem described the

feelings he anticipated around losing his daughter to another
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man for good when she grew up — he evoked images of a "stuck
up" academic in a tweed jacket, or a sweaty wrestler.

Then

he described how the family had driven his daughter to a
midwestern university at the start of her freshman year and
how, when they got there, they discovered that a young woman
student returning for her sophomore year had failed to
return.

After a massive search, she was found murdered along

a highway in another state.

At this point, Mr. Markov talked

about how poems are never done, how he had published that
poem about his daughter in the Nashville Review, but now he
wished he could have it back so he could add another line,
because here he had been worrying about losing his daughter
to someone she would marry, but he never thought of losing
her to a crazy man.
eyes.

At this point, there were tears in his

He had told the same story to his poetry class, but

he had not wept.

The elite environment of the conference,

however, may have permitted or encouraged expressions of
vulnerability which would have been regarded as inappropriate
in the classroom context.
What is interesting here is that only female poets from
Foothills Regional were able to observe these alternate
versions of the personhood of male poets which included the
public expression of emotion.

Students in the classroom were

also denied access to definitions of the female personhood of
poets which defined them as women with a sense of humor.
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women who wrote about the small details of

living in a

household with young children — women who wrote poetry for
reasons
their

including but not

laughter about
The ending of

limited to therapy,

life situations

women who put

into poetry texts.

the conference brought

to full circle the

elite conference with a keynote address of metaphoric
proportions.

As

if the physical resemblance of St.

Sebastian Hall to the chapel
Society" were not enough,
of the conference was
film was based.
his words,

in film "The Dead Poet's

the keynote speaker for the close

the author of the book on which the

His humorously delivered address underscored

"If you want to write,

you have to listen and you

have to participate...writing often makes you participate in
things you wouldn't otherwise do"

(Fieldnotes

11/15).

The

intellectual detachment associated with the production of
artistic texts was evident
to participate was

in this description where the call

the result of the need to write,

than the other way around.

While some of the student poets

appeared attentive during the address,
away by the fancy candlelight dinner,
a vase at each table,

rather

many seemed carried
the fresh cut roses

their memories of

the conference,

in

and

the knowledge that they would soon be parting.
Linda,
study,

whose portrait appears

in Chapter VII

was one of the half dozen poets
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of this

selected to read one

of her works.

She chose a poem which used the color red as a

barometer for various

feelings.

Dressed

and a black turtleneck sweater,
read quietly and confidently.

in a maroon beret

a black skirt and tights,
She did not,

however,

embed

her poem in cultural stories of poetry or an account of
origins.

Nor did she weep or laugh,

she

its

perhaps because she was

aware of her status as a novice artist,

whose poetry had only

been published in high school conference booklets.
Patterns of gender and social class were visible
pattern of conference membership.
hosted the Young Writers'
substantial number of

its own student writers,

Foothills Poetry Conference.

two,

prep school

Conference and sponsored a

imbalance among presentors was

list,

Since a boys'

in the

the gender

less noticeable than at the
According to the conference

47 young women and 28 young men attended.

Except for

all of the young writers who attended the conference

were Caucasian.

An African American young woman and a

Japanese American young woman were the only minority
students,

and both attended private religious schools.

vocational school sponsored students
this was a first.

While similar

to the conference,

One
and

ideologies of art and

versions of personhood characterized the Foothills Poetry
Conference,

the material surroundings of St.

Matthew's

School underscored definitions of poetry writing as an elite
social pastime.
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2.

The Conference at Foothills Regional High School

a.

Status and Privilege
Despite

its humbler material

location inside the

concrete block walls of a regional public high school,
and privilege were
For example,

status

issues at the Foothills Poetry Conference.

the student-poets were excused from all of their

classes on that day so they could attend the poetry
conference while other students had to attend classes as
usual.

Yet the eliteness of the Foothills poets who were

conference participants,
on this day,

suggested by their special treatment

was offset by the not-so-elite material context

of the public high school.
subsidized cafeteria fare;

Here,

the food was government

here the conference proceedings

were frequently interrupted by loudly intrusive announcements
for the general school population which came in from the
office over the public address system;

here the conference

was held on a single school day rather than a full weekend.
The Foothills Regional High School Poetry Conference was
held all day on Friday,
across

April 30.

the state bussed students

their arrival at Foothills,
were brought upstairs

A dozen schools
there for the day.

from
Upon

the students and their teachers

to the school

for the day to other students

library,

which was closed

in the school.

Coffee and

donuts were provided on tables for the students and their
teachers.

Linda had drawn two 8 x 11"
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posters

in magic

marker announcing "Foothills Poetry Conference,
30,

library closed."

library doors.
24"

poster

all day April

These were taped to the glass on the

Inside on the wall of the library was

identifying this

as

an 18 x

the Tenth Annual Foothills

Poetry Conference.
Mr.

Markov opened the conference,

greeting the student

poets and directing them to Linda for questions about where
smoking was allowed in the school.
a hostess
Mr.

(Linda looked the part of

in a long flowered culotte-dress and high heels.)

Markov treated the students with respect,

and while his

greeting was extended to their teachers as well,
linked the student poets

his comments

to poetry-as-art and to the

opportunity the conference gave them to mingle with published
poets and to have their work taken seriously.
After congratulating the students on finding Foothills
Regional,

Mr.

Stonebridge,

Markov alluded to the rural character of
joking that anyone who got

needed directions would do well to
looks more

lost

"out here"

and

"look for a Holstein that

intelligent than the rest."

In opening the conference,

he asked students who wanted

to read their work before the entire group after
sign up with Karen.

He said that

in the morning saying,

lunch to

in the past people had come

"I'm not reading — no way —

after lunch had said "can I

read?"
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"

and

He also directed their

attention to what he referred to as
magazines

"the exchange table" with

that published poetry by high school students —

The 21st Century and Kaleidoscope — and "poems
ran off."

Mr.

Markov then proceeded to

individuals

link reading poetry

with writing poetry.
This’11 give you an opportunity to read what other
people are doing.
When I was your age — and I
think this is true of the other adults here — we
were isolated — we didn't know that other people
wrote.
You know, baseball players got together and
we had uniforms for them — they got together in
conferences twice a week and we called them games.
But if you were a writer, you were always isolated.
You write and you don't want people to know you
write 'cause they'll think you're weird — which is
true — but the point is, there's a lotta people
like you who are weird, but just because we don't
issue you uniforms, no one knows, and this is the
one day when we can get together and say, 'weird as
I am, there's other people who are just as bad,'
okay?
We've had some funny social things happen —
like a guy began dating a girl for a year — I
guess it turned out awful in the end, but it's a
way to meet people, it’s a chance to see what other
people are doing.
When the adults in this room get
together, they always say what are you writing?
The next thing is, what're you reading?
If you're gonna be a writer, you have to read —
you gotta read good writers, you gotta read bad
writers.
This exchange table is meant for you to
see what other people are doing and go home and
say, 'I don't like that, it's bad' or, 'wow — I
never thoughta that — I'll have to try that some
time (side 1, conference audiotape; April 30,
1993; lines 12-43).
The connection between poetry writing and social
manifest

in these remarks by Mr.

reading,

writing and conferencing with

identity was

Markov's connecting poetry
'weirdness.'

was all part of the relationship he had set up in the
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Yet

it

cultural

stories of his poetry writing classroom — a

description of

the

’individual'

Chapter VII will show,
constructions of

was of

poet as

social outsider.

importance

in their

social

identities as poets.

After pointing out the

"exchange table,"

Mr.

Markov

introduced the mentor poets and asked them each to say a
couple of words
workshops.

about what they'd be doing in their

Afterwards,

participants

that

over the years.

he explained to the student

the format of

the conference had changed

In the beginning,

the afternoon was

the mentors reading their poetry to the students,

but that

plan had given way to one which allowed the students
their works
for both,"
readings,
this

in the afternoon.
Mr.

to read

"We didn't have enough time

Markov explained.

"In having the student

we sacrificed the adult readings.

day is about you and your work."

to the more elite St.

spent on

But

This was

Matthew's Conference,

that's okay,
in contrast

where not all

student participants were allowed to read before the whole
group,

because mentor writers were allotted about

each to read and tell
b.

stories about their work,

The Workshops
In addition to Mr.

at

40 minutes

Markov,

there were three mentor poets

the conference — Jim Smith,

Ariel Fox and Sue Reginald —

all published poets

associated with schools.

mentors held separate morning workshops
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Each of

the

for the students.

In a corner of
table with shelves

the

library,

as

students

filled with books

at

sat around a

their backs,

Ariel

Fox handed out xeroxes of a poem by another woman poet,
Cheryl Savageau.

Ariel’s workshop was

directed toward a

reading of this poem to study its

strategies,

'worked'

The poem was an inventory

—

as a piece of writing."

"Like my grandmother,

I

save teabags

"how it

for a second cup,

stamps...newspaper clippings,

bits of yarn...the light on the

trees

my infant son sucking at my

from a late August day,

breast,

the kiss of my lover on my lips,

hair...."
poem,

one

Ariel

led the students

In the end,

of the poem to the students,

inventory provided an overview of
all

lives,

through a discussion of the

in which she posed questions and was often

confronted with silences.
'reading'

[that are]

'read'

in the poem's

humor

disorganized,

inventory,

"autonomous,"

the

"universals"

cultural and social.
an

[that are]

life,

"as

concrete and
Ariel

"she might be

While the poem clearly inventoried

the particular experiences of a woman,

discourse of

suggesting that the

emotional and personal."

as we are."

framed in terms of

she gave her own

the narrator's

concerned with some things

other things

was

my grandmother's

Ariel's analysis of

"emotional and personal"
— rather than in terms of

Whereas Ariel's

'ideological'

— a
the

reading was

reader might have emphasized
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it

the particularity of

the poem's

inventory,

the age or social class of the narrator,
grandmother,

"save[s]

teabags

speculating about

who,

for a second cup."

Rather than analyze someone else’s poem,
decided to read his own in his workshop.
asked at

going to talk about

with writer's block,"
As

When Mr.

but

"strategies

Markov had

soon as he sat down with the students,
in teaching strategy.

gotta come from here

(he poked his

gotta come from pain.

he

for dealing

in the workshop he changed his

don't really believe

here."

Jim Smith

the beginning what his workshop would address,

had said he was

plan.

like her

chest)

The best poem I

he said,

Poetry has really
—

it's really

ever wrote came from

He pointed to his heart again.

Then he reversed course again.
sometimes you do get stuck,

got a few poems here.

read at the St.

though,

that

time — I

that might work.

he joked,

"so I've got a right

He then read the one of

Matthrew's Conference,

disintegration after his
high school

do think,

I've

I'm gonna start with mine — I'm

running this workshop,"
start with my poem."

"I

you don't have a lot of

just wanta give you some strategies

to

the poems he'd

about his emotional

father's sudden death and how his

teacher had "put him back together"

by teaching

him the laws of gravity that showed him the universe was
orderly,

"I

not chaotic.
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In light of Marshall and Wetherell's
social

identity,

(1989)

the apparent contradictions

analysis of

in Jim Smith's

account of the process of poetry writing could be read as
tensions

stemming from his own construction of social

identity in different social discourses.
was

the writing teacher,

"strategies"

who was

(according to the

"universals"),

On the one hand,

supposed to transmit

"autonomous"

but on the other hand,

the social practice of poetry was

he

discourse of

he was a poet for whom

identified with therapy

(a social practice of poetry arising out of particular pain).
His overt assertion of his power to use his own poem as the
text for discussion

("I'm running this workshop") was

licensed by educational discourse granting teachers authority
to control texts and topics

(Brodkey,

1989).

The fact that

he used a joking tone of voice suggested his unease with the
visible assertion of power,
a poet,

one who relies on metaphor and other

of control,
social

perhaps because he saw himself as
indirect means

or because he saw poetry as having to do with a

identity based on the acknowledgment of pain and

vulnerability rather than power.
these tensions

An

'ideological'

reading of

in his account would identify them with social

discourses rather than with
In his workshop,

"individual"

Jim Smith always

to say about the students'

poems.
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traits.

found something good

So while Marissa

(whose

portrait appears

in the next chapter)

to read her work aloud,

she did read one of her poems

Jim’s workshop that morning.
"The Renewal"
got to read,

in

By the time she

time had almost run out — the session was about
so his response was brief,

surprise as well as

admiration for the

with sexuality expressed in the poem.

c.

like

The poem which she read was

(reproduced in Chapter VII).

to end for lunch,

adults,"

said she did not

he said.

but he expressed

"mature"

confrontation

"We forget you're

"That's a beautiful poem."

Cultural Stories and the Personhood of Poets
After the free lunch served in the school cafeteria,

mentor poets did brief readings of their own work.
that,

Following

each of the students present at the conference had the

opportunity to read their work if they wanted.
Linda,

the

whose portraits appear in Chapter VII,

Sarah and
read poems.

Linda's poem was about a family after a nuclear war.

In it,

a child playing in a sandpit beside a house discovers a gold
tooth.

Marissa,

who had read in the workshop,

read before the large group.
an hour.
students

chose not to

The student readings

In closing the conference,

Mr.

took about

Markov thanked the

for their participation and reminded them of their

status as aspiring poet artists —
that counts,

it's your work."

"If there's anything here

As he was

speaking,

an

announcement summoning two students

to the office burst

over the

final comments.

intercom,

drowning out his
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The

in

interruption served as a visible — or,
of this material context

audible — reminder

for poetry as a public high school.

The pattern of gender

in relation to conference

participation at the Foothills Conference was strikingly
similar to that of Mr.

Markov's classroom.

When the all-day

Poetry Conference at Foothills Regional High School was held,
45 young women and 6 young men attended — a far greater
gender imbalance than at the St.

Matthew's Conference.

This

may have been because all of the participating schools were
public regional high schools
middle class students

like Foothills where lower

tended to value

writing rather than valuing the
engaged in by prep school
d.

'practical'

'literary'

forms of

kinds of writing

students,

Summary
The versions of personhood in the cultural stories and

social

interactions around literacy in the contexts of the

conferences provided conditions
the social

for student poets

to assume

identities of young artists joining together

in

communities with elders who initiated them into the mysteries
surrounding the production,
art.

performance and publication of

In some of these contexts,

the oral readings of written

poetry were connected to the demonstration of affect,

despite

some shoptalk about the craft of writing that portrayed
poetry as

the product of

inspiration and hard work,

end in itself.
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a kind of

The tension between the "autonomous" description of
poetry suggesting that "accessible" texts could stand alone
and the descriptions of poetry as "personal" and even
"private" could be resolved when students learned to use
poetry as their mentors did in public performances of their
work, where they provided a context for understanding
individual poems by describing the conditions surrounding
their production.

Mr.

Markov's insistence that texts be

"accessible" appeared irrelevant in these contexts.
while seeming to violate Mr.

Markov's "show,

For,

don't tell"

rule which barred explaining topics within the texts,
storytelling about how individual poems had come to be
written was commonplace in oral readings by mentor poets.
fact,

In

it seemed in some cases that the text of the poem was

simply a prop in a storytelling performance.
especially the case in the reading by Mr.
were short.

This was

Markov, whose poems

He took 40 minutes to tell stories which

provided a context for two poems that took him less than five
minutes to read.
D.

Chapter Summary

The versions of personhood available to students in the
poetry club were limited by the constraints of time which
were a result of its status as a club in the school and by
the fact that Mr. Markov organized much of the talk and
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activity there.
literacy,

Even though poetry club was centered around

the school did not see fit to allot

it any more

time than clubs that were organized around raising money for
field trips

through sponsoring bake sales and car washes.

a result there was
there.

However,

little time devoted to the students'

As

poems

Poetry Club provided information which

helped its members access poetry contests and conferences.
All of the school contexts for poetry supported the
social practices of

literacy defined as poetry in Mr.

Markov's classroom — of poetry as a lonely endeavor,
in isolation,

of poetic texts as

individuals and of the

the unique insights of

"universality”

of experience which in

good poetry was conveyed through originality of
The mentors at the conferences
definition of poetry as
notion of poetry as
Yet analysis of
of

written

language.

seemed to share Mr.

"both art and craft",

Markov's

excluding any

"ideological."
the tensions

in the social constructions

identity and poetry that mentors faced showed how closely

connected practices of poetry were to people's social

lives.

The social relations of the conferences were shown to be
embedded in the tensions of competing social discourses that
caused conflicts

in the social constructions of

relation to poetry.

On the one hand,

described in detached terms of

poetry writing was

'strategies
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identity in

for writing,'

and

on the other hand,

it was described as

intimately connected

to pain and suffering and the small details of people's daily
social

lives.

Because the description of

the relationship between poet

and poetry in these school contexts of the poetry community
was based on notions of artistic poetry as politically
neutral,

issues of gender,

social class and the status of

poetry in relation to other forms of writing seemed invisible
to Mr.

Markov and other poet artists at

the conferences,

both

those who led the workshops and the student poets who brought
their work to be read.
were present

in all of

Yet,

ideologies of

these contexts as teachers and

students of particular social classes
identities as poets

literacy and art

struggled to construct

in school cultures where social practices

associating detachment with writing were privileged.
While such issues have been invisible in cognitive
paradigms
framing of

that define literacy as various

sets of skills,

the

literacy as a cultural and social practice calls

for a focus on relationships between identity construction,
personhood and various social practices of

literacy.

These

relationships are developed in Chapter VII

in portraits of

three of the student poets who moved from the classroom into
the club and conference contexts of the poetry community.
The portraits

illustrate what tensions

these students faced,

how these were dealt with in their social and textual
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practices of poetry,

and how they positioned themselves as a

result of their choices
identities

in constructing particular social

in relation to poetry writing.
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CHAPTER VII
BRIDGING DIVIDES
A.
Chapter VII
who were able,

Overview

introduces portraits of

to some degree,

three student poets

to bridge the divides

established by the schooled definitions and practices of
poetry-as-art and those the students brought to Mr.
classroom from family practices of
The choices

they made

Markov's

literacy and personhood.

in their social constructions of

identity as poets and persons are the focus of analysis that
suggests why they accessed the higher status contexts

for the

social practices of poetry-as-art represented by the
conferences despite at times seeming to violate some of those
practices

in the shape and content of their poetry texts.

Section B analyzes how these poets

incorporated the

cultural stories of personhood and poetry as art

into their

own cultural stories of poetry and peer group relations.
Section C presents portraits of the students

that sketch a)

a

history of the student's experiences with family ideologies
of personhood and social practices of
particular tensions

literacy;

in those social relations;

students chose to resolve the tensions;
choices

in resolving the tensions

construction of
Chapter V,

and d)

b)
c)

the
how the

how their

functioned in their social

identity through poetry writing.

As

in

two poems by each student are analyzed in relation
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to three questions:

1)

how they embody or violate Mr.

Markov's criteria for poetry-as-art,
resistant or not of

the conventions of

suggested by the genre
3)

how the students’

construction of

2)

(Gilbert,

choices

1991)

how they are
social relations
of poetry as art and

functioned in their social

identity with respect to poetry in home and

school contexts.
B.
1.

'Character 1

and

'Outcasting'

Outcast as a Verb
Marissa,

Section C,

Linda and Sarah,

whose portraits appear

seemed to have adapted for their own social

contexts and purposes

the

'individualism'

ideology in Mr.

Markov's description of poets as artists and
poetic texts as
them,
social

in

'unique.'

they used two

In interviews that I held with

'folk terms'

to link poetry writing and

identity in their peer group of poets:

'outcasting.'

'artistic'

As they defined the terms,

'character'

'outcasting'

deliberate process — a choice not to participate
particular group — while
constructed and

'character'

'essential'

people and their writing.
exhibiting qualities of the

and

was a

in a

was a combination of

traits associated with individual
That

is,

'unique'

'character.'
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both persons and texts
and

'individual'

had

'Outcasting'

was

their word to describe the process of

rejecting what they viewed as
example,

culture.

Marissa described herself and Linda as

"we're not

For

'outcasts’

in a group — we've outcasted ourselves,"

of herself and Linda.
'outcasting'
to as

'material'

culture.'"

from the senior group they referred

— kids who are

into

They spoke scornfully of the

and other expensive clothing worn by the
their account,

were

she said

Linda and Marissa described

themselves

"'the wannabes'

—

into the

'popular'

'material
$200

leather boots

'wannabes,'

who,

by

culture of rap in a

big way.
2.

Peer Poets and Community
Both Marissa and Linda said that poetry writing and

conference participation had enabled them to access a new
network of

"kids

just like us"

— poets

from other schools.

Linda described the relationship between poetry writing and
social

identity this way:

perfect

line,

people,

your friends;

If

and you know it;

I'm a writer,

of the clothes

photographs;
people,

it's a rush reading it to

I'm becoming a member of a group not because

I wear,

writing,

when you get that

it's a rush getting a good response.

not for materialistic reasons....

"If you're an artist,
visual,

"It’s a rush,

you think in a certain way —

sculptural — Sarah sings,

Marissa's a social artist,

knows how to give the right
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paints and

likes

to be with

impression of herself.

I'm me and I want to be alone
mean it either).
for you.

At

(of course I'll say it and not

the poetry conference your poetry speaks

You get a good idea of what a person is

their poetry,

whether

it sucks or not,

like from

instead of having to

figure out from their conversation what to believe or not"
(audiotaped interview,

12/4).

Sarah described reading her poetry to peer poets at
conferences this way,
response,

there's

"If

I can touch them and really get a

that power —

better than being published
Sarah also reported,
poem.

I

love it.

I

like it much

(audiotaped interview,

12/4).

"I call my friend everytime I write a

I call her up and say,

'Oh,

reported that after conferences,

I wrote a poem.'"

Sarah

she and Linda and Karen

would often get together and exchange new poems they'd
written.
As

The conferences

inspired them,

the brief account above suggests,

community,

she said.
within their

these student poets engaged in social practices of

poetry as art as a way of meeting some of their agendas with
respect to social

identity.

For Linda and Marissa,

being

unable to

"keep up" materially with "wannabe"

dressing,

membership in the poetry writing community provided

an alternative social arena

styles of

in which to construct

particularly because they were able to link Mr.

identities,

Markov's

description of the poet as outsider and social critic with
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their own processes of

self definition.

of membership in an elite community of
and their

interactions

in that context,

Through their notion
'unique'

individuals

they could navigate

social tensions of being less well off materially than other
students.
On the other hand,

when I asked Linda and Marissa

if

they had ever done readings of their poetry at the
Stonebridge Library,
out of myself."

Linda said,

"Yeah,

When I asked her why,

know." Marissa said,

and I

scared the shit

she replied,

"I know why — because

it comes

"I

don't

from the

heart and when a bunch of people sit there and make fun of
your personal feelings,
p.

you feel violated"

(Fieldnotes,

87).
Marissa's comments

identify a tension between the

passionate and private uses of poetry and the detached public
performances of poetry in the community of poet artists.

For

example,

'get

Marissa said that she sometimes wrote poetry to

out’

feelings

she wasn’t yet ready to face directly.

too,

mentioned other uses of poetry —

and show'em to my ex-boyfriend and say,
feel,

but this

is what

poetry as a way of

I

feel...."

Linda,

"I used to write poems
'I

can't say what I

Linda also said she wrote

"working out scenarios." And Sarah said,

"I write poetry about two things

that really touch me,

grief and...my sense of

injustice.

way to think about what

I want to say."
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my

I use poetry writing as a
These private and

personal uses of poetry seemed to have
these students’
3.

little to do with

membership in the community of poet artists.

Summary
The three poets whose portraits appear below adapted

some of

the

ideology of art

into their peer social relations.

Yet even within their community,
some practices

engaged in

of poetry writing that had little to do with

the production of poetry as
solitude,

the peer poets

art.

While they wrote poetry in

they often engaged in practices of writing to

articulate

ideas,

to plan social scenarios,

constructing social
social groups,

and to use for

identities as members of particular

some having little to do with the models of

personhood and social relations
in their community.

identified with poetry as art

The next section describes

and analyzes

their choices.
C.
1.

Marissa

a.

Absences

Defining Divides

as Multiple Choices

and Presences

Marissa was

a senior at Foothills.

She generally sat

with her friend Lucy at the rear of the classroom.
looked about 28 years old.

She was

family — when I began the study,
contractor,
wife.

had just

Marissa

from a single parent

Marissa's

father,

a

left her mother to return to his

Marissa described her younger brother,
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13,

first

and her

father as

"extremely mysogynist."

anger toward them in conversations
Marissa's mother,
store,

was

She openly expressed her
she had with friends.

who had at one time managed a grocery

looking into returning to school

two year community college degree

to convert her

into a four year degree to

credential herself for employment.
In the summer of 1992,

Marissa had begun working seven

days a week at the Stonebridge A&P as a checkout clerk.
school began,

she did not see how she could work every day

and still get her homework done.
to whom Melissa expressed this
at A&P,

When

Ms.

fear,

Sutton,

the art teacher

called Joe,

the manager

to convey Marissa's worry and ask if she could work

three or four days a week instead of seven.
Marissa adopted the lighter work schedule.
live in Stonebridge,

however.

miles away in Willardsville.

and

Marissa did not

Her home was about fifteen
An old car she had bought was

so unreliable that she had to take
boyfriend was around,

Joe agreed,

it off the road.

When her

he would pick her up after work.

for large stretches of the school year,

But

she hitchhiked home

from work in the dark,
b.

Poetry Writing as
In Marissa's

cynical.

Self-Definition

interview,

Even in childhood,

she told me she had always been
she said that she had known that

things weren't what they appeared to be on the surface.

She

said that poetry writing was a way that she could deal with
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her

"dark side"

people.

— the feelings

While meeting Mr.

she had about

Markov's

poetry regarding concise language,
unsentimental approaches
meet her own needs.
my childhood,

to life,

textual criteria for
vivid concrete imagery and

Marissa also seemed to

She said of the poem below "it's about

about my favorite spot back in the woods,

I would go when I wanted to be alone.
could go to get away from my parents,
of

life and

where

It was a place where I
from people,"

she said

'place i used to go.'

(1)

place i used to go

Tickle of lichened evergreen
resting somberly across
the babble-swoosh
of the migrating waters
which wet my white socks,
exposing my sheltered toes
to razored mica,
as if a barbed wire fence,
boundaries of this empire
in which only I could be Queen.
A poem about childhood could easily have been done
sentimentally and stereotypically,

but Marissa has met Mr.

Markov's criteria for poetry as art by resisting the
stereotypical,

combining sharp,
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concise

language and concrete

images of the natural world in
the boundaries of the child's
comforting,

rescue,
where,

For example,

secret place are not soft and

In this childhood kingdom,

is no King.

Nor

despite the danger

is

the poet

situation),

her

implict

is Queen

in the child's

flight,
'the

(a nice parallel to her own migratory

'sheltered toes'

The cultural story here

young girl,

and

there any sense of need for

ensconced on her rock kingdom surrounded by

migrating waters'

mica.'

ways.

but are represented by "razor-sharp mica"

"barbed wire."
and there

’unique’

are exposed to
is of the

'razor sharp

independence of a

rather than of her capitulation to the rescue

themes which Gilbert

(1988;

1991)

notes have prevailed in

student writing that replicates cultural stories which
position females
that at home,

"discussions,

but kind of more like

about what shaped people's behavior.

admitted that the
behavior.

Marissa told me

she and her mother frequently held what Marissa

characterized as
arguments"

in passive personhoods.

'discussions'

In these

usually centered on her own

'discussions',

different forms over different

which she said took

issues,

Marissa said she took

the position that behavior was a matter of
personality and individual choice,
attributed behavior to the

Marissa

individual

whereas her mother

influence of social norms for the

time

in which a person lived.

this

topic,

Despite their disagreement on

Marissa said that she always
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"got along" with her

mother.

She painted a picture of communication broad enough

for disagreement and vigorous argument about
to her own social construction of

issues central

identity.

Marissa said she wrote poetry primarily for herself and
did not like to share
it

it

in workshops but not

the Stonebridge library

in public situations.

She had read

in large groups or public readings at
(as

the potential for feeling

indicated in her outburst about

'violated'

by having someone

ridcule her feelings which came in response to Linda's
comment about being scared to read at the Stonebridge
Library).

Yet when I

asked Marissa how she felt about

submitting poetry to Mr.
said it was no problem.
anything,

as

Markov for grades

in the class,

she

"Nothing shocks him — you can write

long as you do

it artistically,"

she explained.

Marissa seems to have set out to prove that statement in
the poem below,

which met Mr.

Markov's

textual criteria for

poetry and her own agenda for using poetry writing "for
dealing with life and people."
topic of
images:

In the poem,

she painted the

love unsentimentally through the use of a series of
"sick puppy breath,

mouldy veins,

stale toes"

lungs puss-filled and muddy,

suggesting smells.

referred overtly to the subject of smell:
Like a pregnant woman."
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She even

"you say I

smell

The Renewal
Look —
here comes my life,
my life,

this rain,

seeping through earth soils,
beating down on my face,
as if7 J were a.n African bongo,
beating,

beating

feeding its

thick blood into my pores,

plunging this green rhythm through my mouldy veins,
breathing its sick puppy-breath
into my lungs,

puss-filled and muddy...

And look —
there you are,
rolling in

the blue grass,

caressing the warm soil
between your stale
along with

toes,

the lint

from your favorite black socks,
you just

tossed in

You say I smell

the lake.

like a pregnant woman,

round and fleshy,
you say my breasts have grown larger,
crater to clevage,
and they fill your mouth
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with

the softness of springtime.

You say you love me,
and we'll roll
and live from
When

in

this grass,

the womb.

’The Renewal'

is

read in the context of Marissa's

description of her preoccupation with appearances versus
realities,

it

is possible to consider the poem as a text for

working out tensions around power and versions of female
personhood,

a theme which Gilbert

(1988;

in the stories by female students.
his

students,

"a poem tells a story"

Marissa had said,
you do

1991)

As Mr.

has

identified

Markov had told

(see Chapter IV),

"You can write whatever you want as

and as
long as

it artistically."

One

'reading'

of

the poem suggests a woman who is

fatalistic about the lack of control
description of the protagonist's
down on my face as
lack of control
a boyfriend.
mother that

if

in her life.

life as

"this

The

rain...beating

I were an African bongo,"

links

the

in her life to her sexual relationship with

In the context of Marissa's argument with her
"you are who you are no matter when you grow up,"

the poem seems

to

illustrate that argument — one in which

the poet has abandoned her earlier childhood independence to
position herself as a woman in a sexual discourse where the
the male literally seems

to have the last words,
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expressed in

the repetition,

of

poem.

an alternative

However,

repetition of

"You say..."

"you say"

poet disagrees.

in the last nine lines of the
'reading'

that the

suggests an argument

In this reading,

indicate agreement or subjection,
poet were to speak,

is

her silence does not
but suggests

she would disagree.

suggest that the poet positions herself
conventional sexual discourse

in which the

Thus

that

if the

"you say" would

in opposition to the

in which women are defined as

objects.
Although the poem doesn't appear to be therapeutic,
submitting it entailed an element of risk because of
topic of sexuality,
about childhood.
certainly met Mr.

unlike the earlier poem she had written

Yet,

the imagery in the second poem

Markov's

textual requirements for

concreteness and the vivid rendering of sense
both visual ones and those of smell.
social

its

impressions,

In constructing her

identity as a female person and a member of the poetry

community,

Marissa took what she wanted from representations

of personhood that were both gendered and universal.
is,

she was detached enough from her poems

"artistically"
experiences

by Mr.

Markov's

standards,

That

to write
though the

she represented in her poetry were gender-

specific and,

in the case of the latter poem,

may have been

seen by her male teachers as overstepping some boundaries and
may thus have made them a bit uncomfortable.
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Certainly,

in

the Foothills Poetry Conference workshop where Marissa read
the poem,

Jim Smith was affected by its graphic detail enough

to remark about how
poem,

its content was.

In writing the

Marissa constructed herself as a woman rather than an

'artist'

or a student because she wrote of the body and the

passions,
with

'mature'

breaking the taboo that Woolf

'the angel'

and Rich insisted

(1984)

female poets as part of a process of
actors

(1931)

associated

must be broken by

locating themselves as

in social and historical conditions.

Given both her choice of subject matter with this poem
and her astuteness at meeting Mr.
"artistic"

Markov's

poetry by rendering the detail

concrete images

that were the mark of the

standards for
in the colorful,
'imagist'

style,

Marissa may have positioned herself on the one hand as a
talented poet,
was

but on the other hand as a person whose work

inappropriate for school contexts

conferences,

including the

despite the belief she voiced that you could

write on any topic as

long as you did it

'artistically.'

Although she was present at the Poetry Club meeting when
St.

Matthew's

conference was announced,

time offered to sponsor Linda,

Mr.

indicating that there was only

enough money to sponsor one student.

It appeared that

Marissa could not afford to sponsor herself.
asked her

Markov at that

Beforehand,

if she were going to go and would need a ride,
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I
but

she said she had to work.
she could have gone,

Afterwards,

said that

and she said in a flat

"well I'm not a writer anyway,
What Marissa did want
was

I

and I

tone of voice,

don't want to be one."

to do after graduation — what she

saving her grocery store earnings

for — was

to attend

the State College of Art and prepare for a career
design or advertising.

I wished

Marissa,

make a living writing poetry."

like Linda,

in fashion

said,

"You can't

But she also said that she

would probably always write poetry —

"for myself,

not for

publication."
c.

Summary
Like Rosa,

tensions

Marissa spoke of poetry as a wa to deal with

in the family unit.

However,

despite the family

tensions which Marissa said had caused her to begin
questioning appearances as representive of reality early in
her childhood,

she did not write about family violence,

loss,

deception or self-deception in the poems she turned in for
grades

in Mr.

Markov's class.

nothing shocked Mr.

Markov,

have kept her actions at

Although Marissa insisted that

her cynicism about adults may

least partially in check,

she did not shrink from passion as a topic
neither did she submit poetry texts

for while

in her poetry,

that focused on pain,

Rosa and Keith did.
The divide between what Marissa said
write about anything and Mr.

(that you could

Markov wouldn’t be shocked as
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as

long as you did it artistically)
insight

and what she did provides an

into her resolution of apparently competing agendas.

Writing poetry as a therapy would have cast her and her work
into a position of
class.
Mr.

Yet,

lower status as a student

Marissa's choice

in Mr.

in representing passion that

Markov may have found inappropriate

in student writing

for school contexts may not have been without cost,
suggested by the fact that Mr.
sponsor Marissa at the St.
As her poetry texts
divides

as

is

Markov did not offer to

Matthew's Conference.

show,

Marissa managed to transform

into opportunities for multiple choices by asserting

her social

identity as a poet-artist with passion rather than

choosing between passion and poetry.

She didn't separate

herself from the text or hide her passions
text.

Markov's

in talk about

Nor did she use poetry as a therapy to separate

herself from pain.

It may be that because the communicative

patterns which existed between Marissa and her mother in
their

interactions at home allowed for her to disagree

openly,

Marissa was able to successfully carry off resistance

in Mr.

Markov's classroom,

constructing a social

for herself as a poet artist,

identity

but on her own terms.

However,

this construction may also have lowered her status as a poet
in Mr.

Markov's eyes,

since Linda rather than Marissa was

selected for sponsorship at the elite St.
conference,

a schooled context for poetry.
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Matthew's
In the models of

poetry as art that

students

classroom that was

the center of

no references

learned to work from in the
their community,

there were

to gender or representations of sexuality,

either male or female.
2.

Linda

a.

Absences

and Presences

Linda was a thin,
height.

dark haired young woman of average

She was one of the poets

in the class to whom Mr.

Markov seemed to attach high status by referring to her as
'someone who knows

the rules'

the time of the study,

(See Chapter IV).

Linda was

in a single parent family.

A senior at

the older of two daughters

When she was eight,

her father

had been killed in a gruesome industrial accident.
not

speak of this

to me.

I

learned it from Ms.

Linda did

Sutton.

Linda's mother supported her two daughters by teaching
art during the day in a public elementary school and
silversmithing classes during some evenings at a nearby craft
center.

Linda herself earned money after school by caring

for an elderly neighbor of hers who had at one time been a
professional painter.

In her

family as very close.

Although they did put borders on their

privacy,

according to Linda,

interview,

Linda described her

there was a lot of trust.

Linda

said she liked to read a lot and her tastes were wide ranging
— from works by Steven King to works by Margaret Atwood,
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e.e.

cummings,

Anne Sexton and Sylvia Plath.

She said she,

her mother and her younger sister engaged in much oral and
written communication.

An example Linda gave was

she read the Steven King novel Carrie,
to read it and "not just talk about
it."

that after

she asked her mother

it,

write me a note about

She said her mother had actually found time to read it

and responded to

it

in a letter five pages

long.

Linda had kept a diary intermittently when she was
junior high school,

and at the time of

the study,

in

she used it

to write poetry and to work out her feelings about Jeff,
young man she was closely attached to.
"outcasting" was raised,

a

When the subject of

she described Jeff as someone she

deeply respected because he had had the courage to "outcast"
himself.

When I

asked her to introduce me to Jeff,

explained that he had dropped out of school because
tired of the bullshit."
said,

"a beautiful,

Morrissey"

He was

hope to be,
long time,

image was printed on an

know,

According to Linda,

much better than she could ever

and he wanted to start his own rock band.
she said,

I'd bounce

Jeff was her

issues off him,"

she said,

when I began the study,
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For a

"sounding board — you
"stuff about sex

and morality that you don't discuss with your parents."
late summer,

she

very much like

oversized black T-shirt she often wore).
Jeff was a fabulous poet,

"he was

"completely original,"

sensitive person,

(a rock singer whose

Linda

In

she spoke of hoping that

Jeff would return to school,

but by the middle of

semester she stopped talking about him,
where he was,

she said he was

the

and when I

asked

"somewhere else — no

longer

in

my life — although I'll always have my memories of him."
b.

Poetry Writing as
Of

first

the first poem reproduced below,

story was a story that my dad told.

bedtime story —
of

it

Self-Definition

is,

it's

I was

six or seven at

looks

that way because he's

cordwood,

I

in the Army,
really small,

embellished it.

very sweet."
Linda uses

He told me

the time.

it as

a

The point

it

to'em.

'Disembodied?'

standing behind a pile of

resting his chin on it and talking to a kid.

grandpa was
my Dad was

"The

a beautiful story being told in a sweet way to

a kid to teach'em something or tell
He

Linda said,

and they'd move around a lot.

When

my grandfather told him this story.

He said it

In the poem she

concrete,

My

in a different way —
labelled

vivid visual

Wood Choppin ' Story
His face,
a chubby apple, rests on the top
of a pile of fresh cordwood,
and thus disembodied,
begins to speak.
"There once was a family,"
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'Woodchoppin'

it was
Story,"

imagery "to tell a story."

he said,
"Who traveled
a lot,
through Europe by car."
His blue hand
creeps beside his face like an Artie lizard.
"And once, while they were camping,
trespassing,
on a picnic table at a rest stop in Austria,
while the whole family was asleep
except the youngest boy,
a panther crept out of the brush."
His eyes widen
and his other hand
creeps up and clutches his ear.
"This panther saw the little boy
laying on the bench of the picnic table,
his mother and father snoring away above him,
and his eyes were open.
The boy saw the panther.
And with the fast beat
of native drums
rolling in his throat,
the boy waited
for the panther to eat him up."
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His eyes are two moons.
"But the panther looked away,
and

disappeared into the bushes

at the edge of the lawn. "
Chubby cheeks glow.
"He must have just eaten, "
George says,
"And the boy woke his parents
and his two brothers,
and they didn't believe him."
In this poem,

Linda used images

the horror story genre — the
the

"blue hand that creeps

panther.

that are conventions of

"disembodied face"

like an artic lizard",

the ominous

But the story is also a story within a story,

a narrator
who tells

(he of

the

the story to the

stack of cordwood)

with

"disembodied face like a chubby apple"
little boy).

for the narration of the tale

There

(outdoors,

is a setting

beside a

like the setting of the tale he tells,

which also takes place outdoors.
beginning that echoes

the

Finally,

there is a

'once-upon-a time'

stories

in the classic fairy tale genre —

family"

and the ending that

story,

that speaks,

opening of

"There once was a

lends an air of unreality to the

"and they didn't believe him."

blending of these elements of

imagism,
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Linda's successful
confessionalism.

one

in which the signposts

territory of

literature.

are familiar

In the poem she has achieved if

exceeded the goal which Mr.
class,

that by the end of

Markov set

for students

not

in the

the course they would be able to

combine the generic elements of
confessionalism

to those who know the

into their own

imagism,

montage and

'personal'

style.

Although Linda described the poem as a bedtime story
told to her

in a

I

imagery disturbing because

found her

nature of her
face"

"sweet" way and spoke of

image for me.
sequence,

However,

it,

I had been told of the

father's accidental death.

so reasonably explained was

"embellishing"

The

"disembodied

an especially upsetting

the whole poem,

taken as a narrative

managed to create and sustain suspense,

and Linda

had told me that she enjoyed reading Steven King mysteries
fully as much as
Margaret Atwood.
as

she enjoyed reading novels and poems by
Rather than sentimentalize a bedtime story,

she could have done

writing about

in this poem,

Linda succeeded in

something close to her heart

in ways

the criteria of poetry-as-art embraced by Mr.

that met

Markov.

In

this way,

she was able to bridge divides and position herself

as a poet

in his

memories

eyes

that she valued.

of particulars

It was

through her universalizing

through clever use of

genre blending that
personal

and as a person with particular

imagistic

language and

she constructed her bridge from the

story to the

'accessible'
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poem.

Like the other students
things

close to her

in her

in the class,

life.

Linda wrote about

The poem below is

account of a day spent with the old man she babysat
school.
— I

About

the poem she said,

babysit for him.

cruel

in his

lifetime,

regressing back to his
easily.

especially to women.

this

all day

then it

He can speak,

I

say

Markov thinks

He was very

Now he's
can cry

[she demonstrated

looks
'yes'

He fills a

like a tree.
and

'no,'

but

about

to the

issue with men here — the gender stuff — but how
My father died when I was

hermit George,
really feel

an'

I

know

that’s

could I?

Mr.

someone

tiny dots and dashes].

whole page with little lines,

it.

for after

childhood — a time when boys

He draws — he does

a vegetable.

is

He used to be an artist.

with a pencil and paper,

He's

’’George

an

didn't get close enough

eight.

a Southern back hills

the pain."

(2) George
Creased and folded,
dry,
his head creeping
fetus-like,
slow as a tree 's growth
towards his inward twisted
club feet,
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So

it's

setting —

just old
I

don't

this coat hanger of a man
with a pen,
shaky as a reflection in his hand
clears away
with dots and staggering dashes
away the fog on the speechless skylight
of his vegetable 's mind.
Dark landscapes of birds
and willowy trees
stand up and whisper from the page.
Their black dark peace
as the calm
of bullfrogs in fall,
satiated and fat with fatherhood
and the prospect of sleep
deep in the mud.
Although this poem is quite different

from the first,

depending more on description than on a sequencing of events
in a narrative,

Linda used the vivid,

characteristic of

the models of

poetry community.

A series of

twisting inward
"speechless

"fetus-like,"

and the

'what counts'

skylight of his mind."

image of

fat,

imagery
in Mr.

Markov's

images portray the old man —
"slow as

with the picture before him —

visual

the

a tree's

"the

The fascination he has
"dark landscapes of birds"

satiated bullfrogs,
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growth,"

"calm...with the

prospect of sleep,

deep in the mud” conveys a picture of

aging and dementia similar to Shakespeare's "stages of man"
(Act II,

Scene VII of As You Like It)

in which the elderly

come full circle to manifest the vulnerability of infancy.
In her poem,

Linda described how an old man whose mind

is gone seeks order through the dots and dashes he makes on
the page,

how he seems to succumb to their spell.

The

message coming back at him from the page could be construed
as a kind of death-wish as Linda has presented it,

through

the imagery of "dark landscapes of birds and willowy trees"
— associating souls with birds and death with willows in
earlier poetry,

painting and sculpture.

(While Linda no

doubt knew these cultural associations from her reading,

she

might also have seen the numerous Victorian tombstones etched
with weeping willows common in cemeteries in the region.)
Her comparison of the "black,

dark peace" of death to the

sleep after sexual union is a cultural convention of English
poetry — but Linda uses bullfrogs as her lovers,

and they

are "fat with fatherhood," whereas female frogs would be
expected to be fat with motherhood.

By these juxtapositions

she has alluded to tradition while twisting it to surpise
readers like Mr.

Markov, who view as artistic poetry that

combines imagery in

'original'

ways to give readers

insights.'
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'new

The cultural references

and imagery in her poem position

Linda as an artist writing of death in a detached but
artistic way.

The subject matter of

the poem

connected to the personhood of artists
what happens to the minds of
they produce
couched

in old age.

artists

Mr.

'George's'

Markov's

that affects

comment

to Linda that

the poem suggests

and artistic way.

The paradox of

words,

to women in his

subject

the old man,
lifetime'

dependent on a female caregiver half his

Both poems
of

feelings

hand,

about death

in ways

in Linda's

but now

age apparently was

the writer as

neither poem is

a

"universal

the poems offer on the

an account of a brush with death and,

sense,

in a detached

that avoid sentimentality but

an account of aging and the gradual

In this

that he

could be construed to represent a working out

Placed in juxtaposition,

one hand,

in

Markov.

do not escape the positioning of
he."

is

she could have

she revealed

trusted her capacity to deal with that

lost on Mr.

subject

cruelty toward women in his youth.

conversations with him about

not

this

the work

the story she had told Mr.

developed the gender relationships

'very cruel

is

to the question of

Her treatment of

in universals and omits

Markov about

—

itself

on the other

approach of death.

gendered — as childhood fears

and death are depicted as universals
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— although,

in the

first poem,

the speaker

and the subject of
women not present

is

a man and the

listener

the second poem is a man.
in the account of

is

a boy,

Not only were

either poem — the

experiences of a brush with death in the first poem and the
process of aging

in the second poem were presented as

universals

through stories

important,

though is

the

told about males.

'artistic'

What

is more

detachment with which the

poems are written — there

is no sense here of social

relations being contested,

no anger on the part of

about

'George's'

Ellen,

exploitation of women,

Linda did not hand in the

in her diary — the ones
ones

the poet,

for example.

'personal'

poems

As with

she wrote

she would have shown Jeff —

that positioned her as

the

a gendered person with sexual

feelings.
Like Marissa and Keith,

Linda planned a career

after graduation from Foothills.
college major of

She was

graphic art and design;

mechanical drawing as well.

interested in a
she had taken

Linda had applied to two private

colleges of art when the study began in the fall,
following spring,

Although Linda enjoyed writing

like the other students,

consider a career

and by the

she had received acceptance and offers of

scholarship money from both.
poetry,

in art

she said she would never

in poetry writing because she knew she
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would have to teach to support
and she didn't want

the practice of poetry-as-art,

to be a teacher — she wanted to be a

graphic artist,
c.

Summary
Although Linda's

description,

family life was,

according to her

rich with frequent and varied communication,

the

picture of

family communication she painted was not without

tensions.

Linda's

comments make

it clear that she kept a

diary not only to write poetry or to record events,
substitute for Jeff,

her partner

kinds of conversations,

in some of

a

the more private

once he had left her

the poetry she wrote sometimes

but as

life.

She said

first appeared in her diary,

and she told me she used poetry as

a kind of

'sounding board’

in the same way she had earlier used Jeff and continued to
use her diary.
As

Linda was

reticent about sharing the topic of sexual

passion with her mother,
poetry she wrote for Mr.
utilized the copious
poems
of

so she withheld that
Markov's

class.

reading she had done

(through allusions

to

images,

topic from the

Instead,

in constructing the

texts and and conventions

form associated with particular genres and texts)

handed in to meet class
to position her as

assignments.

a poet-artist

conference contexts of

she

These practices helped

in the classroom and the

the poetry community.
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she

3.

Sarah

a.

Absences and Presences
Sarah was

poetry class

a confident young woman who had taken the

in a previous year.

She was

a senior at

Foothills Regional High School whom I met at the first Poetry
Club meeting in September.

She was a seasoned participant

poetry conferences as well.
study and was

in

Sarah agreed to be part of the

interviewed in the art room,

the same time as Linda and Marissa,

although not at

because she had a class

that period.
Sarah was

from a well-off family.

realtor.

Her mother,

work and,

according to Sarah,

a college graduate,

did not have to

spent much of her spare time

engaged in political activities,
writing letters

Her father was a

attending meetings and

to elective officals on a whole range of

issues.

Sarah said that she got along very well with her

parents,

that they supported her in whatever she did.

did not need to work at an after school job,
In school,

Sarah usually wore a sweatshirt,

loafers with white socks.
clothes or T-shirts

She

and she did not.
jeans and penny

I never saw her wear

"trendy"

for rock bands.

Sarah said she began keeping a diary at the end of her
junior year
Montreal.

in high school following a band field trip to
She told me that on the trip,

smuggled a wine cooler,

some kids had

and they were passing it around on
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the bus and got caught.

Everyone on the trip had to talk to

the band teacher and when they returned,
principal,

and say whether or not

Sarah said she hadn't

to the Foothills

they had taken a sip.

seen any point

in lying,

since

virtually all the students on the trip had taken a sip
("that's all there was
said).

to go around such a large group,"

She told the principal

along with others,
participation.

that she had participated

but some of the students

Sarah was

she

lied about their

then expelled from school.

She

became embittered toward the school administration for this
act,

and she referred to them as

"a bunch of hypocrites."

The expulsion came just prior to her birthday,
good friend of hers,
school,
comment,

a Foothills poet a year ahead of her in

gave her a blank diary for her birthday with the
"here,

I

think you’ll be needing this."

me the diary was pretty,
fabric,

and a

Sarah told

covered with a flowered print

and she liked that.

But more importantly,

she used

the diary to pour out her disenchantment with "the system and
the people."
artist-poet

The gift of

the diary from an accomplished

in the Foothills poetry community suggested the

practice of writing as therapy,
anger rather than writing as

or writing as a vehicle of

'art.'

This divide between

public and private practices of writing in general and poetry
in particular represented a particular kind of tension for
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all of

the students who accessed the higher status contexts

for poetry writing.
Sarah told me that her diary contained nothing but
poetry.

One of the poems which she had printed in conference

publications was written about her fellow classmates on the
band trip who had lacked the courage to stand up and be
forthright.

The poem,

titled "Your Lemming,"

appears below.

In an after school Poetry Club meeting held in the
school

library,

Poetry Club,

I helped Sarah and Karen,

assemble the previous year's copies of

Kaleidoscope,

printed over the summer.

out on a long table,
pages

another member of

in sequence.

The pages were spread

and we moved around it,

picking up the

As we engaged in this activity,

was going on among the principal,

a meeting

several teachers and a

student representative who sat at another table across the
room.
caps

The topic of discussion was whether or not to ban team
from the school.

At this

time,

the school had a very

liberal policy which allowed students to wear team caps,
only in the halls,

but also in class.

not

The principal

expressed the fear that the kinds of violent fights recently
occuring in urban schools and receiving much attention in the
media could happen at Foothills,

so that they should adopt

some kind of policy.

Overhearing the discussion because the

library was

Sarah turned to me and muttered

so quiet,
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cynically,

"Sure,

baseball caps.

make the world safe for kids by banning

Really swift,

huh?"

Sarah was an active participant
conferences,

in the poetry

having attended both the Foothills and the St.

Matthew's conferences

the previous year.

liked to read her poetry publically.
to her than publishing it,

really.

immediate response of people.
speaking in public,
activities.
animals,"

—

That was more

She also said she liked

"A lot of people think 4-H is

she told me,

important

She liked to see the

that she'd done a lot of

it

in 4-H

just kids and

"but there's a lot of public service

stuff associated with it.
kids.

She told me she

I

like speaking in front of other

When they respond to your

ideas,

it's a great feeling

it's power."
Sarah attended both the St.

conferences during the time I

Matthew's and the Foothills

conducted the study.

her poetry in workshops at St.

She read

Matthews and Foothills,

and

she also read in front of the whole group at the Foothills
Conference.
b.

Poetry Writing as Self-Definition
The first of Sarah's two poems reproduced below was

written upon her expulsion from school
incident."
anger.

in the

"wine cooler

She hesitated to call this poem an expression of

Rather,

she termed it

"an expression of ray sense of
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injustice...I was punished because I was honest... after that
I

became pretty cynical,"

she said.

and poetry became my salvation.
innocence,

if you want to call

was not Disneyland.

"I

filled that diary,

That was
it that.

the end of my
I

saw that school

I became cynical."

Your Lemming
I refuse to be your lemming.
I ’m not made of clay,
So your fat hands can ’t
Shape my head into a square.
I'm not a piece of paper
That you can rip or ruin with brown crayon.
I have a third dimension.
I won't be your lemming, no.
I won 't join you in your
One way vacation to the beach.
But I may be a raft you can hold on to...
...if you don’t smash me in your plunge.
Sarah began the poem with the defiant words,
and employed a series of
refused,

images

to embody what

addressing them to a "you"

"I refuse"

it was she

in a way that evokes the

intimacy of a face-to-face argument.

At the end of the poem

—

to offer an olive

in the last

branch,

two

lines — she seems

however cautiously,

hypocritical.

to the people who have been

Her awareness of the risk involved can be read
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in those lines
...if you don't

"but I may be a raft you can hold on to.../
smash me

interesting both for

its

in your plunge."

strength of conviction and for

acknowledgement of vulnerability.
lemming"
actions

locates control

The poem is

The refusal to be

in the poet,

from those characteristic of

its

"your

who dissociates her
lemmings,

animals famous

for being "followers."
With the poem,

Sarah seems to position herself as an

angry and defiant person,

despite her assertion that

not so much my sense of anger as my sense of

"it was

injustice."

In

having been physically distanced by her expulsion from the
school — and her dishonest band trip peers who remained
there because they had lied — and by having distanced
herself from them by
Sarah has
of Mr.
her,

'outcasted'

'telling the truth'
herself.

The

'individualism'

ideology

Markov's cultural stories of poets seemed to sustain

enabling her to define herself as

peer group — a

'unique'

a corrupt community.
social

in the first place,

person who could stand alone against

Yet,

identity as a poet

separate from her band

Sarah was not alone,

because her

in the Foothills poetry community

meant that she had her community of Foothills poet friends
and also had access to a community of students
schools who were participants

from other

in the formal conference

structures beyond the Foothills poetry community.
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Regarding

"Mother," which appears below,

she wrote poetry "about things
said that

that touch me deeply."

the loss of her grandmother,

prior to the study,

Sarah said that
She

who died two years

had prompted her to write the poem.

"I

wrote the poem for emotional reasons — to remember my
feelings about her before they faded,"

Sarah said.

drafted a poem in her diary at that time.
shown below,

She had

The final version,

appeared subsequently in Kaleidoscope.

encompassed three generations of women —

The poem

it was written by a

granddaughter about her grandmother and about her mother as
an infant.
This poem replaces the anger of the first with a quiet
tone and an imagery of faded flowers and dried petals
traditionally associated with aging and death.

These textual

details paint a sentimental portrait of a grandmother.
is

interesting is

the

What

insertion of the section in which the

mother rather than the granddaughter

is remembering — a time

when the grandmother was a young mother and the mother was an
infant and the daughter not even born.

The titling of the

poem "Mother"

connects the

generational

rather than "Grandmother"
images.

The effect

is

to present a maternal

archetype.

Mother
The songs she sang have long since been
whispers in her
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grandchildrens' ears.
Once shiny skin now so dull and pale
opaque with life.
Flowers faded
and crumbled from the
squinting in her eyes
so that only dried
petals scatter across
her face.
Your eyes remember
her
blooming under
the sun - when
your toes found comfort
wrapped around her back.
So quiet and fragile
the photographs, now
plentiful on her face
are the ones,
though yellowed and brittle,
that are as beautiful
as ever.
The ending of
in all the

the poem emphasizes

the beauty

"photographs" which line the grandmother's face
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presumably "beautiful as
various

because they capture the

stages of her life though she

brittle."
exterior

ever"

This poetic portrait
imagery.

is now "yellowed and

is primarily focused on

Sarah did not tell any story her

grandmother had told her or present any tensions —
everything is
tribute.

so tranquil here that

it sounds

One may be angry with the living,

speak ill of the dead.
a woman whose life is
questions,

but one doesn't

And the description in the poem is of
summed up in one word,

no tensions,

gendered portrait,

like a final

"mother."

No

no regrets revealed about this

the limitations of this role,

or what

might have been left out of this description of womanhood as
motherhood.
woman's

What

is

life cycles,

left

is an imagistic portrait of an aged

an account of her fruition.

interesting about the poem is

What

is

the way in which Sarah has

positioned herself outside the text to describe her mother as
a child,

to paint a portrait

absent from the family scene,
paints by years,

in which she — the poet —

is

separated from the scene she

until her mother matures and gives birth.

Through her clever uses of

imagistic descriptions and

the detachment from her text required by poetry-as-art in Mr.
Markov's model,
grandmother's

Sarah has created a historical cameo of her

life,

preserving a memory in this

'artistic'

portrait of her grandmother rendered in a written poem.

In

light of Sarah's plan to study photography in preparation for
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a career as a free lance photographer

later on,

the loving

picture presented in terms of exterior description is
interesting for

its almost photographic quality and for

comparison of the wrinkled planes of the grandmother's

its
face

to photographs.
Sarah's brother had been away at college for two years
and Sarah expected her parents

to help her financially when

she attended a university program in New York State the
following year to prepare for a career as a professional
photographer,

someone who would do

"artistic"

photographs.

It was her goal to travel and free-lance for magazines.
said she thought she would continue to write poetry,
it was a part of her life and always would be,
expected to put

it on a back burner.

seek to publish it,

She

because

although she

She might continue to

although she expected that publication of

her poetry would remain less
sharing it with friends.

important than writing it and

She expected that she would be too

busy to attend conferences and do public readings,

but she

said that she could be wrong about that,
c.

Summary
Like Linda,

poetry.

However,

Sarah kept a diary in which she wrote
according to Sarah,

comprised of poetry,

her diary was entirely

and its beginning was connected with a

single concrete event,

her expulsion from school for her
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admission that she had tasted alcohol on the band field trip.
The poetry Sarah wrote

in her diary not only enabled her to

vent her anger against the school administrators responsible
for her expulsion and her peers who had lied to
administrators about participating in the drinking but also
to separate herself from those groups and the personhoods of
hypocrisy and deceit they represented to her.
Sarah's poem
tone,

"Your Lemming" was written in an angry

and her presence as a speaker

in the text of the poem

is visible because Sarah used first person,

beginning with

the first

The reasons Sarah

line,

"I won't be your lemming."

was able to speak from this position in the poem may very
well be a result of the social
family,

where,

identity Sarah occupied in her

according to her description,

her parents

allowed her to take responsibility for her own choices and
ultimately supported them.

Thus Sarah was able to transform

the personhood of social outsider the school had assigned her
through her expulsion into the social
appointed speaker of the truth.

identity of a self-

In this way,

the poetry she

wrote did more than simply vent her feelings of outrage,
became a vehicle for her own self-definition.

In turn,

it
this

self-definition was carried back by Sarah into the social
context of the poetry community when the poem was published
in conference booklets and she read it
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in workshops.

The
Sarah's

interactions

around literacy and personhood in

family supported the personhood of women who used

writing as a vehicle for change.
letters

to elected officials

particular political topics

The practice of writing

to express positions on
frequently engaged in by Sarah’s

mother set an example to Sarah for the uses of literacy.
What Sarah's mother did with letter writing,
did through poetry writing,
in her resistant poem,

Sarah herself

foregrounding power relationships

"Your Lemming."

In this poem she

constructed herself as both angry woman and skillful
imagistic poet.

However,

the occasional production of poems

lacking detachment may have assigned her a position of lower
status as a poet whose work was
not always

too

'personal'

and therefore

'accessible.’
D.

Chapter Summary

The students who had been initiated into the poetry
community which extended beyond Mr.
with the exception of Ellen,

bridged the divides which those

who remained in the classroom had,
failed to bridge.
identities

as poets

for one reason or another,

Sarah and Marissa constructed social
from multiple poetic personhoods.

wrote poems

in the first person,

the case of

Sarah,

poems

Markov’s classroom had,

on topics of hypocrisy in

or sexual passion,

that seemed to violate Mr.
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Both

in the case of Marissa,

Markov's criteria of

distance from text

in the practice of poetry-as art.

However,

both young women also wrote other poems which did

meet Mr.

Markov's

textual requirements

which required sufficient
'accessibility'

and

'detachment'

for poetry-as-art
between poet and text,

'universality.'

Despite the fact that the student poets whose portrits
form this chapter had participated in Poetry Club and
accessed the higher status

levels of the poetry community

represented by the conferences,

some of the same tensions

around poetry and personhood existing in the class remained.
The absence of certain topics

in Linda's poetry suggested

tensions around personhood that were tied to notions about
the rules of context.

In a manner similar to Ellen,

ruled out handing in poems

Linda

to the teacher that would have

positioned her as a female person — poems

that addressed

topics of sexuality in which she would have had to take up a
position that located her

in sets of social relations not

associated with the detachment of poetry as art or the
propriety of writing for school assignments.
Ellen,

Yet,

unlike

Linda did write on topics connected to her life

experiences.
Sarah and Marissa wrote more resistantly,
tensions as well.
at

Their decisions

but they faced

to position themselves for

least part of the time as resistant to the conventions of

social relations represented by the genre of poetry as art
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with its

invisibilities of speaker and absences of social,

historical and material
as women,

but may thus have particularized their orientation

toward text

in ways

Their choices

that violated the

’universal'

criteria.

to engage in a number of social practices of

poetry writing,
identities

location may have met their agendas

thus

constructing a number of social

for themselves

conventional social

that were in opposition to

identities

for student writers may have

met their agendas as young women poets but

in the process may

also have created tensions

even though the

for them.

For,

students sometimes wrote for social purposes besides

'art,'

they submitted their poetry for evaluation by teachers,
whether

in the classroom or the conferences.

Violating the

conventions of writing for school may have lowered their
status as poets while at the same time they seemed to take
themselves

seriously as

'artists.'

Yet,

no matter how

seriously they took themselves as poet artists,

like the

students whose portraits appeared in Chapter V,

Marissa,

Linda and Sarah had each identified a career path other than
poetry writing after graduation from Foothills,

when each

expected to engage only in private practices of poetry.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND
A.

Overview

This chapter highlights
poetry writing and social
dissertation study as

the view of tensions around

identity brought

into focus by the

the outcome of the relationship between

the theoretical frame,
which guided the

IMPLICATIONS

the method and the research questions

inquiry.

It considers the findings of the

study with respect to what they contribute to scholarship on
literacy,

social

identity and schooling.

The organization of the chapter

is as

follows:

Section

B shows how the particular theoretical grounding of the study
led to the focus on tensions as a unit of study and how the
"telling case"
'ideological'

design was an appropriate method for an
study of poetry.

Sections C - F provide a

focused theoretical discussion of the findings of the study
that

is organized around the research questions.

provides a summary of the findings.
the study adds
pedagogy.

Section H addresses what

to scholarship on literacy and literacy

Section I

proposes an

poetry writing instruction,
might

Section G

'ideological'

model of

raising questions about what that

look like and how it might open avenues of critical

discussion for students.
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B.

1.

The Relationship between the Theoretical Frame,
the Method and the Findings of the Study

Framing Poetry Writing as
In framing poetry

has

* Ideological'

'ideologically,'

this dissertation

told a story of complex social tensions

cognitive accounts of
texts

literacy that define poetry writing as

demonstrating skills mastery,

evidence of

’affect'

invisible in

or poetry writing as

defined without regard for

its cultural,

social and historical purpose — approaches deriving from a
framing of language and literacy as tranparent and neutral.
Looking through an

'ideological'

lens at poetry writing in

the community of high school students of the dissertation
study provided a view of multiple sets of social practices of
literacy in which personhood and poetry were linked.
links have been invisible

in "autonomous"

writing as art — the province of the
located meaning in individual texts,

These

theories of poetry

cognoscenti — that
obscuring the social

tensions around poetry writing affecting its shape,

content

and use —tensions which became visible once poetry writing
was

framed "ideologically"

as culture-specific practices

inseparable from social and historical processes.
While by definition the status of poetry as art
Western cultures
power

is predicated on a separation from issues of

in the world outside the text

poetry writing

in

'ideologically'

(Geertz,

1983),

framing

brought into sharp focus
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those

connections between social
texts

that are

invisible

life and the production of poetry

in educational models of writing and

aesthetic models of art resting on "autonomous"
epistemologies.

The application of a theoretical frame that

defined poetry writing

'ideologically'

thus directed my

attention as a researcher toward the social conditions
responsible for the problematizing of poetry in American
culture in general and American schooling in particular.
With respect to an American high school where poetry as art
was

taught,

the

'ideological'

framing of poetry revealed the

connections between a particular version of social relations
and tensions

faced by members of the community of poets

it

sustained.
In framing poetry writing
dissertation study has

'ideologically,'

focused on the status of poetry as art

in relation to other social practices of
cultural contexts of home and school.
study was built on Gilbert's
genres are
of

status

the

'ideological'

literacy in the

Conceptually,

the

(1991) work suggesting that

in that they carry particular kinds

in a culture and that genres of writing associated

with female discursive practices

tend to represent

cultural fields'

While Gilbert

(1991,

poetry writing as a
with power,

I was

p.

'male'

19).

'devalued

identified

discursive practice associated

influenced to think about

it differently by

other perspectives on the one hand describing poetry as an
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'effeminate'

literacy from the viewpoint of dominant Anglo

and Anglo-American culture
describing the

(Solsken,

'privileging'

associated with the

1993) and on the other,

of social practices of literacy

'rational'

and

'technical'

in Anglo and

Anglo-American schooling — particularly with the privileging
of the "essay-text"
These

(Street,

'ideological'

1984).

perspectives provided a grounded

theoretical framework for looking at poetry writing as
intimately connected to issues of power,

status and

personhood in the social lives of the individual students who
were members of the community of poets in the dissertation
study.

They offered ways to analyze potential connections

between the status of genres and tensions the student poets
faced when they chose to engage in generic practices of
writing that hold particular kinds of status in their
culture.
2.

Poetry as Problematic: An 'Ideological'
Poetry and Tensions as a Unit of Study
Looking at poetry writing as

Framing of

'ideological'

searching out meanings in the students'

called for

lives outside as well

as inside of their school poetry community to learn about the
social conditions which might make poetry writing a
problematic practice of literacy for them.
the question was where to look for tensions.

In such a study,
Whereas

previous studies of White, middle class students had
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I

identified their literate practices as generally continuous

I
I

with those of school
1986),

(Scollon and Scollon,

Heath,

1983;

there was no evidence to suggest that where poetry

reading and writing were concerned,
true —

1981;

in fact,

these conclusions held

the literature cited in Chapter

I

suggested

I
the opposite.

j

Thus

it appeared important to examine the

connections between the students'

home practices of

and those of the school with respect to

literacy

issues of personhood

and literacy — how literacy in general and genres defined as
'literary'

or artistic fared in the family value system,

what

kinds of personhood they suggested and whether engagement

in

those genres was consistent with family definitions of
appropriate personhoods
Avenues for an

for middle class males or females.

'ideological'

analyzing tensions for this
poetry writing and social
'ideological'

framing of

social

language that allotted language

representations

II

language,

"identity"

in relation to their differing

in various

1989).

social discourses

The particular ways

manifested themselves
mm

in the construction of social

inconsistent as people attempted to construct

identities

Wetherell,

study of the relationship between

As a result of this view of

was defined as

identifying and

identity were suggested by an

considerable significance
identities.

approach to

in students'
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in which tensions

written texts as
.

1

(Marshall and

students

sought

to resist the social conventions represented by

conventions of
work,

text,

(1989;

1991)

suggested a way to look at writer-text relationships

terms of

issues of gender

the concept of
’transparent’
1989)

the focus of Gilbert's

identity construction.

the framing of
as

language as

Finally,

’neutral'

legitimating teacher as authority

in

and
(Brodkey,

suggested looking at the relationship between the

conceptualizing of

language and the pedagogy for teaching

poetry writing as a potential source of tension for the
students

in the poetry community which was

the focus of the

dissertation study.
Framing language as
and

'transparent'

thus

'ideological'

rather than

'neutral'

linked questions about social

identity

construction to classroom pedagogy and to the production of
written texts,

particularly with a focus on the nature of the

tensions students

faced as gendered persons enagaging as

writers with particular generic forms.
between poetry writing and social

The connections

identity for student poets

in an American middle class high school and the social nature
of

the tensions

they faced as

they sought to accomplish

multiple and sometimes contradictory agendas
themselves

in defining

through poetry writing thus became the focus of

the study of tensions.
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3.

The Story that could be told using the MTelling Case"
Method for an 'Ideological1 Study of Poetry Writing
Since the

hypotheses

"telling case"

is

concerned with testing

and generating theory,

particular circumstances

its

focus

is on

surrounding a case

[which]

make previously obscure theoretical relationships
apparent"
B.

(Mitchell;

Street,

1993;

circumstances"
concepts

p.

quoted in Bloome,
12).

led me to

in the

This

D.,

D.

serve to

suddenly

Sheridan and

focus on "surrounding

look for theoretical

'ideological'

"the

links between

literature I had reviewed and

the relationships between poetry writing and personhood that
the students

in the dissertation study encountered in

multiple social contexts of
"telling case"

their community.

Thus,

this

of a high school poetry community provided a

grounded study that encompassed the particulars of poetry
writing and social
contexts of

their community

conferences)
'ideological'
with a

identity for students

and also

in the schooled

(the classroom,

in their homes.

By using an

frame for theorizing literacy

"telling case"

consider how the

design,

I was

club and

in combination

therefore able to

interplay of differing ideologies of

literacy and personhood operating
poetry community set up tensions
social

identities

across

those contexts.

in multiple contexts of
for students constructing

in relation to poetry writing within and
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the

C.

What

1.

The

a.

Language,

'Counts'

’’Consequences'*

of Framing Poetry as

Text and Teacher

The model of
classroom was
view of

as Poetry in the Classroom?

in the

"Autonomous" Model

literacy "privileged"

"autonomous"

language as

—

i.e.,

'neutral'

and

legitimated a particular set of

"Autonomous"

in the poetry writing

it was characterized by a

'transparent'

that

social relations of status

and a particular version of social practices of poetry in the
classroom.

Acting within this

"autonomous"

teacher assumed language to be

'neutral,'

paradigm,

texts

the

to be capable

of providing their own contexts for meaning and teachers to
be the authorities about textual meaning and form.
assumptions
topic

legitimated teacher authority to control the

in order to accomplish an "autonomous"

agenda,

one

These

educational

in which students were taught to write texts that

could convey meaning directly to the reader without the need
for further explication.

The teacher based his classroom

pedagogy as well as his definitions of what
poetry in this

ideology.

The

"consequences"

descriptions of poetry and personhood it

'counted'

as

of the

legitimated are

addressed in the following sections.
b.

Poetry Texts as

"Accessible"

In the poetry writing classroom,
'counted'

had to do with qualities

"accessible"

the criteria for what

that made a text

to an audience of readers unknown to the poets.
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The notion that the meanings of poetry texts could be
"accessible"
writing,

in this way was based on a privileging of

particularly social practices of writing used to

produce texts capable of providing their own contexts for
meaning.
According to the teacher,
text and rendering it

locating meaning in a poetry

"accessible"

to the reader was achieved

through choices about language and topic.

Some of the same

qualities associated with essay writing were part of the
description of poetry writing in the classroom — clarity of
language,

conciseness and the use of concrete

this description of poetry,

today."

"universal"

What was meant by "universal"
however,

topics suggested what was not
"too personal"

both by

or

topics was not clearly

his exclusion of particular

"universal"

"too political."

description of poetry in "autonomous"
on poetry texts

experiences,

topics and by using "the language of

defined by the teacher;

either

In

meaning could be located in

poetic texts by appealing to
writing on "universal"

images.

— topics
Thus

that were

the classroom

terms put requirements

that were similar to those for essay texts,

privileging the qualities of detachment associated with essay
texts

in descriptions of what

'counted'

classroom.
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as poetry in the

c.

Poetry as Art
In the classroom,

"autonomous"
I

poetry was defined in relation to

qualities of text but also as a form of art.

noted in Chapter

II,

these two

ideas are not

As

incompatible.

Both locate meaning in an individual work rather than in the
social signifying system or the social processes of the
culture
as art

in which a work is produced.

The framing of poetry

in the classroom had particular social consequences.

One of the consequences was a description of the poet's work
as

"craft"

words.
as

— cleverness

in finding fresh ways to combine

Another consequence was the description of the poet

"universal,"

class,

gender,

a description that masked differences — of
etc.

textual meanings.

— because

it dismissed their impact on

A third consequence was the definition of

the artist as philosophical and insightful,
entertainer,

but a serious

thinker.

not an

A fourth consequence was

the ruling out of poetry that failed to meet the criteria of
an "artistic”
—poems

text providing the context for

that were

"too personal"

or

its own meaning

"too political."

the account of poetry as art excluded

'popular'

Thus

social

practices of poetry that enjoyed wider social currency than
'art'

— social practices of poetry that were close to the

students'

lives,

such as the lyrics

to

'popular'

songs

they

listened to on the radio or heard in live performances or
their own practices of poetry writing to construct a
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historical account or to alter or maintain social relations
with peers or lovers.
2.

What *s

Invisible

a.

Culture(s)

in the

Missing from this

"Autonomous" Account

"autonomous"

couched in the language of

account of poetry as art

"universals" were provisions for

multiple social practices of poetry and the personhoods and
texts associated with them.

First,

the description of

language of today" was not elaborated enough to
multiple languages now spoken in America.

the rhyming characteristic of rap for example.
language was a monoglot one,

alternative languages and dialects.

include the

Nor did it allow

for the inclusion of particular conventions of

description of

"the

Second,

language —
The

ruling out
the description

of poetry as art ruled out alternative social practices of
poetry writing such as rap,
verses,

etc.

Third,

song lyrics or greeting card

the description of writers as

"unique"

disconnected them from their social contexts and purposes
poetry writing and from the social relations

for

there.

The privileging of the genre of poetry as art and the
ideological nature of the sets of social relations
represented were

invisible

in this

"autonomous"

it

account that

abstracted the poet as artist from social processes and
practices as part of a discourse of
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"universals."

Further,

the

"one true version"

of poetry it privileged ruled out

other social practices of poetry by rejecting those that were
defined in connection with
song lyrics.

In the

’popular culture,'

"autonomous"

classroom,

such as rap or
the genre of

poetry as art excluded these practices because they rhymed
and because they were defined as
b.

Social Class(es)

"entertainment."

and Work

While the theme of work as the writer's

"craft"

formed

part of the instructional conversation in the poetry writing
classroom,

work was defined in relation to the production of

a particular kind of text — poetry as art.

The

"craft"

discussion was a logical outcome of the framing of
as

'neutral'

Chapter II,

and meanings as text-centered.
discussions of

"craft"

As noted in

are part of an attempt to

associate meaning with individual works of art
where art
people

is viewed as

(Geertz,

1983).

language

in the West,

separate from the social

life of the

In evaluating qualities of a text,

the discussion is about how much "craft" went
production — how much "craft"

into its

the text embodies.

of discussion decontextualizes work,

This sort

restricting it to talk

about text production rather than what will be done with
poetry texts

in the social world,

including whether or not

these texts can be used for commercial gains.
However,

in addition to this

the poet's work as

"craft,"

"autonomous"

definition of

there were other definitions of
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work presented in the class.

These definitions were part of

the social content of two poetry texts presented as
instructional models

in the classroom and the teacher's

characterizations of them.
poetry as art discussion,

Although still framed within a
these characterizations drew

distinctions between the topics and language of elite
effete)

poets and texts

explication)
earth'

(and

(those requiring scholarly

on the one hand,

and

American poets and texts,

'practical,'
on the other.

celebrated in some of these accounts was

'down to
The work

that of farmers,

stockyard workers and doctors of the poor — not that of
"ivory tower"
Thus

university poets.

in some ways

the teacher appeared to take into

account the social conditions
topics and texts
identify with.

in which he worked,

in language that middle class

choosing

students could

Yet he was constrained from discussing poetry

as work in the sense of a

'practical'

espousing the genre of poetry as art,
version of poetry,

career path,

because in

he chose a narrow

one that by definition ruled out personal,

political or commercial gains from poetry writing,
c.

Gender(s)
Since the teacher framed language and poetry writing

"autonomously,"
ideological

he seemed only partially aware of the

implications of his choices.
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That

is,

his

description of art as a

"craft”

suggested that hard work

could produce a good material product

in the form of a poetry

text — one that was

its universality and

consequent
life

in his

"autonomous"

"accessibility."
cultural

for

But the descriptions of working

stories of poets and poetry and the

texts he chose as models were never grounded in female
experiences of work,
as a model

and the only female-authored poem used

in the course was not about the

"craft"

writing but about being driven to write poetry as
The differentiation of gendered experiences,
from this description of poetry as art based on
qualities rendering individual poetic texts

of poetry
a therapy.
missing

'universal'

'accessible,'

seemed to blind the teacher to connections between poetry
writing and social experiences of gender.

The male-authored

texts that provided the definition of what

'counted,'

assumed to be

'accessible'

universality.

to females because of their

On the other hand,

male-authored texts

the description of these

in universal terms was not matched by an

equal balance of female-authored
suggesting that

were

'universal'

about male experiences,

'universal'

texts,

texts were those written by males

or those written from a

point of view.
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"universal"

3.

The Social Consequences of the "Autonomous" Description of
Poetry for the Classroom, the Club and the Conferences
The view of

language

language as

in poetry texts

"neutral'’

to be

that took the use of

individual and unique also

legitimated the authority of the teacher as a gatekeeper and
thus helped to structure the social relations of the
classroom and the club.
social

identity as poet

In the conferences,

the teacher's

legitimated his authority to lead

workshops and perform poetry in the genre of poetry as art.
In this context he was not a gatekeeper but an
and

'unique'

writer

in a community of

'individual'

individual,

unique

writers.
The description of poetry as art

in the classroom and

other contexts of the poetry community masked the elitism of
poetry as art as a historical and social practice of
by promoting an ideology of the

literacy

individual as an outcast,

although these individuals were members of artistic
communities and met at conferences

to share their work.

Thus

the student poets who attended the poetry conferences saw
their teacher model behaviors for poet-artists
collegiality and respect toward the student

(including

initiates)

that

students participating only in the classroom context for
poetry didn't

see.

These student poets who moved beyond the

classroom into the contexts of the poetry conferences enjoyed
a higher status

there than in the classroom,
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where,

as

students,

they were lectured to about the forms of poetry.

At the conferences,
initiates

on the other hand,

they were treated as

into an elite community of poet-artists,

people to

share work with and people whose work was worth sharing.
D.

How is What * Counts * in the Classroom Connected
to Western Ideologies of Literacy?

1.

The Status of Poetry as Art
Practices of Literacy

a.

The Status of Poetry in the Middle Class High School
In defining poetry as art,

of texts

for a small,

in Relation to Other Social

a practice of the production

educated audience,

the teacher was

acting within a historical framework that required the social
context of education;

i.e.,

according to this definition,

order to know the rules of textual practice for poetry,
had to receive instruction.

in

poets

This way of defining poetry

existed in relation to the status of poetry writing in
Western cultures as a schooled social practice of
A problem that arose from this
was

literacy.

framing of poetry writing

the status of poetry writing in relation to other genres

— particularly genres regarded as
'practical'

'technical'

and therefore

in the Western discourse of modernity that

measures progress

in terms of scientific advancement.

In the

American middle class high school of the dissertation study,
patterns of scheduling and enrollment suggested that
instruction in poetry writing did not hold a status as high
as other social practices of

literacy in the school.
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For

example,
the

among the students who would have been attracted by

idea of poetry as a literary art,

learning how to
canon was more

'read'

it appeared that

the works of the Western literary

important than learning how to write poetry if

they intended to specialize in literary studies

in college.

The scheduling of the poetry writing and Advanced Placement
English classes at the same time suggested that one of the
courses was expendable for college bound students
to major

in literature.

intending

This pattern of scheduling suggested

that from the standpoint both of administrators and of this
set of

future

literature majors,

mastery of the canon and of

textual conventions of the analytical essay were more
important than mastery of the textual conventions of poetry
writing.

It may have seemed to administrators that for

students not planning to major
was more

in literature in college,

important to be proficient

'practical'

— expository writing,

it

in genres regarded to be
for example — or,

it may

have seemed to them more important that students be schooled
in "skills"
case,

courses emphasizing vocabulary-building.

the attitudes

In any

students and school administrators held

about poetry writing appeared to stem from the fact that
poetry as art was a social practice of

literacy not widely

valued in the community the school served.
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b.

What 'Counts' as Poetry in the Classroom and the Status
of Poetry as a Genre of School Writing
In choosing to present what

of

its

'counted*

as poetry in terms

"accessibility"

and in defining "the language of

today"

in terms of

clarity,

rhyme,

the teacher seemed to have been "privileging"

its

conciseness and absence of

conventions associated with qualities of detachment
'practical'

essay texts.

It may be that

in this way for his middle class
address

the apparent problems

rhymed or as quaint,

in

in defining poetry

students,

he sought to

that conceptions of poetry as

old fashioned "poetic language"

presented for students
taught.

the same

in other English courses he had

On the other hand,

it may be that

conventions of poetic text that he chose,
to present poetry as a no less
than other forms of writing,

'practical'

in choosing the
he was attempting
course of study

because the same qualities of

text that made a piece of writing good poetry also went
the production of good prose.

In this

"autonomous"

of text production that took language to be a
of communication,

it could be argued that practice

'practical'

framing

'neutral'

tool

social practices of detachment were brought

to bear on the production of all texts,
Thus

into

not poetry alone.

in poetry writing was

in that poetry was a form of writing that

provided training

in and an opportunity to perfect the

qualities of writing associated with clarity of
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language.

While

it

is not clear whether the teacher had consciously

worked out these relationships,

patterns

in the data

suggested that possibility.
2_;_ The Status of Poetry as Art
Practices of Poetry
a.

in Relation to Other Social

What Social Practices of Poetry Were Not
By defining poetry as art as what

classroom,
poetry.
lyrics,

'Counted1

'counted'

in the

the teacher ruled out other social practices of

For example,
rap,

rhymes

were ruled out.

social practices of poetry as song

for children and greeting card verses

What was

left was

the description of a

social practice of poetry oriented toward the creation of a
product that appealed to small audiences.
context of school

in the

'popular'

Outside the

culture,

these other

social practices of poetry appeared to hold higher status.
One reason appeared to be because they allowed for commercial
gains because they were part of a broader

'cultural

By ruling out these other social practices of poetry,
the teacher contradicted many of the students'

previous

notions about poetry — poetry as children's verses,
lyrics,

rap or Hallmark verses.

practices were not
they rhymed,

'counted'

Since these generic social

as poetry by the teacher because

or because they constituted

rather than art,

song

the students'

'entertainment'

knowledge about

poetry was excluded.
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these forms as

b.

What Poets Were Not
The teacher's

'Counted'

definition of poetry as art required that

students produce poetry texts

that were similar to essay

texts — both were supposed to be able to

"stand alone"

that unknown readers would find them "accessible."
way,

he painted the task of the poet as

an essay writer.
the social
students

However,

similar to that of

identity of the poet artist and others whom the

seemed to regard as poets —

among the not

'counted'

insight,

lyricists,

rappers or

These poets who were

were excluded because they lacked

because they rhymed their texts or because

their work was cast as
culture,

In this

he did make a distinction between

the authors of greeting card verses.

special

so

'entertainment.'

While

in the mass

these entertainers appealed to broad audiences,

the

classroom stories about poets cast poet artists as elite in
terms of their insight — as
of their special

Not ruled out of this picture but holding

in the poetry as art genre were social

practices of poetry as
3.

Summary:

in a sense because

insights and lonely occupation that placed

them above others.
a lesser status

'outsiders'

therapy.

Status Relations and the Status of Genres

Both the status of the genre of poetry as art

in this

American middle class high school and the historical sets of
social relations associated with its
structure social relations

status helped to

in the classroom,
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the club and the

conferences.

As persons who needed to be

instructed in the

qualities of artistic texts and the production of such texts,
the young men and women in the classroom context occupied the
status of students rather than poets.

Left out of the

classroom account of poetry as a schooled practice of
literacy and poetry as

art were their experiences with other

social practices of poetry,

those which came from their

interactions around literacy and personhood in their homes.
The students who moved beyond the classroom into the
contexts of poetry club and the poetry conferences
social practices of poetry as art to be all that
those contexts.
students’

status was not much different than it was

although here what

\

'counted'

In the context of the poetry club,

classroom —.they took instruction in what

and contests.
conferences

'counted'

found
in

the
in the

'counted,'

had to do with poetry journals

However those students who attended poetry

found that,

having accepted the teacher's version

of poetry as art and having fulfilled the textual
requirements
that of

for poetry as art,

initiates

The status of
contexts,
who gave

since

into a community of poets
the teacher also differed in these

in the classroom he served as a

instruction in what

write poetry.

they held a higher status.

'counted'

'gatekeeper'

as poetry and how to

In the context of an English class where
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students enrolled as part of a fulfillment of their
graduation requirement for four years of English,
the poetry they wrote to meet the requirements
assignments.
conferences,

However,

for classroom

in the contexts of the club and the

he did not grade the students'

former context,

he graded

work.

In the

he offered guidance about poetry conferences

and publications,

identifying those which

'counted'

as

those

that did not ask poets to pay a fee to have their poetry
judged in a contest or to have their work included in a
publication.
a poet,

However,

in the conferences,

he held status as

a member of a community of poets to which the

students participating in the conferences were welcomed.
E.

What are the Tensions for these Middle Class
Students Practicing Poetry across Contexts?

1.

A Tension Between

'Practical'

and

a.

Middle Class Personhood and the

'Impractical'

'Practical'

There were several kinds of tensions which the students
faced in both home and school contexts

for poetry writing.

The most notable example was found in a consistent pattern
with respect to social class
attitudes

that characterized the students'

toward poetry writing as a potential career path.

The attitude students held toward literacy in general
and poetry in particular seemed to be organized around a
concept of middle class personhood that stressed the need to
prepare for a

'practical'

career.
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Whether this

focus was a

result of

the

"pedagogizing"

(Street and Street,

1990)

technical practices of

literacy by the nation that had

permeated middle class

families

of school,

or whether

cultural process of
class

it was

even in their lives outside

the culmination of a lengthy

"privileging”

(Street,

families of those practices of

support rationality and technology,

it appeared that

school poets,

1984)

by middle

literacy believed to
not a single student

the study planned to prepare for a career
Rather,

of

in

in poetry writing.

in this American community of high

ideologies of the person suggested that middle

class people needed to engage in

'practical'

career training

and practical forms of writing.
Yet,

despite their future plans for

the fact was
them,

'practical'

that the students were writing poetry when I met

or else there would not have been a study.

that they needed to reconcile a tension between
and

'impractical'

poetry as art,

in order to engage

for the

This meant
'practical'

in the practice of

ideology of poetry as art was one

which did not allow for practical careers,
out by its exclusive definition of what
for example,

careers,

having ruled them

'counted'

(unlike,

the ideology of graphic art and illustration as

practical courses of study leading to careers
advertising.)
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in design and

b.

Seeking to Resolve Tensions Between
'Impractical' in Talk About Text
The students

need to be

sought to resolve this

'practical'

1989)
for

tension between the

One way involved describing their

in "essential"

terms

(Marshall and Wetherell,

by describing themselves as

"creativity"

and

and their desire to write poetry in

several different ways.
identities

'Practical'

in their lives.

"creative"

or having a need

For example,

write poetry because of who you are."

Rosa said "you

A second solution was

to treat poetry writing as

just another English credit earned

on the way to graduation.

A third way to resolve the tension

involved denying that there was any difference between
genres:

poetry writing was

"like"

other kinds of writing,

engaging in poetry writing was one way to
writing in general,
writing.

because

the teacher framed poetry

similar to other writing;

given uneasy middle class
to engage

improve one's

even one's analytical and expository

(As noted earlier,

writing as

so

this

framing may have

students the permission they needed

in poetry writing by justifying it as

'practical'

it gave them the opportunity to polish their skills

as writers).

Tim and Keith spoke of poetry writing this way.

A fourth way students
to treat poetry writing as

sought to resolve this

something they were doing in the

present but might abandon in the future.
speaking in terms of

"now"

tension was

They did this by

(when they were writing poetry)
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and the future when they would be too busy with their work to
write

it,

as

humorously,
Caton

if the practice of poetry was,
a

(1990)

"write of passage"

suggests most Americans do,

as

"real work"

in professional art school

might continue to write poetry).

wanted to change the world,
through poetry writing,
perhaps

"creative"
Rosa,

who had said that

to describe

as Sarah,

also said she

so she would work to make a lot of

to become a lawyer.

in the future was

person she

and you couldn't change the world

justified a continuation of

activity,

soon enough.

(though earlier she

"you write poetry because of who you are,"

students

"child's play"

doubting she'd have much time for poetry

had expressed the belief that as a

money,

as

Linda spoke of the amount of time her art

projects would take,
once she was

it

— regarding poetry,

that would have to be set aside for
For example,

to put

Another way in which the
the practice of poetry

it as a private,

and even Keith,

did.

This

leisure time
justification

for continuing to practice poetry in the future was
frequently supported by explanations relying on notions of
"personality"

—

i.e.,

the students would explain their

continued engagement

in poetry writing by defining themselves

in individualist and

'essential'

Wetherell,

1989)

suggesting that

as

"creative"

it was

creative art of poetry,

terms

(Marshall and

("I'm a creative person"),

"natural"

for them to engage

in the

both now and in the future when.
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because that stage of

their lives would be different,

would probably be practicing poetry privately.
described herself this way;
professional photographer,

Sarah

despite her plan to become a
she envisioned the possibility

that she would continue to write poetry as
of a personal need to

an adult because

"be creative."

2.

Tensions Around Social Practices of Poetry Not

a.

'Popular'

'popular'

social practices of poetry

associated with broader audiences

(such as

rap or greeting card verses),

have been tensions among the middle class
study who were

'practical'

the production of
there may well
students

interested in career training.

narrow definition of poetry as art,
no

'Counted'

Social Practices of Poetry

With respect to

song lyrics,

they

however,

gain from poetry writing.

in the

Because of the
they could see

Some of the poetry

texts the students produced employed generic conventions

from

other social practices of poetry — such as song lyrics —
and other social practices of writing — such as
the horror story.

the genre of

Neither of these genres cast the writer

in

the same circumstances described in the description of poetry
as art,

rather they evoked what may have appeared as more

'practical'

pastimes and more

interesting personhoods

to

middle class American teens about to graduate from high
school.
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b.

Poetry as Personal and Political
Although the students

poetry in detached ways,
but detached.
as a way to

in the study often talked about

their uses of poetry were anything

Practicing poetry exclusively as a therapy,

'try out scenarios’

or

or as a way to make a

political statement did not fit the description of social
practices of poetry as art.

Rather,

these generic practices

of poetry represented ideologies connecting the poet to
social relations

in highly contextualized rather than

decontextualized ways.

That

is,

writing in a detached manner,

the poet was not at all

but was often intensely

invested in generating a poem,

and the audience the poet had

in mind was usually not some group of strangers but was more
often friends and family.
to Jeff to

"say what

So,

for example,

Linda wrote poems

I can't say other ways."

some of her poetry to her mother,

Marissa read

while Keith showed some of

the poetry he wrote to his mother and his

sister.

of the poetry the students wrote did seem to be

Too,

much

'private'

in

the sense that they themselves were the primary audience for
it.

Tim's poem about his great grandmother's affliction fit

this category.
The tension between a sense of poetry as a social
practice of passion rather than one of detachment seemed to
derive from the students'

experiences

in the world outside of

school and clearly clashed with the classroom definitions of
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poetry writing as
Ellen,

a form of writing similar to

whose poetry writing for classroom assignments

bound by the rules of poetry as
poetry because

art,

said she

"it allows you to think about

differently than you do with essays."
poetry

"you don't

such poems
poems

show the teacher"

and kept

she wrote

them private.

major

social class

finding of

liked writing
things

Ellen alluded to

Linda,

too,

said some

for class but

to

"try out scenarios."

Tensions between Family and School
Practices of Literacy
A

seemed

— hinting that she wrote

in her diary were not

provide a way for her to
3.

the essay.

Social

the study had to do with patterns of

in family practices of personhood and literacy.

Family practices

seemed to shape the tensions around poetry

writing and social

identity

in a number of ways

so that

students often entered the classroom with agendas
match those of

the school.

For example,

students with unhappy family lives,

that didn't

Rosa and Keith,

two

engaged in social

practices of poetry accorded lower status

in the classroom

ideology of poetry as art that privileged qualities of
artistic detachment.
"autonomous"

lens

Looking at their work through an

could result

in reading their poetry as

inferior through some cognitive or affective flaw on the part
of

the student rather than reading their poetry culturally —

as

a process of

social

identity construction imbued with
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tensions stemming from competing ideologies of personhood,
the poet as student on the one hand,
’masculine,'

'practical'

and the poet as

or resistant and angry, on the

other.
Even students whose agendas seemed on the surface to be
consistent with that of the teacher — that they learn to
write

'artistic'

poems and to position themselves in detached

ways toward their texts — were not always consistent with
his goals.

For example, Keith, Ellen, Tim and Linda engaged

in the social practice of "separating
imagination'

'things of the

in talk about text" that Heath (1986) describes

as "middle class."

Tim and Linda adopted individual patterns

of secrecy with regard to the practice of poetry as art.
Whereas Ellen and Linda wrote poems they didn't show the
teacher, Tim cloaked his desire to write poetry and unease
with engaging in public practices of poetry by emphasizing
the qualities of poetry that made it just like other school
writing — by defining it in socially decontextualized terms.
Although Keith seemed less uncomfortable than Tim with the
public practice of poetry writing,

and although his work

showed a greater range of conventions that violated the
teacher's models,

like Tim,

he to a degree emphasized the

lessons he had learned from writing poetry that could be
applied in other kinds of writing.
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Family practices of

literacy

involving personhood and

poetry seemed to affect how the students positioned
themselves as poets.

For example,

framing of poetry as

art as

topics which could be
practice

Ellen seemed to use the

a means

"dangerous.”

to avoid writing on
Her carrying of this

into the poetry classroom from the experiences of

her home enabled her to avoid taking risks

that could have

resulted had she departed from the detached perspective
described as
felt

artistic

in the

that he had to hide his

family where males honored
complex part of
is

"autonomous"

classroom.

desire to practice poetry

'the practical.’

Tim
in a

How gender was a

these family practices and social processes

discussed next.
F.

How are the Tensions Different or the Same
for Males and Females?

1.

Poetry Writing and Personhood

a.

Poetry as

'Effeminate'

One tension identified in the study reflects what
Solsken

(1993,

p.

43)

has referred to as

perception of poetry as
American culture."
any contexts of
classroom.
less

at

First,

there was

in terms of

in an

in the dominant Anglothe absence of males

the school poetry community save that of

This pattern suggests

stake

to engage

'effeminate'

"the general

that

generic practice,
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the

there may have been

a social risk to females

'impractical'

in

choosing

for as

Solsken

(1993)

points out,

"in general,

toward text may be regarded as

an aesthetic stance

female and devalued because

is not directed toward making or doing something in the
world'"(p.

43).

Second,

it

'real

the tension between on the one hand,

the classroom context that offered male-authored poetry as
models

for

imitation,

and on the other hand,

world of middle class American families
as an

'effeminate'

social practice of

the everyday

that defined poetry

literacy may account

for the fact that the two males whose portraits appear
study described poetry in "autonomous"
another form of writing.

terms

in the

— as just

By describing poetry writing as no

different from any other kind of writing,

it was possible to

deny that poetry writing was

or that engaging in

'effeminate'

social practices of poetry writing could in any way impugn a
student's manhood.

Thus,

these students spoke

being able to apply what was
in other contexts.

in terms of

learned through poetry writing

One student characterized this

decontextualized knowledge as applicable to analytical
writing;

the other student also characterized poetry writing

in "autonomous"

terms — as

carry into other contexts
b.

teaching him something he could

for writing — the capacity to lie.

Male-Authored Texts as Models of What
Another obvious

'Counts'

as Poetry

tension existed around the teacher's

description of poetry as art,

an implicitly male activity.

The predominance of male-authored texts presented as
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"universal" models

for

imitation in the class may well have

suggested to the young women who comprised 80% of the
enrollment

in the class

that the best poetry as art had been

written by men.

In the universalizing discourse of art,

social tensions

for young women trying to write from the

position of the male poet artist was

invisible.

the

Producing

artistic poetry carried for them the risk of estrangement
from the social,

historical and ideological relations of

their experiences as young women,

which,

because of their

absence from the models of poetry as art presented in the
classroom,

appeared insignificant or unworthy as

the topics

of poetry.
In one sense,
tensions

female poets would seem to face fewer

than males

in investing in poetry writing as a

social practice of literacy —
as

’effeminate'

if

indeed poetry is construed

— a female kind of activity.

Their tensions

would be more likely to stem from having to cast their female
experiences as

"universal"

by writing from a male viewpoint,

since male poetry provided the models of what
the classroom.
social

in

Yet only Ellen consistently constructed her

identity as a

the generic

'counted'

"universal" writer;

she stayed within

ideology of poetry as art but remained estranged

from herself as a female person in a manner similar to Rich's
(1984)

description of herself as a poet working from models
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of male-authored texts presented as

"universal."

The

lack of

consistent gender patterns among students regarding tensions
is

taken up next.

2.

Poetry Writing and Gender
While the goal of

of poetry as

'practical'

'impractical'

was a consistent pattern across

the seven students regardless of
students

careers and the dismissing

their gender,

individual

seemed to experience the relationship between gender

identity and poetry writing in ways that were not
predictable.

That

is,

while students'

social practices of

poetry seemed to support their own agendas,

those agendas

could not easily be generalized across gender lines.
example,

For

Rosa and Keith engaged in poetry as a therapy to

distance themselves
themselves as

from family pain,

"resistant"

thereby positioning

to the genre of poetry as art and

the set of elite social relations and detachment from text
that genre represented.

Also,

Ellen and Tim were students

who felt a need to secret their social
(although for differing reasons).

identities as poets

Ellen had associated

poetry with the safe topics of children's verse and was
unwilling to engage

in the kind of risks

poetry "resistantly."

Tim,

involved in writing

on the other hand,

seemed to be

responding to family patterns of secrecy that were part of a
tension for males between an ideology of
a desire to engage

in poetry writing.
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'the practical'

and

This resulted in his

denial of the social relations
poetry as art,

suggested by the genre of

which he cast as

"just another form of

writing."
Here again,
consistent.

however,

the gender patterns were not

While Ellen,

one of the four female poets who

moved beyond the classroom context,
"autonomous"

terms,

Linda,

spoke of poetry in

Marissa and Sarah,

moved beyond the classroom,

and Rosa,

who had also

who had not,

spoke of

poetry writing in intimate and passionate terms.
What distinguished three out of these four poets who
participated in contexts of the poetry community beyond the
classroom were their uses of poetry writing to construct
social

identities

from multiple versions of personhood by

using poetry writing "ideologically,"

joining it to the

circumstances of their social

Sarah,

Linda blended genres,

lives.

Marissa and

wrote on topics of power and passion in

their poetry and incorporated the

ideology of artistic

individualism and communities of artists

into their own peer

relations by forming a community of peer poets.
Yet,

paradoxically,

these young women described poetry

writing as something individual and personal,
engaged in because they were
poetry writing in terms of

"creative."

"creativity,"

In speakng of
they reproduced the

ideology of poetry as art and the artist as
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a practice they

"essential"

rather than social while at
poetry as art

the same time moving beyond the

ideology in their practices,

which linked

poetry writing to their own multiple social agendas.
G.
This

Summary of the Findings

study has

served to make visible tensions around

poetry writing and the social construction of

identity in the

Foothills Regional High School poetry community,
the Foothills poetry community

locating

in a larger cultural context

of historical and social practices of

literacy holding

contesting meanings and differentiated levels of status.
tensions
for

these competing social practices of

The

literacy created

individual student poets who were members of the schooled

community of poets were elucidated in this
hand,

there was

study.

On the one

the valuing of qualities of detachment

associated with school writing — particularly with essaytext writing;

on the other hand,

there were the students'

notions of poetry as passionate and political.
The findings of the study "tell"
cultural

ideologies of the

'practical'

a story that

links

with the personhood of

middle class men and women to show some of the tensions
around social

identity and poetry writing which the students

in the study faced.

The tensions were shown to be social

rather than psychological,
experiences

related to the students'

in families with social practices

personhood and literacy.

linking

The social construction of gender
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identities

from cultural models of personhood and literacy

was a pattern among poets

in this

study;

however,

member of a particular gender did not result
choice about how to construct social
writing.

Sometimes,

in fact,

themselves as gender-neutral,

being a

in a predictable

identity through poetry

students chose to represent
not just to write as

experience were universal and ungendered as

if

it had been

presented to them but to hide experiences they regarded as
private from the public view that teacher,

peers and school

represented to them.
The study identified tensions around poetry writing and
social

identity construction for the students

related to:

1)

ideologies of personhood that privileged

literacies regarded as
women;

2)

'practical'

the ruling out of

for middle class men and

'practical'

social practices of

poetry by the definition of poetry as art,
practice of

in the study as

literacy with a small audience;

an elite social
3)

the emphasis

on poetry as an artistic product rather than as a cultural
process of social
a

'personal'

and

identity construction involving passions of
'political'

authored texts as models of

nature;

4)

"universal’

the use of maleexperiences despite

an overwhelmingly female participation in all of the contexts
of

the poetry community.
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H.

1.

Insights and Implications:
What this * Telling Case * Adds

The Relevance of 'Ideological1
Regarded to be Problematic

Theory to Literacies

This dissertation study has offered a
that validated the use of
of

literacies

'ideological'

using

frames

in the study

regarded by educators as problematic.

case of the community which was
study,

'telling case'

'ideological'

the focus of

In the

the dissertation

literacy theory to frame poetry

writing resulted in a focus on the connections between poetry
writing and social
students'
school.

identity as a way of comparing the

agendas around poetry writing with those of the
Defining both poetry writing and social
imbued with tensions

identity as

'ideological'

—

in a study of

their connections provided a fruitful way to

develop work begun by Gilbert
genres as

'ideological'

(1988;

— and linking the two

1989;

1991)

describing

for the particular sets of social

relations embodied in the conventions of plot of particular
story genres.
The dissertation study has
genres as

'ideological'

relations

the genres

poetry,

inside out to ask what sets of social

themselves represent.

With respect to

the differing ideologies of poetry as a genre

represented to the students
— poets as artists,
verses,

turned Gilbert's concept of

rappers,

differing personhoods

song lyricists,

diarists,

producers of Hallmark

lovers and friends.
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for poets

The agendas

young women and men brought to bear on writing the poetry
they turned in for class or submitted to read at conferences
were grounded in particular experiences of social class
around personhood and literacy.
writing poetry,
social

In meeting their agendas for

the students could be seen constructing

identities from the cultural stories

their material experiences

that had formed

in families.

Focusing on the social relations represented by the
genre of poetry as art

in relation to its differentiated

status among other genres of literacy,
suggested how the

'single true version'

related to particular social tensions
they defined themselves
'ideological'

poetry and art
of poetry as art was

for the students as

in relation to poetry writing.

framing of poetry writing and social

The

identity

thus held up for scrutiny the contradictory sets of social
relations suggested by the definitions of poetry in multiple
contexts of the students'
Several

lives.

sets of contradictory social relations were made

visible by the study.

First,

there was

the fundamental

tension between poetry as a male activity with male-authored
texts predominating in the poetry community while poetry
writing was perceived as
'real world'

'effeminate'

including the students'

quarters of the poetry community,
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and impractical
homes.

Second,

in the
in some

poetry was described as

similar to the essay in its qualities of

'detachment,'

while

in the world outside that community,

poetry was viewed as

passionate,

Third,

political,

art was defined as
written by small,
'popular'

or personal.

'universal,'

it was depicted as read and

elite audiences of the

literate,

whereas

forms of poetry such as song lyrics and rap were

denied status as art precisely because of
universality,

their apparent

accessibility and appeal to large audiences.

Framing poetry writing
tensions visible,
an

while poetry as

'autonomous'

whereas

'ideologically'

they would have been invisible

framing of poetry writing,

left us where we began,

made these

which would have

with the mystery of poetry as

problematic for American secondary school students.
these tensions,
writing as
That

is,

in

Perhaps

some of which add to the perception of poetry

'impractical,'

are at the heart of the problem.

the low test scores and apparent dislike of poetry

by many "mainstream"

secondary school students may not be the

problem itself but only a symptom of a problematic divide —
between the contrasting definitions of poetry valued by
schooling and the knowledge about poetry which students bring
with them from their experiences
2.

The Relevance of
The

'Ideological *

'ideological'

in families.
Theory to Pedagogy

framing of poetry instruction in the

dissertation study also exposed the tensions governing
language arts

instruction in general and poetry instruction
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in particular which flowed from an

’autonomous’

framing of

literacy — tensions reproduced by unexamined assumptions
about writing and art that governed decisions about what and
whose knowledge
to address

’counted.’

The study suggested that attempts

instruction to the

'realities'

of

the social

agendas of the students may fall short when literacy is
framed

'autonomously'

because the tensions governing their

agendas are invisible to the teacher.

Even when students'

agendas appear outwardly to conform to those of the teacher,
they may not,

but

in an

'autonomous'

model of

instruction,

there is no way to explain how or why they might match.
as

suggested in Chapter II,

researchers may have too readily

assumed a continuity between the social practices of
of

"middle class"

And,

literacy

students and those of schools.

The tensions which were invisible to the poet-teacher /
poet mentors of the dissertation study because of their
'autonomous'

framing of

'ideological'

literacy could be elucidated in an

model of poetry pedagogy.

pedagogy would look at social
competing social discourses,
institutional,

others as

Such a model of

identities as shaped by often
some of them formal and

informal as

the poems and stories

and songs children learn from relatives and friends.
at the

influences of the

suggest who can be

'ideologies’

'counted'

of personhood that

as obedient,
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Looking

kind,

strong.

resistant, masculine,

feminine,

practical,

or impractical in

relation to the standards of particular contexts could — and
should — be a project more emphasized in language arts
research,

for the dissertation study suggests that when high

school students take up pen and paper to write poetry,

they

cannot do so without constructing social identities as male
or female persons with particular material experiences that
link models of personhood and social practices of literacy
with social discourses and cultural stories.
If,

as Brodkey (1989) suggests,

the ideology of

educational discourse is based on the assumption of a single
’’true” or ’'right'' version of reality,

one might ask how

replacing this discourse with an "ideological" discourse
admitting of multiple versions

(Street,

1984) of reality

would present a different description of the artist.

If

genres themselves are "ideological" by the sets of social
relations they suggest,

then including or focusing on social

practices of poetry that are part of the currency of everyday
life — greeting card lyrics,

product advertising "jingles,"

rap or song lyrics — might have altered the tensions between
the

'impractical'

and the

'practical'

for these middle class

students.
The study suggests that tensions may arise for students
as poets and be visible to the teacher as
students write

'resistantly,'

'problems' when

constructing social identities
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in ways

that make their writing appear to be

with teacher-defined criteria
Sarah),

or they may be

conform outwardly
while

in fact

(as

(as

inconsistent

in the cases of Marissa and

invisible to the teacher because they
they did,

the student

for example with Ellen),

is writing to meet a social agenda

that can't be accounted for

in purely cognitive models of

literacy that define language as a neutral tool.
On the other hand,
autonomous

while the social relations of the

classroom masked the social agendas students

brought to writing,
'permission'

they also may have given males

to engage

in a social practice of

constructed in some contexts as
as

'effeminate'

just another form of writing — producing

texts — without

forcing males

the painting of poets as

'individualist'
as

'outsiders'

it

and Linda did,
ways,

using

'accessible'

'effeminate.'

appealed to an

ideology that was specific to the culture and

such familiar to the students.

incorporate

by describing it

to acknowledge the cultural

and social descriptions of poetry writing as
Too,

literacy

Thus

they were able to

into their social relations as Marissa,
in order to redefine themselves

'autonomous'

Sarah

in powerful

definitions of poetry as art as a

way of meeting their own social agendas.

These three young

women seemed appreciative for the opportunity to write on
topics of their choice for a class and to use the poems they
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wrote for agendas

that encompassed a variety of social

contexts and purposes.
The study confirms Bloch
practices of
of persons'

(1993)

that particular social

literacy may be connected to particular stages
lives and that these may be at odds with the

agendas of schools.
to the future

In constructing themselves

(Willis,

1977),

students may use writing in

ways not envisioned by schools,

ways that put them in

conflict with the educational goals of teachers.
example,

in relation

For

Tim's desire to construct a historical account of

his encounter with his grandmother with Alzheimers Disease,
or Rosa's

construction of a future self through poetry

writing that enabled her to envision herself as

separate from

the violence of her family may have run counter to the social
or textual requirements of
concrete

imagist poetry that required

images on the one hand,

and

'universal'

topics on

the other.
The study also showed how the material conditions of a
particular culture that are part of social discourses

in that

culture provide constraints for teachers attempting to design
instruction with their students
one perspective the teacher
be seen as
his

in mind.

For example,

from

in the dissertation study could

taking into account the material circumstances of

students — as middle class

'practical.'

Thus

teens

interested in the

the way that he described poetry writing
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as

similar to other forms of writing may have

provided a space for males

to write on topics close to their

hearts because they could justify engaging
as a way to
3.

Toward an

intentionally

in poetry writing

improve their writing in general.
'Ideological *

Model of Writing Pedagogy

In his poetry writing classroom,

the teacher in the

dissertation study described poetry in terms of culture —
he located his models of poetry and the personhood of poets
in historical and social movements

involving 20th Century

American language and texts rather than,
Century English language and texts.
as

'art',

However,

in 18th

in defining it

he separated it by implication from its rootedness

in social relations.
denied that
could be

for example,

This

it could be

'ideological'

of art found by Geertz

'autonomous'

'ideological.'

framing of poetry
The denial that poetry

was embedded in the Western theorizing
(1983)

to be problematic.

The dissertation study has shown poetry to be one among
many social practices of

literacy that,

like the others,

cannot be separated from Western ideologies that have tended
to

'privilege'

particular literacies as

presenting poetry as

'practical'

pedagogy within an "autonomous"

'practical.'

By

and constructing his
framing of

literacy,

Mr.

Markov was consistent with aspects of school culture that
constructed him as a teacher of writing with an agenda to
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meet

that required the handing down of knowledge about what

'counted'

as poetry.

While

in some ways he appeared to take

social conditions

in which he worked,

texts

in language that middle class

with,

Mr.

into account the

choosing topics and

students could identify

Markov was constrained from discussing poetry as

work in the sense of a

'practical'

career path,

espousing the genre of poetry as art,
version of poetry,
poetry writing.

because

in

he chose a narrow

one that ruled out commercial gains

from

Yet even if he had allowed for song lyrics,

rap or greeting card verses

in his description of poetry,

the

students apparently would not have found employment as
readily as

the graphic art students designing sale circulars

for groceries and department stores.
of non

'technical'

In fact,

the low status

forms of writing in American culture

is

suggested by the fact that there are no schools offering
programs of study specializing in the production of song
lyrics or greeting card verse,
programs

while there are degree

in journalism and technical writing.

English programs,
'literature'

once centered around the study of

or the production of

'literary'

adding concentrations and degree programs
writing;

in

texts,

are now

'technical'

it may be only a matter of time before high school

English departments do.
titled

Even college

'business writing'

As

it

is,

they have offered courses

for years.
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Students’

agendas often only appeared to match those of

the school and the teacher;
through an
divergences
or

'autonomous'

viewing the texts of their poetry

lens could only account for their

from the models of what

'successes'

in the cognitive sense.

language and literacy as

'ideological'

different set of social relations,
and schools

'counted'

as

However,

framing

could lead to a

one that enabled teachers

to recognize the need for a standard

but allowed for students

'failures'

to construct knowledge,

'currency'
raising the

status of their own knowledge and facilitating their
construction of new,
constructed social

critically based knowledge as

they

identities from knowledge of available

versions of personhood and social relations.

What other

versions of poetry and personhood could be made visible by
including the students'

knowledge as part of what

'counts'

— why not sets of social relations exemplified by Dr.
and other poets

for children?

Why not sets of social

relations exemplified by singers
'political'
and others?

poets

like John Lennon or

like Adrienne Rich,

Lawrence Ferlinghetti

Why not sets of social relations exemplified by

Tim's grandfather and Keith's uncle?
art as the

Suess

Why not a critique of

'spiritual bureaucracy of the soul'

against?
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Williams raged

The findings of
autonomous models
'ideological'

the study that genres — defined in

simply as neutral

suggests

forms — are,

that the status particular genres

carry and the connection of that status
constructions of personhood needs

the students

to social

to become part of the

instructional conversation as a way of
lives of

in fact,

linking writing to the

in meaningful ways.

An

'ideological'

framing of poetry writing could improve instruction both by
centering instruction around the students'
traditions

writing — the

they bring from their families — and by creating

a critical consciousness about the many uses

the people of a

culture have for writing and how those are shaped by
historical

ideologies related to the status of genres.

A question raised by the study is,
'ideological'
might an

what would an

framing of poetry instruction look like?

'ideological'

framing of poetry writing impact on

instruction and evaluation of student poetry?
happen if teachers recognized the
writing and social

What would

inseparability of poetry

identity — the fact that when American

students take up pens to write poetry,

they also take up

positions

in relation to social discourses

and poets

in particular sets of social relations?

What

impact would an

'ideological'

instruction have on students
For example,

what

How

if

that cast poetry

model of poetry

in the English language arts?

the models of
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'what counts'

were broader

and more varied?
were

'off

Sarah,

What

limits?'

if students

Supposing that students

like Marissa,

Keith or Rosa had the opportunity to read their poetry

in a classroom that framed poetry
would the expression of passions
in an

learned that no topics

'ideological'

differences — about what

it

group in a particular time?

how

What sort of

lead to about social

it means

social class,

—

such as anger and pain look

model of literacy?

constructive discussions might

a particular race,

'ideologically'

to be a man or a woman of

nationality or cultural

How might apparently

contradictory poems by the same person be used to talk about
the multiple versions of personhood available to people
'writing'

their lives?

How might the fact that some genres

have come to be associated with particular audiences,

texts

and social practices be part of the conversation in
classrooms?
In an

'ideological'

model of poetry writing pedagogy,

one might expect to find a curriculum representative of a
wide range of writing offered as models — poems
past and present,
poetry.

religious poetry,

Hallmark verses and rap.

limericks,

from diaries

graffiti,

love

One might expect to find

the students bringing in poems written by their family
members
that are

(as Tim's

grandfather's poems,

'political'

— feminist poems,
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for example).

Poems

poems about political

injustice and multicultural poems — could be part of

this

instructional conversation about the breadth of poetry and
the competing notions of what
how it

is part of the

it

is and what

it

is

’for'

lives of members of communities.

—
How

might such conversations about personhood and poetry writing
help students become agents of change
and

'individual'

future situated,
In a
poetry as

ways?

These questions deserve attention in

'ideological'

"re-vision"

in more than private

studies of poetry writing.

of poetry pedagogy that acknowledges

ideological,

one might expect a focus not on form

but on social content as a way of studying genres of poetry.
Students might study anti-war poems,

poems about the

experience of being Black or female,

or White and male

various contexts and particular
relations'

in

'constellations of social

rather than studying the forms of genres to ask if

they reproduce the
imagist poems

—

'proper'

if

form for haiku,

they are

'artistic'

confessional or

according to some

unexamined aesthetic standard.
A "re-vision"
"re-vision"

of writing pedagogy might also lead to a

of the process of reading students'

Reading students’

poems

work.

from a poststructural perspective

might provide a more positive account of tensions
between texts,
least as what
personhoods

showing inconsistencies as
is

"natural"

as students

strengths,

or at

struggle with various

in the process of constructing social
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in and

identities.

In this reading,

the

’’unified"

text might be construed

negatively — as

the static or dead text,

proof of

intellectual entropy rather than artistic perfection.

Now

that some of the tensions which made poetry problematic

in

the American secondary school of the dissertation study have
been made visible,

it

is possible to consider how poetry

instruction might be altered so that poetry reading and
writing might no longer be so problematic.
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APPENDIX A
THE RESEARCH SCHEDULE
DATES OF OBSERVATIONS

DATES OF INTERVIEWS

Poetry Classroom

Poetry Club

September:
4
9
11
15
16
21
22
24
29
30
October:
1,2,7, 15 (not taped)
9
12
13
14
21
29
30
November:
3
5
12
13

September:

December:
3 (not taped)
8
12
15
16
17
22
January:
5
6
7
8
14
22 (last scheduled
lab before finals)

December:

students' initiaj
September:
22 - L,M, 1

16 Club
Meeting

24 - J, K,
A, T
29 - T

October:

October:
21 - L, M
30 - R

14 Club
Meeting

November:
13 Club
Meeting

St. Matthew's
Conference
14 & 15

November:
11 - S
12 - A
13 - L, M
December:
3
4
8
8

-

L, M
T
R
R

January:

January:
20 - R
20 - E

April:

April:
23 - L, K
June:
30 - M

Foothills'
Conference
30
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APPENDIX B

CHICAGO*
Hog Butcher for the World,
Tool Maker, Stacker of Wheat,
Player with Railroads and the Nations Freight Handler;
Stormy, husky, brawling.
City of the Big Shoulders:
They tell me you are wicked and I believe them, for I have
seen your painted
women under the gas lamps luring the farm boys.
And they tell me you are crooked and I answer: Yes, it is
true I have seen the
gunmen kill and go free to kill again.
And they tell me you are brutal and my reply is: On the faces
of women and
children I have seen the marks of wanton hunger.
And having answered so I turn to sneer once more at those who
sneer at this my city,
and I give them back the sneer and say to them:
Come and show me another city with lifted head singing so
proud to be alive
and coarse and strong and cunning.
Flinging magnetic curses amid the toil of piling job on job,
here is a tall bold
slugger set vivid against little soft cities;
Fierce as a dog with tongue lapping for action, cunning as a
savage pitted against
the wilderness,
Bareheadded,
Shoveling,
Wrecking,
Planning,
Building, breaking,
Under the smoke,
teeth.

rebuilding.

dust all over his mouth,

Under the terrible burden of destiny,
laughs,

laughing with white

laughing as a young man

Laughing even as an ignorant fighter laughs who has never
lost a battle.
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Bragging and laughing that under his wrist
under his ribs the
heart of the people.
Laughing!
Laughing the stormy,
naked, sweating,

husky,

is

the pulse,

brawling laughter of Youth,

proud to be Hog Butcher, Tool Maker,
Player with Railroads
and freight handler to the nation.

and

half-

Stacker of Wheat,

*By Carl Sandburg. In Roberts, Edgar V. and Henry E. Jacobs,
Eds. (1992). Literature: An Introduction to Reading and
Writing, 3rd Edition.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall,
p. 955.
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APPENDIX C

THE AMBITION BIRD*
So it has come to this —
insomnia at 3:15 A.M. ,
the clock tolling its engine
like a frog following
a sundial yet having an electric
seizure at the quarter hour.
The business of words keeps me awake.
I am drinking cocoa,
that warm brown mama.
I would like a simple life
yet all night I am laying
poems away in a long box.
It is my immortality box,
my lay-away plan,
my coffin.
All night dark wings
flopping in my heart.
Each an ambition bird.
The bird wants to be dropped
from a high place like Tallahatchie Bridge.
He wants to light a kitchen match
and immolate himself.
He wants to fly into the hand of Michelangelo
and come out painted on a ceiling.
He wants to pierce the hornet's nest
and come out with a long godhead.
He wants to take bread and wine
and bring forth a man happily floating in the Caribbean.
He wants to be pressed out
so he can unlock the Magi.

like a key
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He wants to take leave among strangers
passing out bits of his heart like hors
He wants to die changing his clothes
and bolt for the sun like a diamond.

d'oeuvres.

He wants, I want.
Dear God, wouldn't it be
good enough to just drink cocoa?
I must get a new bird
and a new immortality box.
There is folly enough inside this one.

*By Anne Sexton. From Anne Sexton (1981).
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, pp. 299-300.
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The Complete Poems.

APPENDIX D

THE BEAR*

.

1

In late winter
I sometimes glimpse
bits of steam
coming up from
some fault in the old snow
and bend close and see it is lung-colored
and put down my nose
and know
the chilly, enduring odor of bear.

.

2

I take a wolf's rib and whittle
it sharp at both ends
and coil it up
and freeze it in blubberf and place it out
on the fairway of the bears.
And when it has vanished
I move out on the bear tracks,
roaming in circles
until I come to the first, tentative,
splash on the earth.

dark

And I set out
running, following the splashes
of blood wandering over the world.
At the cut, gashed resting places
I stop and rest,
at the crawl-marks
where he lay out on his belly
to overpass some stretch of bauchy ice
I lie out
dragging myself forward with bear-knives in my fists.
3.
On the third day I begin to starve,
at nightfall I bend down as I knew I would
at a turd sopped in blood
and hesitate and pick it up,
and thrust it in my mouth, and gnash it down,
and rise
and go on running.
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4.
On the seventh day,
living now on bear blood alone,
I can see his upturned carcass far out ahead,
steamy hulk,
the heavy fur riffling in the wind.

a scraggled,

I come up to him
and stare at the narrow-spaced, petty eyes,
the dismayed
face laid back on the shoulders, the nostrils
flared, catching,
perhaps the first taint of me as he
died.
I hack a ravine in his thigh and eat and drink,
and tear down his whole length
and open him and climb in
and close him up after me, against the wind,
and sleep.
5.
And dream
of lumbering flatfooted
over the tundra,
stabbed twice from within,
splattering a trail behind me,
splattering it out no matter which way I lurch,
no matter which parabola of bear-transcendence,
which dance of solitude I attempt,
which gravity-clutched leap,
which trudge, which groan.

6.
Until one day I totter and fall —
fall on this
stomach that has tried so hard to keep up,
to digest the blood as it has leaked in,
to break up
and digest the bone itself:
and now the breeze
blows over me, blows off
the hideous belches of ill-digested bear blood
and rotted stomach
and the ordinary, wretched odor of bear,
blows across
my sore, lolled tongue a song
or screech, until I think I must rise up
and dance.
And I lie still.
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7.
I awaken I think.
Marshlights
reappear, geese
come trailing again up the flyway.
In her ravine under old snow the dam-bear
lies, licking
lumps of smeared fur
and drizzly eyes into shapes
with her tongue.
And one
hairy-soled trudge stuck out before me,
the next groaned out,
the next,
the next,
the rest of my days I spend
wandering: wondering
what, anyway,
was that sticky infusion, that rank flavor of blood,
poetry, by which I lived?

*By Galway Kinnell.
From Galway Kinnell
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, pp. 60-64.
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(1968).

that

Body Rags.
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